TO:

YCTA Board of Directors
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners

FROM:

Cynthia Thompson, Transit Manager

Cc:

Ken Huffer, Carolina Rook, Keri Hinton, Sue Halliday

DATE:

10-30-20

Re:

Board Action Items for Yamhill County Transit

Yamhill County Transit Action Items for
Yamhill County Board of Director’s and Board of Commissioners
__________________________________________________________________________________
Date:10-30 20 for November 5, 2020 Board Meeting
#1 Project Description:
Approve YCTACT recommendation to submit an STIF Discretionary Application for a
pilot project for transit service between McMinnville and Junction City as outcome of
the Hwy 99 Feasibility Study.
# 1 Board Action Requested
Authorize Transit staff to submit a grant application to ODOT For STIF Discretionary
and Statewide Network Application FY 2021-23

# 1 Background Info:
This project proposes to meet a need for public transit along the 99W corridor from
McMinnville to Junction City that has been assessed as part of an ongoing Hwy 99W
Transit Corridor Study managed by Oregon Cascades West Council of Governments
with funding from the STIF Discretionary program. The consensus among participants
in the study, which includes representatives from Lane Transit District, Lane Council of
Governments, Benton Area Transit, Salem Area Mass Transit and Yamhill County,
thought that sufficient demand for transit exists on the corridor to launch pilot transit
service. Two of the participants in the study, Yamhill County and Benton County,
have agreed to a partnership to operate the pilot transit service.
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For background, the City of Monroe is completely unserved by transit, and many
areas along Hwy 99W are only accessible by private automobile. Overview maps are
included in the attachments to the grant. Also, the project scope and schedule are
included in the grant attachments.
Currently, Lane Transit District operates service from Eugene to Junction City; Benton
County serves the segment between Corvallis and Adair Village; Cherriots serves
from Monmouth to Salem; and, Yamhill County Transit serves from Salem to
McMinnville, and north to the Tigard Transit Center.
The project has been broken into three phases; Demand Analysis, Implementation
Plan, and Operations.
The Demand Analysis phase is nearly complete, with transit provider interviews,
stakeholder surveys of existing and potential riders, and input from connecting transit
service providers informing the decision to proceed with the next phases of the
project. The second phase will refine route details, determine vehicle type, and
create a brand and marketing strategy. The final phase will involve operating the
service for up to two years from the initial start date.
It's estimate that vehicle acquisition would take 9-12 months. This would allow the
service to start in the summer 2022 while Yamhill County and Benton County assess
and implement a sustainable funding strategy, which likely would initially have to rely
on STIF Formula funding from the respective Qualified Entities. Traditional metrics for
evaluating transit, including per revenue hour of operation, passenger boarding’s,
and route on time percentage.
Yamhill County Transit and Benton Area Transit are well positioned to implement and
manage the proposed transit service on Hwy 99W. Benton County extends south to
the City of Monroe, which is approximately seven miles from Junction City and
McMinnville is where Yamhill County Transit is located. The geographic location of
the project partners will allow them to either split the service into northern and
southern segments or run the entire 70 plus mile route length while keeping dead
heads to a minimum via scheduling.
The initial pilot transit service will involve four round trips per day (two by each
partner), five days a week. The project partners would each have to acquire a
primary and a backup bus (four total) to implement the pilot transit service. The
scope of the proposal covers almost all the rural communities on Hwy 99W, including
the communities of Monroe, Corvallis, and Adair Village, Monmouth, Rickreal and
Amity. The proposed pilot transit service would connect with Lane Transit District in
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Junction City, with four transit services in Corvallis, with Cherriots in Monmouth, with
Tillamook County Transportation Service District in Rickreal and with Yamhill County
Transit in Amity and McMinnville.
If the pilot project is not successful Yamhill County Transit is not required to continue
the operation and YCT will be able to keep the buses purchased through this grant.
The actual service will not begin until the summer of 2021 and hopefully COVID will
be on the downward cycle. There is also an opportunity to expand the length of the
pilot project should it need more time for analysis due to COVID-19.
The Feasibility Study group were concerned if they waited until after COVID-19 or
until the next funding cycle 2023-25 the project will lose its momentum and could
become another study that sits on a shelf.
The Transit Manager met with First Transit staff and First Transit has recognized and
been aware of this gap in service and the need. Customers have asked about
service on Hwy 99 and First Transit indicated they can provide the staff and the
service if this grant is funded.
YCTAC met on October 22, 2020 and voted to recommend submitting this grant
application to ODOT for STIF and Network Discretionary Funding and staff
recommend approval of this project.
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#2 Project Description:
Approve for disposal the following transit vehicles by declaring them as surplus. Units
114, 203, 300, 401, 402, 404, 405 and 603
#2 Board Action Requested
Declare the transit vehicles as surplus and approve staff to move forward with
disposal process according to County and State policies and procedures.

#2 Background Info:
Vehicle Unit #

Year

VIN #

114
203
300
402
405
603

2008
2002
2010
2010
2010
2006

1FD4E45P68DA39658
1FDXE4SF42HB75839A
1FDFE45P89DA41972
1N9MMACLXAC084216
1N9MMACL8AC084215
1FDXE45P16DA31915

State or County
Owned
County
County
Fed/State
State
State
County

These vehicles are beyond their useful life according FTA and ODOT standards for
years and mileage.
Staff recommends approval of declaring these buses as surplus and following county
policy for disposal.
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Executive Summary
Introduction
The Oregon Cascades West Council of Governments tasked the Institute for Policy Research and
Engagement in conducting a transit feasibility study to assess the need for increased public transit along
the Highway 99W (Hwy 99W) corridor. Highway 99W runs between Eugene and Portland roughly
paralleling I5 to the west. There is currently limited public transit along Highway 99W creating service
gaps between Junction City and McMinnville.
The study incorporates a Demand Assessment including key findings from the research to understand
current levels of transit demand along Highway 99W between Junction City and McMinnville. Demand is
assessed on transit need and level of interest from the local communities as well as factors that affect
service for vulnerable populations, potential transit service options, frequency, practical route scheduling
and operational cost. Based on the findings, route
“My handicapped son lives in
alternatives were determined to fit transit demand.

Research Methods

•
•
•
•

Demographic and Commute Analysis
Transit Stakeholder Interviews
Community leader interviews
Community Survey

Monmouth and could use this
service for transportation
between home and Amity. He
struggles with this regularly now.”

Demographic and Commute Analysis

The Demographic and Commute analysis was conducted to understand current and future community
demographics, vulnerable population data, and existing transit use and operations. The analysis uses the
most current data drawn from the American Community Survey five-year estimates (2014-2018),
Portland State University’s Population Research Center’s population estimates and forecasts, and
Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics.

Community Demographics

The population is projected to grow
by 1.2% annually until 2040
McMinnville, Independence and
Monroe are above the 5% threshold
of limited English-speaking household
Monmouth, Independence, Adair
Village and Junction City report a 2%
to 8% higher population of females to
males

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study

Vulnerable Populations

There is an increasing population
of older adults and 31% of
residents aged 55 or older are
reported to have a disability
20% of households report having
an income below poverty level.
8% report having no vehicle
availability
10% of residents in the study
area identify as having a mental
or physical disability

Travel Patterns

56% of the residents in the
study area travel less than 10
miles to work.
Most residents in the study
area travel to a different city
for work. This specifically
increases throughout
smaller cities in the corridor.
Corvallis, McMinnville,
Salem and Eugene are the
primary work destinations
along the corridor
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“We are seeing steady increases in congestion and there is a point where
that begins to impact movement and delivery of services and goods. And
having a viable transit service is one of the ways we can help address those
needs.”

Transit Stakeholder Interviews

Community Leader Interviews

Existing transit providers were interviewed to
understand existing transit demand and
potential need for transit expansion along
Highway 99W. Phone and in-person Interviews
were conducted using a standardized interview
guide. Information was synthesized to
determine key findings. 15 interviews were
conducted from the following agencies: Lane
Transit District, Oregon Department of
Transportation, Lane Council of Governments,
Benton County Transit, Corvallis Transit,
Cherriots Transit, Yamhill County Transit
Authority, Confederated Tribes of the Grand
Ronde, and MTR Western.

Community leader Interviews were conducted
in response to the COVID-19 pandemic and the
need to adjust from in-person focus groups to a
socially distant research method. The purpose
was to gain a deeper understanding of
community transportation needs and
community demand for transit. Community
leaders were asked to speak to their
impressions of community needs and patterns
and were not expected to represent all
experiences or opinions. 18 interviews were
conducted from local and private community
services such as public libraries, nonprofits and
schools.

Key Findings
Demand thresholds for rural transit have lower
ridership than metropolitan routes
Infrastructure, operations, demand, route
connections, and limited funding are all
constraints to providing rural transit
Demand for transit is increasing due to
demographic shifts in age and ethnicity,
increasing housing prices in metropolitan areas,
and increasing congestion along Highway 99W
and I-5
Metrics for successful rural transit include
operating costs, ridership, and accessibility

Rural communities are car dependent and there
are cultural associations between owning a car
and being successful
The cost of owning and operating a car as well
as lack of transit inhibits community members
from reaching destinations
Increased public transit use would require low fare
increased frequency, reduced wait time, lower
travel time, and promotional materials provided in
multiple methods and languages.
Barriers to accessing transit include current
operations, infrastructure, and communication
methods
Concerns about health and safety are likely to
continue for the near future due to the COVID19 pandemic
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Community Survey
The purpose of the survey was to engage with existing and potential riders and understand the
willingness to use transit along Highway 99W. The online survey was disseminated through existing
contacts from the Technical Advisory Committee, organizations throughout the corridor and posted as
a Facebook advertisement throughout the region. There were 447 respondents to the survey.

“I admit I will likely

Key Findings
Strong general support among survey takers for transit service
Majority of respondents travel for personal errands/social activity
Most respondents show localized travel patterns
Effective service includes stability, safety, cost, frequency,
infrastructure, and connections
$9.21 is the average max. amount respondents would pay for service
New choice riders will be harder to persuade to use after COVID-19

never use the services
myself but there is a
definite need in the
community among
multiple different groups
I don't fall in and I
support expanding
public transit options.”

Demand Factors
Vulnerable Populations
Vulnerable populations are defined as
populations who are elderly, have a disability,
are cost burden, do not have access to a car,
and/or are primarily Spanish-speaking.

Transit Service Options
•
•
•
•
•

Frequency

Route Scheduling

Low, medium, and high frequency is determined
based on other regional rural transit operations.
Weekday service was the determined metric
because weekend service varies greatly among
service providers.

•

•
•
•

•

Low: 2-3 roundtrips per weekday
Medium: 4-5 roundtrips per weekday
High: 6 or more roundtrips per weekday.

Operational Cost
Analysis

Dial a Ride
Fixed Route Bus
Deviated Fixed Route
Flex Services
Regional Services

•

Weekend schedules may vary from weekday
schedules including later start times.
Demand may be lower for early morning
trips in the north region than the south and
center.
There is low demand for service after 7pm
on weekends and weekdays across all
geographies

Average Operating Expense per Vehicle Revenue Hour

Source: Federal Transit Administration Agency Profiles, 2018

Alternative 1: Junction City to McMinnville
Alternative 1 provides a continuous service to the entire Highway 99W corridor. This alternative ensures all
communities along the corridor have a north and south bound route allowing flexibility in travel direction
to services, amenities, recreation and personal errands within the nearby communities.

Benefits
One continuous route for the entire corridor
length allows a single bus operator to provide
service to a large geographic area and
considerably reduce operating expenses.

Constraints
To save cost with one bus operator, the service
would run at a medium to low frequency and
provide 3 round trips per day. This could
significantly reduce the number of passengers
able and willing to utilize the service. Due to the
length of the route, it will be difficult
synchronize with alternate bus routes along the
corridor.

Route Specifics (Roundtrips)
•
•
•
•
•

Route Length: 145 miles
Travel Time: 218 minutes
Frequency: Medium to Low
Trips Per Day: 3
Departure Rate: once every 4 Hours

Potential Terminal Locations
Junction City:
Route 95 Stop(s)

Junction City

McMinnville:
Transit Center

Route Stops
•
•
•

Monroe
Corvallis
Adair Village

•
•

Monmouth
Amity

Source: Remix
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Alternative 2: Junction City to Corvallis
Alternative 2 provides a service route between Junction City and Corvallis suggesting a higher frequency
route through a smaller geographic area. This alternative was determined based on the high demand from
the communities south of Corvallis and specifically Monroe which currently lacks service.

Benefits
This route would provide higher frequency
allowing flexibility in time of travel. The route
would provide service to the currently nontransit served Monroe community to medical
and personal errands.

Constraints
This route excludes the northern portion of the
Highway 99W corridor limiting travel for
northern residents and southern residents
interested in traveling north.

Route Specifics (Roundtrips)
•
•
•
•
•

Route Length: 52 miles
Travel Time: 78 minutes
Frequency: High Frequency
Trips Per Day: 8
Departure Rate: Once every 86
minutes

Potential Terminal Locations
Junction City:
Route 95 Stop(s)

Junction City

Route Stops
•

Source: Remix

Monroe

Corvallis
Downtown Transit
Center

Alternative 3: Junction City to Corvallis & Corvallis to
McMinnville
Alternative 3 supplements Alternative 2 with a secondary route running from Corvallis to McMinnville. This
route provides options for northern and southern residents to travel along the corridor to the central
region. At a minimum, the route would require two buses and two operators to serve both regions.

Benefits
This route would provide higher frequency and
rider flexibility throughout the region. It aligns
with travel patterns where residents have a
higher frequency of travel to and from the
central region including Corvallis.

Constraints
Northern route is 78% longer. This would
require twice the amount of bus trips and
operators in the northern region or longer wait
times in the southern region to align scheduling
transit schedules. The result would be either
higher cost or lower frequency depending.

Route Specifics (roundtrips)
•
•
•
•
•

Route Length: 93 miles
Travel Time: 139 minutes
Frequency: Medium to High Frequency
Trips Per Day: 4-8
Departure Rate: Once every 153
minutes

Potential Terminal Locations
McMinnville:
Transit Center

Corvallis:
Downtown Transit
Center

Route Stops
•
•
•

Amity
Monmouth
Adair Village

•

Monroe

Source: Remix
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Alternative 4: Eugene to Albany
Alternative 4 provides an enhanced connection to larger metro regions by connecting Eugene to Albany.
The service provides southern residents the connection to resources in the southern and central regions.

Benefits
This route closes the service gap between
Junction City and Corvallis and extends access to
services in Eugene and Albany. There is current
demand to extend transit to Eugene from the
southern communities and connecting to the
Amtrak station in Albany extends the potential
for transit to I-5 and Portland.

Constraints
Current service between Corvallis and Albany
creates potential for duplicate service. The route
excludes northern portion of the corridor
limiting travel for northern residents as well as
southern residents interested in traveling north.

Route Specifics (Roundtrips)
•
•
•
•
•

Route Length: 98 miles
Travel Time: 146 minutes
Frequency: Medium to High Frequency
Trips Per Day: 4-8
Departure Rate: Once every 161
minutes

Potential Terminal Locations

Junction City

Eugene:
Santa-Clara Transit
Station

Albany:
Amtrak Train
Station

Route Stops
•
•

Junction City
Monroe

•

Corvallis

Source: Remix

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The Oregon Cascades West Council of Governments (OCWCOG) tasked the Institute for Policy Research
and Engagement (IPRE) at the University of Oregon in conducting a transit feasibility study. The purpose
of the study is to assess the need for increased access to public transportation along the Highway 99W
(Hwy 99W) corridor.
Highway 99W is a major highway that roughly parallels Interstate 5 to the west and connects Portland,
Salem and Eugene, the three largest metropolitan cities in Oregon. The study focuses on the 72-mile
section of Highway 99W between McMinnville and Junction City due to the significant gaps in transit
service. Figure 1-1 shows the study area and includes current inter-community transit lines and significant
gaps in transit services throughout the corridor. Approximately 48 miles of the study area between
Junction City and McMinnville are not serviced by public transit and are marked in pink.

Figure 1-1.Transit Routes Connecting to Highway 99W

Source: Oregon Cascades West Council of Governments

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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The surrounding area of Highway 99W is diverse in composition with agriculture, small rural communities,
and larger city hubs. These areas are interconnected through various community needs and result in
significant travel along Highway 99W. Communities around the corridor use Highway 99W for various
purposes such as work commute, shopping, medical needs, and recreational opportunities. OCWCOG
recognizes the gap in service and the significance of Highway 99W as a common travel corridor and is
interested in understanding the need for a new transit line based on existing conditions, community
needs and potential transit opportunities.
There are eight communities along the corridor that range in size from under 1,000 to around 60,000 in
population. The corridor was divided into three regions based on their geographical location: north,
center, and south.

Table 1-1. Designated Regions on Highway 99W

Source: IPRE, 2020

Project Support
The Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study is supported by a variety of local and regional plans that
encourage rural connection and further study along Highway 99W. The project stems from the Benton
County Transportation System Plan (TSP) which provides a set of goals and strategies for long range
transportation planning in Benton County. The Benton County TSP describes the lack of transit options
and encourages further study of an extended transit route along the corridor. This consideration focuses
on rural communities lacking public transit mobility and is a focus of this feasibility study 1.
In Oregon’s Statewide Land Use Planning Goals, Goal 12 addresses transportation more specifically. Goal
12 supports government entities in increasing mobility for residents, ensuring that they are not limited in
their ability to access jobs, services, and other communities. The Oregon Public Transportation Plan
broadly recognizes the need for expanding rural public transportation connecting communities to
regional services ensuring better quality of life, retention of population and improved economies2. It
states that “transportation agencies and providers must coordinate to stretch services for seniors, the
disadvantaged, rural residents and non-English speaking populations.3”

1

Page 104 BCTSP, 2019

2

Page 111, Oregon Transportation Plan, Volume I, 2006

3

Page 25, Oregon Transportation Plan, Volume I, 2006
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Additionally, Regional plans support the Transportation Feasibility Study such as the Salem-Keizer Transit
District Long Range Plan and the Lincoln Benton, Linn Human Services Coordinated Plan. The Lincoln,
Benton Linn Human Services Coordinated Plan describe the existing intercounty transportation
connections as well as the strategy to increase regional collaboration and expansion of transportation
services. These plans provide the foundation and motivation for the Highway 99W study and align with
Oregon’s Statewide Land Use Planning Goals.
In 2017, the Oregon Legislature passed House Bill 2017, the Statewide Transportation Improvement Fund
(STIF). The bill designated nine percent of the total funds appropriated to be awarded to eligible Public
Transportation Service Providers based on a competitive grant process. The nine percent is divided into a
five percent share for STIF Discretionary Projects and a four percent share for STIF Intercommunity
Discretionary projects. OCWCOG was awarded $102,340 from the intercommunity discretionary fund
with a grant amount of $92,106 and $10,234 local match.

Methodology
To determine transit feasibility the study evaluates demand for transit, potential transit options, costs
estimates, and potential funding sources. These elements are based on analyzing existing conditions,
conducting public engagement and gaining input from current transit providers. Key elements of the
research include a demographic and commute analysis, interviews with transit providers, an online survey
and community leader interviews.
Throughout the research, key implications were synthesized and presented to three Area Commissions
on Transportation (ACT) and a Technical Advisory Committee (TAC). The ACTs include the Mid-Willamette
Valley, Cascades West, and Lane. The ACTs were informed on research progress and finding and were
consulted to gain regional context and local community connections. The TAC consisted of regional transit
providers throughout the corridor and provided guidance and technical recommendations.
Demographic and commute analysis
The Demographic and Commute Analysis provides context based on demographic and commute data
that includes existing conditions for the cities along Highway 99W. This analysis provides background to
the cities, current transit services, community demographic characteristics, characteristics for vulnerable
populations and travel patterns. The analysis uses demographic data from the American Community
Survey (ACS) Five-Year Estimates (2014-2018) and Portland State University’s (PSU) Population Research
Center’s (PRC) population estimates and forecasts. Although these data sources are considered the most
reliable and up to date, it is important to acknowledge that data reliability can be poor for small cities and
may not represent these communities accurately.
Stakeholder Engagement
Existing transit providers were identified and interviewed as key stakeholders within the study. The
purpose of the interviews was to obtain a better understanding of possible transit connections, existing
transit demand and potential need for expansion along the HIGHWAY 99W corridor. The interviewed
transit providers include: Lane Transit District (LTD), the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT),
Lane Council of Governments (LCOG), Benton County Transit, Corvallis Transit, Cherriots Transit, Yamhill
County Transit Authority (YCTA), the Confederated Tribes of the Grand Ronde, and MTR Western.

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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Survey
The survey was developed by IPRE, with significant input from OCWCOG and the Technical Advisory
Committee, as well as minor feedback from the Area Commissions on Transportation. Using the snowball
method, interested parties spread the survey independently. The survey was posted and advertised on
Facebook, included in newsletters, and sent to private email lists.
The purpose of the survey was to collect data from individuals living along the corridor. The data was
collected in order to better understand respondent’s current travel patterns, possible transit needs, and
the demographics of those who would rely on this service. The responses from this survey helps shape
the demand assessment by clarifying where the need for transit is within the study area.
Community Leader Interviews
The original scope of work included several in-person focus groups with community members and
organizations. However, due to COVID-19 and the restriction on in-person interactions, the focus groups
were not feasible. In the place of focus groups, interviews with community leaders were conducted with
underserved, under-represented, and vulnerable communities along the corridor. The purpose of these
interviews was to gain a better understanding of transit needs for these populations and is consistent
with the purpose of the in-person focus groups.
Underrepresented community groups along the Highway 99W corridor were identified and prioritized in
the community leader interviews. IPRE decided to interview community leaders due to accessibility and
resource availability. The interviews were conducted over the phone using a standardized interview
guide. Social services, libraries and community organizations were interviewed while major employers,
business associations and Granges were considered but not included due to limited resources and time
constraints.

Existing Conditions
The study area is currently serviced by Yamhill County Transit, Cherriots, Benton County Transit, Corvallis
Transit System, Linn Benton Loop, and Lane Transit District. However, these transit service providers
mostly provide service within urban areas and across the study area East to West, as opposed to North to
South.
A fixed-route bus route was previously in operation along Highway 99W. The 99 Express serviced the
highway with stops in Adair Village, Corvallis, Monroe, and Junction City. The route between Adair Village
and Corvallis is still in operation, however, the rest of the route was discontinued after approximately two
years of service due to low ridership.

Organization of this Report
This report is organized around major components of research that answer the question, “is transit
services feasible along the Highway 99W Corridor”?
Chapter 2 describes the demographic and commute analysis. Specifically, key takeaways from
demographic and commute data. This includes information about current transit service, community
demographic characteristics, characteristics for vulnerable populations, travel patterns, and local colleges
and universities.
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Chapter 3 describes the transit provider interviews. This includes synthesis of the key findings and themes
that arose from these interviews. As well as key implications for assessing transit feasibility and an indepth discussion of intercommunity and rural routes, transit funding, collaboration between agencies,
barriers to providing rural transit and transit to vulnerable populations, and opportunities for transit
expansion.
Chapter 4 describes the survey. This includes key findings and analysis of the data collected, as well as
content analysis of the written portion of the survey.
Chapter 5 describes the community leader interviews. This includes synthesis of the key findings and
themes that arose from these interviews. As well as analysis of the needs of these underserved, underrepresented, vulnerable groups.
Chapter 6: focus groups likely to be removed
Chapter 7 describes the demand assessment and includes key findings from the research to understand
current levels of transit demand along Highway 99W between Junction City and McMinnville. Demand is
assessed on transit need and level of interest from the local communities as well as factors that affect
service for vulnerable populations, potential transit service options, frequency, practical route scheduling
and operational cost. Based on the findings, route alternatives were determined to fit transit demand.

Appendices
Appendix A: Current Transit Routes
Appendix B: Demographic Details
Appendix C: Stakeholder Interview Guide
Appendix D: Survey Respondent Demographics
Appendix E: Survey Guide
Appendix F: Survey Open Responses
Appendix E: Community Leader Interview Guide

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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Chapter 2: Demographic and
Commute Analysis
The purpose of Chapter 2 is to provide an analysis of demographic and commute data that includes
existing transit conditions for McMinnville, Amity, Monmouth, Independence, Adair Village, Corvallis,
Monroe, and Junction City. This chapter provides background to the cities along the corridor, current
transit service, community demographic characteristics, characteristics for vulnerable populations and
travel patterns.

Methods
The analysis uses the most current data drawn from the American Community Survey (ACS) five-year
estimates (2014-2018), Portland State University’s (PSU) Population Research Center’s (PRC) population
estimates and forecasts, and Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD). Note: ACS data is based
on a survey with a relatively small sample size and therefore subject to higher margins of error than the
Decennial Census in areas of low population.

Key Implications: Community Demographics
Community Demographic characteristics include an estimated population, 2040 population projection,
sex, median rent, house value, race, ethnicity, and language.
•
•
•

•

The population of the study area is projected to grow by 1.2% annually until 2040
(an increase of 1,706 people per year and a total of 35,826 people between 2019 and 2040).
Racial and ethnic diversity varies across individual cities in the corridor. McMinnville,
Independence and Monroe report the highest percentages of residents identifying as Hispanic
or Latino
McMinnville, Independence and Monroe are above the 5% threshold of limited English-speaking
household, specifically Spanish speaking, requiring transit providers to issue reading materials in
Spanish
Monmouth, Independence, Adair Village and Junction City report a 2% to 8% higher population
of females to males

Key Implications: Vulnerable Populations
Vulnerable populations include age, income, poverty, disability, and vehicle ownership
•
•
•
•

There is an increasing population of older adults along the corridor and 31% of residents aged 55
or older are reported to have a disability
20% of households in the study area report having an income below the poverty level.
10% of residents in the study area identify as having a mental or physical disability.
8% of the study corridor report having no vehicle availability however all communities except
Corvallis report less than 8%.

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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Key Implication: Travel Patterns
Travel patterns include distance to work, inflow/outflow, residents’ workplace destination, workers’
home destination, means of transportation to work, and time leaving home for work.
•
•
•
•

56% of the residents in the study area travel less than 10 miles to work.
Most residents in the study area travel to a different city for work. This specifically increases
throughout smaller cities in the corridor.
Over 50% of the residents in the study area leave home between 9:00 am and 5:00 pm.
Monmouth and Independence show 15% to 18% of residents leaving for work between 4:00 pm
and 11:59 pm.
Corvallis, McMinnville, Salem and Eugene are the primary work destinations along the corridor

Existing Conditions
The following section provides background information on community characteristics and existing transit
within the various counties. This includes public transit options within individual communities and along
Highway 99W. The Non-fixed route transit services include ADA Paratransit, Dial-a-Ride, Direct Flex and
late-night services.

Yamhill County
Yamhill County is in the northern reach of the Willamette valley and the Highway 99W study area. The
county is a combination of rolling hills, forested lands and small communities. Yamhill county is known for
its variety of vineyards and recreational opportunities. The cities located on Highway 99W include
McMinnville and Amity.
McMinnville is located seven miles north of Amity, 26 miles northwest of Salem, and 47 miles
southwest of Portland. McMinnville is the County Seat and the largest city in Yamhill county.
McMinnville is a central hub of the Willamette Valley and is a major resource for the winemaking
industry. McMinnville’s top private employers include the Willamette Valley Medical Center,
Linfield College, and Cascade Steel Rolling Mills, Inc. 4
Amity is located seven miles south of McMinnville, 19 miles northwest of Salem, 19 miles north of
Monmouth, and 51 miles southwest of Portland. The largest employer in the city is the school
district, followed by Coelho Winery. The remaining businesses in the City employ 25 workers or
less. Most residents commute to nearby communities for work.
The main transit service provider for McMinnville and Amity is the Yamhill County Transit Area (YCTA).
YCTA operates four routes within McMinnville. YCTA route 11 runs from Amity to McMinnville (28-minute
ride) and Amity to Salem (35-minute ride). 5 Several outgoing routes connect McMinnville with Amity,
Salem, Sheridan, Willamina, Grand Ronde, Forest Grove, Hillsboro, Dayton, Newberg, and Tigard. On
certain local routes, it is also an option for riders to flag down a YCTA bus. A YCTA route schedule and
map can be found in Appendix A.
4

“McMinnville Industry Data.” Industries in McMinnville, Oregon, Sept. 2019, www.mcminnvillebusiness.com/industries.

5

“Transit Map.” YCTA Connexionz, Yamhill County Transit Agency, ycta.connexionz.net/rtt/public/?page=map.
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Figure 2-1. Yamhill County Transit Routes

Oregon Cascades West Council of Governance

Polk County
Polk county is located south of Yamhill County in the Willamette Valley and includes forests, farmland and
small communities. The county seat is in Dallas, located approximately 5 miles west of Highway 99W. Polk
county advertises attractions such as parks, vineyards and historical communities. The communities
located along Highway 99W include Monmouth and Independence.
Monmouth is 17 miles southwest of Salem and 21 miles north of Corvallis. Western Oregon
University (about 4,700 students) is located in Monmouth. A major employer in Monmouth
includes Western Oregon University.
Independence is located three miles east of Monmouth and is about one mile east of Highway
99W. Independence is home to the Independence State Airport and the Independence Historic
District. 6 The major industries within independence include manufacturing, natural resources and

6 “Historic Independence Oregon”. City of Independence. 2020. https://www.ci.independence.or.us/historic/about-historicdistrict
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mining and retail trade. The community prides itself as a historical rural community with a
growing and recently redeveloped downtown.
Monmouth-Independence is served primarily by Cherriots Route 40X. This regional express route has
limited frequency and makes three stops in Independence and two in Monmouth before looping around
to Dallas and then returning to Salem. Buses run eight times a day, and more often in the mornings. The
Cherriots Regional route map the Cherriots 40X schedule can be found in Appendix A.

Figure 2-2. Polk County Transit Routes

Oregon Cascade West Council of Governance

Benton County
Benton County is located south of Polk County in the central Willamette Valley. The county provides a
variety of recreational opportunities and cultural activities. Benton County’s economy is driven by Oregon
State, regional agriculture and tech and health industries. The county includes a variety of communities
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from small rural areas to established towns and cities. The communities along Highway 99W include Adair
Village, Corvallis and Monroe
Adair Village is located approximately eight miles north of Corvallis, and 28 miles southwest of
Salem. Adair Village acts as a bedroom community to Corvallis and Albany and provides few
commercial businesses. With only one commercial area, Adair Village relies heavily on the
surrounding community for resources and entertainment.
Corvallis is located approximately 42 miles north of Eugene and 40 miles southwest of Salem.
Corvallis is the County Seat for Benton County and provides a large amount of services to the
surrounding communities. The major employers in Corvallis include Oregon State University and
the Corvallis Hospital.
Monroe is 18 miles south of Corvallis, 9 miles northwest of Junction City, and 23 miles north of
Eugene. Monroe’s local economy is anchored on the farming of Christmas trees and grass seed,
as well as on logging and the wine industry. 7
Benton County is served primarily through Benton County Transit. Adair Village is served by the 99
Express through Benton County Transit. The 99 Express runs from Adair Village to Corvallis Monday to
Friday with four round trips per day. There is a flag stop at the intersection of Highway 99W and
Lewisburg Road. The 99 Express schedules can be found in Appendix A. Daily fare ranges from free to
$0.75 and a monthly pass costs $18.00. 8
Corvallis is primarily served by Corvallis Transit System with additional services provided from Benton
County Transit and Corvallis Public CTS, a fareless system, offers routes throughout Corvallis. 9 CTS Route 6
and Route 20 travel and stop along Highway 99W within Corvallis. The CTS Route Map can be found in
Appendix A.
Monroe does not currently have a fixed route service.

7

“Monroe Community Profile.” City of Monroe, ci.monroe.or.us/monroe-community-profile/.

8

“99 Express Fares.” Benton County Oregon, www.co.benton.or.us/publicworks/page/99-express-fares.

9

“Routes.” Corvallis Oregon, www.corvallisoregon.gov/cts/page/routes.
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Figure 2-3. Benton County Transit Routes

Oregon Cascades West Council of Governance

Lane County
Lane County is located south of Benton County and stretches from the Oregon Coast through the
southern portion of the Willamette Valley and to the central cascades. Similar to Benton County, Lane
County has a variety of communities ranging from small rural areas to larger cities. Through its diverse
landscape, Lane County provides a variety of recreational opportunities and industries however includes
the least amount of Highway 99W study area.
Junction City is located on the northern edge of Lane County. Junction City is 15 miles northwest
of Eugene, 26 miles south of Corvallis, and 57 miles south of Salem. Although Junction City has
bus service to Eugene, a service gap exists between Junction City and Corvallis.
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Lane Transit District (LTD) is the primary service provider for Lane County. Junction City is served by LTD
Route 95. This route provides fixed-route service to Junction City with connection to Eugene. Route 95
terminates in Junction City. One-way tickets cost $1.75 and monthly passes cost $50. 10 The LTD Route 95
map and schedule can be found in Appendix A.

Figure 2-4. Lane County Transit Routes

Oregon Cascades West Council of Governance

Non-Fixed Route Transportation Services
Error! Reference source not found. describes public and private transportation services along Highway
99W. The following section provides detail on the non-fixed route services throughout the communities
along Highway 99W. These services are primarily options for people who are underserved or unable to
use the fixed route public transit systems within their counties.

10

Lane Transit District. (n.d.). Retrieved January 30, 2020, from https://www.ltd.org/
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Table 2-1 Transportation Services throughout Highway 99W Communitites

Source: IPRE, 2020

ADA Paratransit
Yamhill County Transit provides ADA Paratransit rides throughout Yamhill county including McMinnville
and Amity. The ADA Paratransit Ride service is dedicated to riders who have been approved to use the
service by meeting federal ADA guidelines for their accessibility needs. Reservations must be made no
later than 5:00 pm the day before and rides are guaranteed within a two-hour window of the time
requested. One-way rides cost $2.50 and a Personal Care Attendant can ride along for free. The ADA
Paratransit Ride is a door-to-door service within ¾ mile of fixed-route service in McMinnville and
Newberg.
Cherriots operates LIFT, a paratransit service for people with qualifying disabilities. This service is an origin
to destination service that costs $3.20 for a one-ride trip. LIFT is available weekdays from 7am to 8pm,
Saturdays from 7 am to 6pm and unavailable Sundays. Cherriots offers reduced fare rides for those who
qualify. To qualify for LIFT service, riders must complete an application, questionnaire and an in-person
interview.
LTD provides Ridesource, a paratransit service for Junction City residents on Medicaid. The service is
operated through the Eugene-Springfield Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO). However, Junction
City lies outside of the MPO, which excludes the city from offering services to residents who are not on
Medicaid. 11 Ridesource is available during the same operating hours as LTD’s bus service, and trip
requests must be made at least one day in advance. 12

Dial-a-Ride
Yamhill County Transit provides Dial-a-Ride services throughout Yamhill County. Dial-A-Ride is a
reservation-only curb-to-curb service that is open to anyone. Reservations must be made between two
11 Junction City. (2016). Junction City Transportation Systems Plan.
https://www.junctioncityoregon.gov/vertical/Sites/%7BE865F063-52B6-4191-89A3-FB88287BBBED%7D/uploads/Final_Junction_City_TSP_-_2016-2036_(2).pdf
12 RideSource > Lane Transit District. (n.d.). Retrieved February 19, 2020, from https://www.ltd.org/ridesource/
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weeks and 48 hours before the requested pickup time and date, but rides are not guaranteed. This
service is offered at a flat fee of $1.75 and riders can purchase an unlimited monthly pass for $40. 13
Benton County offers a Dial-a-Bus that provides curb-to-curb transportation serving seniors over 60 years
of age who are unable to use the Corvallis Transit system and ADA certified people with disabilities (those
who are certified by the Social Security Administration). One-way fare begins at $2.50. 14 Dial-a-Bus is
open Monday through Friday from 8:00 am to 5:30 pm. 15 In addition, Benton County offers Monroe
residents a Dial-a-ride service that operates 7 days a week, except for federal holidays and during
inclement weather. Reservations for a ride must be made in advance, and not all requests can be
accommodated. A one-way trip from Monroe costs $5.25. 16
Cherriots provides Shop and Ride, a dial-a-ride service for seniors and people with disabilities those
located within the Salem-Keizer Urban Growth
Boundary. This service is ADA accessible and runs
Community Demographic Characteristics
Monday through Friday between 8am and 5pm. This
include an estimated population, 2040
service
is reservable and costs $3.20 for a one-ride trip
population projection, sex, median rent,
or $32 for 10 passes. Medical appointments assume
house value, race, ethnicity, and language.
priority and unlike, LIFT, this service does not require
an application.
Oregon Cascades West Council of Governments (OCWCOG) offers free RideLine dial-a-ride service for
non-emergency medical appointments for residents of Benton, Linn, and Lincoln counties on Medicaid.
Monroe residents have access to this service. Rides must be scheduled 48 hours in advance. 17

Direct Flex
Polk County offers the Polk County Flex and is open to all riders with no application required to schedule
an origin-to-destination direct ride the day before their trip. Rides are on a first-come, first-serve basis,
and may be limited to keep buses on schedule. 18 Travelers to Salem can connect to Greyhound, Amtrak,
or Cascades POINT, but none of these services are offered in Monmouth-Independence.

Late Night Shuttle
Corvallis Transit is served by the Corvallis Transit System Night Owl is a partnership between CTS and the
Associated Students of Oregon State University to provide seasonal, late-night, bus service for both OSU
students and the general public. 19 The Night Owl serves three routes within Corvallis (north, southeast,
and southwest).

13 “Yamhill County Transit.” Ycbus, Yamhill County Transit, ycbus.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Schedule-A-Ride.pdf.
14 “About Us.” Dial-a-Bus Benton County, 26 Sept. 2018, dialabus.org/about/.
15 Ibid.
16 Benton County Dial-a-Ride – NW Connector. (n.d.). Retrieved February 19, 2020, from https://www.nworegontransit.org/diala-bus-bct/
17 Cascades West RideLine | OCWCOG. (n.d.). Retrieved February 19, 2020, from
http://www.ocwcog.org/transportation/cascades-west-ride-line/
18 Polk County Flex informational brochure. Accessed 2/19/2020.
https://www.cherriots.org/media/doc/Cherriots_Foldable_Route_Schedules_-_PCF_-_2019-09-03.pdf
19

“Night Owl.” Corvallis Oregon, www.corvallisoregon.gov/cts/page/night-owl.
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Demographic Analysis
The following section presents demographic information along Highway 99W. This includes population
forecasts, sex, median rent, house value, race, ethnicity and language. These categories help inform
transit through the current conditions and future community characteristics.
Population
Table 2-2 shows the 2010 and 2019 population including average annual change, average annual growth
rate (AAGR) and population projections. This helps inform the transit through change in potential
ridership and increase service eligibility.

Table 2-2. Resident Population and Growth, Study Area, 2010, 2019, 2040

Source: PSU. Population Research Center. Current Forecast Summaries for All Areas, Final Forecast 2019

The study area has about 121,645 residents. Between 2010 and 2019, the area experienced a 7%
population growth and is projected to continue growing by 1.2% per year until 2040 (see Table 2-2). By
2040, about one-quarter (42,805) more people will be living in the area than are currently. Population
growth tends to indicate a healthy economy and can both support economic opportunities but also can
lead to wealth disparities. 20
The population distribution shows that the corridor is anchored by Corvallis (representing 49% of the
population) and McMinnville (27%) (see Appendix A). Adair Village, Amity, Independence, Junction City,
Monmouth, and Monroe comprise of the remaining 24% of the study area’s population (30,355 people).
Adair Village and Independence are projected to have the highest annual growth rate between now and
2040 (see Table 2-2).

20

Economic Profile System. Headwaters Economics, https://headwaterseconomics.org/tools/economic-profile-system/.
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Sex
Table 2-2 shows population breakdown by sex throughout the study area. Like Oregon, the study area is
split 50/50 between females and males. Sex breakdown is important for transit because travel patterns
differ between females and males. Studies have shown females often travel on public transit more often
than males. 21

Figure 2-5. Population by Sex, Study Area, 2018

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates (2014-2018). Table B18101. Social Explorer.

21

Nobis, Claudia, and Barbara Lenz. Research in Women's Issues in Transportation: Report of a Conference. Vol. 2, Technical
Papers. TRB, 2005.
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Cost Burden
Figure 2-6 represents housing affordability throughout Highway 99W. The ratio is determined based on
income and housing cost and informs financial difficulty for those paying 30% or more on housing costs.
This standard was developed through the US Housing and Development Act and applies for rental and
mortgage paying households. Mortgage costs are defined as the sum of payment for mortgages, real
estate taxes, insurance, utilities, fuels, mobile home costs and condominium fees 22. Gross Rent is defined
as the amount of contract rent including the estimated average monthly costs of utilities and fuels if paid
by renter 23.

Figure 2-6. Housing-Cost Burden for Mortage and Rental Costs, 2018

OwnerOccupied
Homes

5,129

249

1,132

1,282

179

5,668

92

1,043

Renter
Occupied
Units

4,793

217

1,822

1,589

143

13,059

111

962

Source:. Populations at Risk, Headwaters Economics. U.S Department of Commerce. 2019. Census Bureau, ACS

An average of 28% of households are considered cost burden and spend 30% or more on mortgage costs
throughout Highway 99W. 54% of rental households are considered cost burden, a significantly higher
percent than that of homeowners. Monmouth has the largest percentage of unaffordable housing with
40% of homeowners spending over 30% of household income on mortgage expenses and 66% of rental
households spending 30% or more on rental costs. Monmouth, Independence, Adair Village, Monroe and
Junction City have an average or above average cost burden population compared to the entire Highway

22

Populations at Risk, Headwaters Economics Populations at Risk. Headwaterseconomics.org/par U.S Department of Commerce.
2019. Census Bureau, American Community Survey Office, Washington D.C.
23

Populations at Risk, Headwaters Economics Populations at Risk. Headwaterseconomics.org/par U.S Department of Commerce.
2019. Census Bureau, American Community Survey Office, Washington D.C.,
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99W corridor. Compared to the average of the corridor, Monmouth and Corvallis are above the average
cost burden percentage with McMinnville and Independence just below the average.

Race, Ethnicity, and Language
The Federal Transit Authority (FTA) requires that transit agencies conduct a Title VI analysis to create a
limited English proficiency (LEP) plan. Although transit agencies have some flexibility in crafting their LEP
plans, they need to conduct a detailed four-factor analysis to create a holistic plan for serving LEP
populations. The FTA stipulates that agencies can choose to satisfy one of the many requirements by
providing written translation of vital documents in LEP languages where the total LEP population served is
5% of the total population, or 1,000 people, whichever is less. 24

Figure 2-7. Hispanic or Latino Ethnicity, Study Area, 2018

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates (2014-2018), Table B03003. Data.census.gov.

Figure 2-7 depicts Hispanic or Latino ethnicity throughout the study area. Understanding race and ethnic
breakdowns helps inform transit as some populations are more reliant on public transit options. As shown
in Figure 2-7, the study area is predominately white (85%, 108,691 people) with portions of the
population who identify as Hispanic or Latino (15%, 17,325 people). Independence and McMinnville
reported the highest percentage of residents who identify as Hispanic or Latino (35%, 3,364 people and
23%, 7,871 people, respectively). Most LTD riders (96%) speak English well or very well however a
significant portion of the study area is Spanish speaking and English limited. 25 The study area has a higher

24

“Title VI Requirements and Guidelines for Federal Transit Administration Recipients | FTA,” February 27, 2020.
https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/fta-circulars/title-vi-requirements-and-guidelines-federal-transit.
25

Lane Transit District 2015 Origin/Destination Study. Transit Marketing, 2016.
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proportion of Asian residents than Oregon overall, with 10% of Corvallis’ population identifying as “Asian
Alone.” A full table of racial categories can be found in Appendix A.

Figure 2-8. Spanish-Speaking Households, Study Area, 2018

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates (2014-2018), Table C16002. Data.census.gov.

Figure 2-8 shows Spanish speaking households broken into two categories: those with limited English and
those not limited with English. It is important to understand populations of limited English speaking for
transit service because it determines the language provided for reading material.
Figure 2-8 shows two percent (2%, 921 households) of households in the study area report having a
limited English-speaking household where the primary language is Spanish. Of Spanish speakers, Monroe,
Independence, and McMinnville report the highest percentages of residents who have limited English
speaking (6%, 6%, and 5%, respectively). Of Asian and Pacific Island Languages, Corvallis and Monmouth
report the highest percentages (3% and 1% respectively) of residents who live in a limited Englishspeaking household this may be attributed to students attending Oregon State University (OSU) and
Western Oregon University (WOU).
For Spanish LEP, the Highway 99W corridor population is 921 households. Hispanic and Latino
populations are historically underrepresented within census counts therefore Spanish LEP along Highway
99W is assumed to be over 1,000. Written materials of vital documents should be translated into Spanish
to satisfy the FTA’s requirements.
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Figure 2-9. Asian and Pacific Island Language-Speaking Households, Study Area, 2018

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates (2014-2018), Table C16002. Data.census.gov.

Figure 2-9 shows the breakdown of Asian and Pacific Island Language-Speaking Households throughout
the corridor. Although English and Spanish speaking households are the predominant populations along
the corridor it is important to note there are other languages considered primary in households along
Highway 99W. Two percent (2%, 679 households) of household along the corridor report Asian and
Pacific Island LEP populations. However, no single language within this grouping meet the 5% or 1,000
population thresholds for written material translation. Therefore, written materials of vital documents
are not required to be translated in any Asian or Pacific Island languages to meet FTA requirements.
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The population of the study area is projected to grow by 1.2% annually until
2040 (an increase of 1,706 people per year and a total of 35,826 people
between 2019 and 2040). Specifically, Corvallis is expected to increase by 580
people per year, McMinnville by 558 people per year, and Independence by
248 people per year.
There is a discrepancy between median rent and median home value. For
example, while rent in Corvallis is comparable to rent for the study area, home
value is higher in Corvallis than the study area. Similarly, rent in Adair Village is
higher than the study area while home value is lower than the median study
area.
Racial and ethnic diversity varies across individual cities in the corridor. The
three cities that reported the highest percentages of residents who identify as
Hispanic or Latino, Independence, McMinnville, and Monroe also have the
greatest percentage of people who live in households that speak limited
English.
Limited English proficiency is significant for transit use because a population
with 5% or more who live in a limited English-speaking household is required
to provide reading materials in the language.
Monmouth, Independence, Adair Village and Junction City report a 2% to 8%
higher population of females to males.
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Vulnerable Populations Analysis
The Following section provides information based on the vulnerable populations along Highway 99W.

Vulnerable populations
include age, income,
poverty, disability, and
vehicle ownership.

Characteristics that inform transit use include age (older adults and
minors), income, poverty, disability, and households with zero
vehicles. 26 Limitations to transit use are informed by physical
(ambulatory disability, older age), financial (low income or zerovehicle), legal (younger than 16), or self-imposed limitations. 27 These
are limitations because they provide barriers to accessing and utilizing
transit within and throughout communities.

Age
Figure 2-10 shows Age Distribution within the study area. Age is an important factor to travel patterns
and can help understand types of travel and frequency. Older adults and minors are considered
vulnerable populations and are often presented with barriers to accessing fixed route transit.

Figure 2-10. Age Distribution, Study Area, 2018

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates (2014-2018), Table A01001. Social Explorer.

26

“Equity.” U.S. Department of Transportation, www.transportation.gov/mission/health/equity.

27

Malekafzali, Shireen, editor. Healthy, Equitable Transportation Policy Recommendations and Research. PolicyLink Prevention
Institute Convergence Partnership, https://www.preventioninstitute.org/sites/default/files/publications/Healthy Equitable
Transportation Policy Recommendations and Research.pdf.
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Figure 2-10 shows that the largest proportion of study area residents (34%, 40,852 people) are between
ages 25 and 54, which are considered prime working years. This remains the case for each city except
Monmouth, which has a greater proportion of residents (35%, 3,574 people) ages 18-24, compared to
those aged 25 to 54 (30%, 3,011 people). Amity and Adair Village have the largest proportions of
residents aged 25 to 54.
The proportion of residents in Corvallis between ages 18-24 and 25-54 are almost equal (32% versus 33%,
respectively). This can likely be attributed to the universities in Monmouth and Corvallis. For adults aged
55 to 74, Monroe has the largest proportion (26%) followed by McMinnville and Amity (both 22%), then
Junction City (20%). Amity, Adair Village, and Independence have the largest proportions of residents
under 18.
Between now and 2040, the PSU Population Research Center projects increases between 2 and 6% in the
proportion of residents aged 75 and up (see Appendix A). Older adults are an important cohort for transit
ridership, as people may lose their ability to drive as they age.
The proportion of young residents, between ages 0 and 17, is projected to remain consistent between
now and 2040 (see Appendix A). Residents between ages 10 and 17 are another important cohort for
transit ridership, as young adults may be able to travel independently while not being old enough to
drive. The outliers that are seen in Corvallis and Monmouth, both representing a high percentage of
residents ages 18 to 24, are likely reflective of the student populations.
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Income and Poverty
Figure 2-11 shows Median Household Income Distribution. Household income is an important
determining factor to access to car ownership and travel patterns. Those with more restricted incomes
often rely on public services such as transit for access and movement throughout communities.

Figure 2-11. Median Household Income Distribution, Study Area, 2018

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates (2014-2018), Table B19001. Data.census.gov.

Figure 2-11 shows that while a quarter of the study area reports median household income less than
$25,000, the breakdown in individual cities varies widely. Fifty-nine percent of Adair Village households
earn $60,000 or more while 34% of Monmouth, and 30% of Corvallis, households earn less than $25,000.
The Corvallis and Monmouth data may be skewed because of the student populations. Income is a
significant indicator of transit demand, as low-income residents tend to have less access to vehicles (or a
greater cost burden of vehicle ownership) and a greater need for affordable transportation options.
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The median household income for the study area ($49,804) is about $10,000 less than Oregon’s overall,
which is consistent with Oregon’s legacy of rural poverty. 28 A breakdown of median income for each city
can be found in Appendix A.

Figure 2-12. Individuals Below the Poverty Level, Study Area, 2018

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates (2014-2018), Table B17020. Data.census.gov.

Figure 2-12 shows Individuals below the Poverty Level. In addition to median household income, this is
indicative of travel patterns and transit reliance for those who cannot afford a vehicle or other transit
access.
As shown in Figure 2-12, over one-fifth (22%) of the study area individuals have incomes below the
poverty level. This varies across individual cities with Adair Village having the lowest poverty rate (4%, 36
households) and Corvallis and Monmouth representing the highest (26%, 15,486 households and 34%,
3,352 households, respectively). In Corvallis and Monmouth, the student populations of OSU and WOU
may influence incomes below the poverty level.

28

Oregonian/OregonLive, The. “Extreme Poverty in Rural Oregon Persists amid Broader Recovery.” Oregonlive, 2 Sept. 2016,
www.oregonlive.com/business/2016/09/extreme_poverty_in_rural_orego.html.
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Disability
Figure 2-13 displays Populations with a Disability within the study area. Transit is informed by persons
with disabilities to help determine transit amenities, stop times, infrastructure to and at stop locations. A
single barrier can often prevent persons identifying with a mental or physical disability from accessing
public transit and requiring alternate options.

Figure 2-13. Population with a Disability, Study Area, 2018

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates (2014-2018), Table C18120. Data.census.gov.

As shown in Figure 2-13, 10% of residents (about 12,286 people) in the study area identified as having a
mental or physical disability. By proportion, Monroe reports the highest percentage (20%, 128 people) of
residents with a disability while Corvallis reports the lowest (7%, 2,993 people). By total numbers,
Corvallis accounts for the most people with disabilities (2,993 people) followed by McMinnville (2,806
people). People with disabilities tend to have a higher need for transit as they may face barriers to using
other modes. While many communities have access to on-demand services, such services typically
require that reservations be made at least 24 hours before the scheduled trip.
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Proportion of Households with No Vehicle
Figure 2-14 shows household with no vehicle availability. This is indicative to transit and provides an
understanding of locations with limited transit options and car dependence. Properly increasing transit
can reduce the need for car dependence by providing alternate options.

Figure 2-14. Households with No Vehicle Available, Study Area, 2018

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates (2014-2018), Table B08201. Data.census.gov.

As shown in Figure 2-14, the study area reports 8% of households (9,245 households) with zero vehicles.
Again, this data varies across individual communities with no households in Adair Village, 7% (704
households) of Monmouth households, and 10% (5,829 people) of Corvallis households reporting having
no available vehicles. The student population may skew data in McMinnville, Corvallis, and Monmouth.
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•

•
•

Key
Implications:
Vulnerable
Populations

•
•

•

While correlative research indicating high ridership for people under
30 may not carry over to the rural context, there are larger
proportions of college-age residents in Corvallis, Monmouth and
McMinnville. College-age residents and older adults may provide
ridership base.
Age projections show an increasing population of older adults. Older
adults are considered a “vulnerable population” who have high transit
need.
While some income data may be skewed by students, lower-income
distribution and median household income may be an indicator of
transit need. This is reinforced by correlative research (from LTD)
showing strong ridership for households who reported earning less
than $25,000.
The study area reports over one-fifth of households as having an
income below the poverty level.
Ten percent (10%) of study area residents identify as having a mental
or physical disability. Data from the Rural APTA report (which includes
nationwide data about rural populations) shows that 31% of residents
aged 55 or older have a disability. The proportion of study area
residents who have a mental or physical disability may increase in the
next 20 years since the age projection shows an increasing number of
people aged 55 or older.
Some cities report zero or few households as having zero vehicles,
while others report up to 10% of residents. Correlative research shows
a strong connection between transit use and the presence/absence of
household vehicles.
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Commute Analysis
The following section presents travel patterns for workers in the study area. Travel Patterns including
distance to work, inflow/outflow, residents’ workplace destination, workers’ home destination, means of
transportation to work, and time leaving home for work.
Where applicable, the IPRE team includes data that shows workers commuting from the studied
communities to other areas and workers commuting from other areas into the studied communities.
Commute patterns reflect one important segment of transit demand and show how people use the
Highway 99W corridor to travel to work. This data shows where and how far people are traveling for work
as well as how many people travel along the corridor for work. However, it is important to keep in mind
that commuter behavior reflects only one aspect of travel and does not include travel for other purposes,
such as shopping, entertainment, and health care.

Traffic Counts
The following section includes traffic counts measured along Highway 99/99W near Newberg, Amity,
Monmouth, Monroe, and Junction City. Counts are also included for adjacent highways near McMinnville
and Corvallis where they are not available on Highway 99W. Traffic count information was gathered from
the 2019 Summary of Trends at Automatic Recorder Stations (Oregon Department of Transportation). As
Table 2-3 shows, Monroe, McMinnville, and Amity experienced the largest percent increase (2.6%, 1.8%,
and 1.6% respectively) of Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) from 2018 to 2019. Monmouth, Corvallis,
and Junction City had decreases in AADT (-0.9%, -1.0%, and -0.7% respectively) for the same period.
Between 2011 and 2019 the Average Annual Growth Rate (AAGR) of AADT was highest in Amity (4.6%)
and Corvallis (2.8%). Our stakeholder interviews indicate that increase in AADT may be a contributor to
transit demand.

Table 2-3. Average Annual Dailty Traffic (2011-2019)
Approximate
Location

Site ID

Highway

Newberg
McMinnville
Amity
Monmouth
Corvallis
Monroe
Junction City

36-004
36-006
36-005
27-005
22-020
02-007
20-024

Hwy 99W
Hwy 18
Hwy 99W
Hwy 99W
Hwy 34
Hwy 99W
Hwy 99

AADT
(2019)
37,171
14,601
7,581
8,295
33,301
5,708
16,929

AADT
(2018)
37,095
14,349
7,464
8,371
33,651
5,563
17,052

AADT
(2011)
34,083
13,097
5,553
7,193
27,233
5,144
14,587

Percent
Change
Change
(2018-2019) (2018-2019)
76
252
117
-76
-350
145
-123

0.2%
1.8%
1.6%
-0.9%
-1.0%
2.6%
-0.7%

AAGR
(2011-2019)
1.1%
1.4%
4.6%
1.9%
2.8%
1.4%
2.0%

Source: Summary of Trends at Automatic Recorder Stations. Oregon Department of Transportation, 2019.

Newberg (Highway 99W)
In 2019, the AADT was 37,171 for the Highway 99W corridor measured 0.01 miles west of Brutscher
Street (east side of Newberg). This is an increase of 76 from the previous year. Average weekday traffic is
highest June through October, highest in August (41,070) and lowest in February (35,3990). Since 2011,
AADT has grown by an average of 1.1% annually.
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McMinnville (Highway 18)
In 2019, the AADT was 14,601 for the Highway 18 corridor measured 3.36 miles south of Highway 99W
(southwest of McMinnville). This is an increase of 252 from the previous year. Average weekday traffic is
highest June through September, highest in August (16,256) and lowest in February (11,601). Since 2011,
AADT has grown by an average of 1.4% annually.
Amity (Highway 99W)
In 2019, the AADT was 7,581 for the Highway 99W corridor measured .07 mile north of the Yamhill-Polk
County Line (south of Amity). This is an increase of 117 from the previous year. Average weekday traffic is
highest April through October, highest in June (8,408) and August (8,448), and lowest in December
(7,150). Since 2011, AADT has grown by an average of 4.6% annually.
Monmouth (Highway 99W)
In 2019, the AADT was 8,295 for the Highway 99W corridor measured 1.43 miles north of the PolkBenton County Line (south of Monmouth). This is an decrease of 76 from the previous year. Average
weekday traffic is highest April through November, highest in October (9,025) and lowest in February
(7,539). Since 2011, AADT has grown by an average of 1.9% annually.
Corvallis (Highway 34)
In 2019, the AADT was 33,301 for the Highway 34 corridor measured 0.89 mile east of Riverside Drive
(east of Corvallis). This is a decrease of 350 from the previous year. Average weekday traffic is highest
May through November, highest in June (37,566) and October (37,734) and lowest in December (32,080).
Since 2011, AADT has grown by an average of 2.8% annually.
Monroe (Highway 99W)
In 2019, the AADT was 5,708 for the Highway 99W corridor measured 5.47 miles north of Monroe
Cemetery Rd (north of Monroe). This is an increase of 145 from the previous year. Average weekday
traffic is highest April through October, highest in July (6,445) and lowest in January (4,982). Since 2011,
AADT has grown by an average of 1.4% annually.
Junction City (Highway 99)
In 2019, the AADT was 16,929 for the Highway 99 corridor measured 1.00 mile south of Meadowview Rd
(south of Junction City). This is a decrease of 123 from the previous year. Average weekday traffic is
highest April through August, highest in June (19,707) and lowest in January (4,982). Since 2011, AADT
has grown by an average of 2.0% annually.
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Distance to Work
Figure 2-15 shows commute distance from work to home. This helps inform transit by understanding how
far commuters travel on average.

Figure 2-15. Commute Distance, Work to Home, Study Area, 2018

Source: LEHD Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (2017), Jobs by Distance. Onthemap.ces.census.gov.

Figure 2-15 shows 16% (19,026 people) of workers within the study area travel 24 to 50 miles to work
compared to 7% for Oregon. This varies somewhat across individual cities with 25% (424 people) of Amity
residents traveling 24 to 50 miles and 48% (16,422 people) of McMinnville traveling less than 10 miles.
About 50% of study area residents travel less than 10 miles to work. Those who commute a short distance
may be potential transit users if such service was available.

Inflow/Outflow
Figure 2-16 represent the inflow and outflow of persons traveling to work within each community. The
data provides information based on those employed in the city but live outside, live in the city but work
outside, and live and work in the city. The graphs were received from the 2017 LEHD Inflow Outflow Job
Counts.
McMinnville and Corvallis report the most residents who both live and work in the same city (23% and
25%, respectively). Monmouth (10%), Independence (8%), and Junction City (8%) have the next greatest
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proportion of residents who both live and work in the same city. Amity (1%), Adair Village (1%) and
Monroe (2%) have the smallest proportion and the fewest residents who live and work in the same city.
Based on this data, it would be reasonable to extrapolate that, within the study area, the larger the city,
the more people live and work in the same place, while the smaller the city, the more people who travel
to a different place for work.

Figure 2-16. Inflow/Outflow for All Jobs per City, 2017

McMinnville

Amity

Monmouth

Independence

Source: OnTheMap, 2017 In Flow/Outflow, All Jobs
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Adair Village

Corvallis

Monroe

Junction City

Source: OnTheMap, 2017 In Flow/Outflow, All Jobs
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Residents’ Workplace Destination
Table 2-4 shows primary destinations for individual cities. In conjunction with the inflow outflow graphs,
the table shows specific locations that are traveled to most for work outside of the home city.

Table 2-4. Work Destination, Study Area, 2017

Source: LEHD Workplace Destination (2017). Onthemap.ces.census.gov.

In Corvallis and McMinnville, residents stay in the city for work. People who live in Amity, Monmouth,
Independence, Adair Village, Monroe, and Junction City generally travel to nearby larger cities for work.
This data shows slightly different patterns than the inflow/outflow data below, which reflects limitations
of these data sets.
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Workers’ Home Destination
Table 2-5 shows primary destinations for individual cities. In addition to the above information, the table
shows primary and secondary home locations from work. This informs transit through regular commute
patterns.

Table 2-5. Home Destination, Study Area, 2017

Source: LEHD Workplace Destination (2017). Onthemap.ces.census.gov.

In the McMinnville, Monmouth, Independence, and Corvallis, residents stay in city they live in for work.
People who live in Amity, Adair Village, Monroe, and Junction City, generally travel to nearby larger cities
for work.
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Means of Transportation to Work
Table 2-6 shows the breakdown of modes of transportation to work. Understanding transit mode helps
inform types of travel indicative to each community.

Table 2-6. Mode of Transportation to Work, Study Area, 2018

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates (2014-2018), Table B08301. Data.census.gov.

As shown in Error! Reference source not found., data indicates that 68% (82,110) of residents in the study
area drive alone to work, 10% carpool, 9% walk, and 6% bike. Currently, 2% (2,432) of study area
residents, almost entirely within Corvallis, use public transportation (compared to 5% for Oregon. Details
about current public transportation options in each city can be found in the “Public Transportation”
section.

•

Key
Implications:
Commute
Analysis

•
•
•

Over half (56%) of study area residents travel less than 10 miles to
work.
Inflow/outflow data shows that, except for Corvallis and McMinnville,
most study area residents travel to a different city for work.
Workplace destination data shows that people who live in a small city
are likely to travel to a nearby larger city for work.
While over half of study area residents leave home at a time
suggestive of a 9:00 am to 5:00 pm job schedule, 49% of residents
report leaving at other times, particularly in Monmouth and
Independence where 15-18% of people leave for work between 4:00
pm and 11:59 pm. The primary outflow work destination for
Monmouth and Independence is Salem
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Time Leaving Home for Work
Figure 2-17 shows time leaving home for work. Leaving time provides information of high and low
intensity commute traffic timeframes. Transit routes and schedules can be determined and intensified
through higher use timeframes to help relieve congestions and wait times.

Figure 2-17. Time Leaving Home for Work, Study Area, 2018

Source: ACS18_5yr:B08302. Time Leaving Home to Go to Work

Figure 2-17 shows that commute data reflects a “traditional” 9 am-5 pm workday, with 51% (62,525
people) of residents leaving home for work between 6:30 am and 8:59 am. This is also true across
individual cities to varying degrees. There is a greater proportion of people who leave for work between
4:00 pm and 11:59 pm (10% for the study area). This is highest in Monmouth (18%) and Independence
(15%).
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Chapter 3: Stakeholder Interviews
Stakeholder interviews were conducted with 15 transit professionals from nine agencies. The purpose of
these interviews was to gain a deeper understanding of intercity and rural transit in the region, especially
related to demand for transit. The IPRE team designed the interviews to gauge agencies’ capacity to
collaborate with OCWCOG in providing a transit route on Highway 99W. The IPRE team also collected
information on transit metrics to inform a demand assessment.
The following chapter synthesizes the key findings and themes that arose from these interviews. The first
section outlines key implications for assessing transit feasibility. Next, the chapter examines interview
methodology. Finally, it provides an in-depth discussion of intercommunity and rural routes, transit
funding, collaboration between agencies, barriers to providing rural transit and transit to vulnerable
populations, and opportunities for transit expansion.

Key Implications
•

•

•
•

•

Stakeholders were consistent across interviews and repeated the same general themes. The IPRE
team found no instances of direct contradiction between stakeholders, and there was a
remarkable level of agreement on general themes of collaboration, demand, and opportunities
and constraints to transit expansion.
Demand thresholds for rural transit are different than demand thresholds for metropolitan areas.
Rural routes do not have high ridership compared to metropolitan routes. A demand assessment
for Highway 99W should have a lower ridership threshold for determining feasibility than routes
serving denser areas.
There are many barriers to rural transit that could impact feasibility. Infrastructure, operations,
demand, route connections, and limited funding are all constraints to providing rural transit.
These constraints could impact demand and ridership.
Demand for transit is increasing. Stakeholders attributed this to demographic shifts in age and
ethnicity categories, increasing housing prices in metropolitan areas, and increasing congestion
along Highway 99W and I-5. Furthermore, demand may increase further if the corridor
experiences an economic downturn or rising gas prices. These are all strong indicators that there
may be sufficient demand to run transit along Highway 99W.
Metrics for successful rural transit routes include operating costs, ridership, and accessibility. These
metrics arose from stakeholder interviews and inform this feasibility report. Operating costs are
an essential indicator of long-term feasibility. Furthermore, although ridership levels are lower for
rural routes than urban routes, ridership is still an important component of feasibility.
Stakeholders also encouraged the IPRE team to look beyond ridership numbers and examine
access to transit for underserved groups as a measure of feasibility.
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Figure 3-1
Stakeholder
Quotes

“There’s an equity piece of providing these transit services to the populations
that need a ride. They are on the fringe of urban areas, they need to get into
the urban core for medical purposes, education, or jobs. -LCOG

Methods
Stakeholders represented the following transit agencies: Lane Transit District (LTD), the Oregon
Department of Transportation (ODOT), Lane Council of Governments (LCOG), Benton County Transit,
Corvallis Transit, Cherriots Transit, Yamhill County Transit Authority (YCTA), the Confederated Tribes of
the Grand Ronde, and MTR Western.
The IPRE team interviewed transit stakeholders using a standardized interview guide approved by
OCWCOG. Researchers conducted several interviews in-person but conducted the majority of interviews
over the phone. Reference Appendix C for the stakeholder interview guide.
Researchers then compiled interview notes and synthesized key themes and findings. The IPRE team
searched for elements of agreement and disagreement among stakeholders and identified the most
commonly mentioned subjects. Finally, the IPRE team sent a draft report to all interviewed stakeholders
to check for accuracy of information and integrated stakeholder feedback into the final document.

Intercommunity and Rural Routes
Stakeholders discussed the types of service that agencies normally provide to rural communities as well
as how these services are funded. Stakeholders emphasized the importance of rural routes in providing
lifeline connections from rural areas to urban centers and expressed support for increasing transit access
for rural communities.

Types of Service
In general, transit agencies do not provide frequent fixed-route services (where buses follow a timetable
and designated routes) in rural areas. Most rural fixed-routes are commuter lines that feed into
metropolitan areas. These routes tend to operate based on traditional nine to five, Monday through
Friday work schedules. Rural fixed-route services are infrequent or non-existent on weekends.
On-demand bus services are more common than fixed-route services in rural areas. To access this type of
service, riders must call in to request a ride ahead of time. Because this type of service is popular, transit
agencies cannot always accommodate all requests for service. Furthermore, because requests need to be
made in advance, riders cannot use this service for unanticipated or spontaneous trips.

Funding
Stakeholders described the following funding mechanisms for rural transit services. Although all
stakeholders discussed funding, ODOT stakeholders provided the most specific information regarding
existing funding structures.
•
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Special Transportation Fund (STF) and Statewide Transportation Improvement Fund (STIF): The
2019 Oregon legislature directed ODOT to consolidate the STF and STIF into one funding
program. These public transportation funds are intended to benefit low-income populations with
a special focus on serving seniors and people with disabilities. ODOT allocates 90% of STIF/STF
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•

•

revenue by formula to qualified entities, which are transit agencies responsible for distributing
funding to projects within their geographic service area. ODOT designates only one qualified
entity per service area. 9% of STIF/STF funds are allocated through a discretionary grant
application process. Just under half of these discretionary funds are specifically allocated for
intercommunity transportation.
5311 Funding: The federal government provides formula grants for rural areas with populations
under 50,000 through the 5311 program. These grants can only be awarded to one provider per
region, so qualified entities act as a “pass-through” by distributing funding among agencies.
These funds can be used for capital and operational expenses.
Fare Revenue: Stakeholders from LTD and ODOT stated that fares account for a low percentage of
transit agencies’ overall revenue. For Corvallis, fares do not generate any revenue, as their
services are fare-less. Rural transit providers do not consider fare revenue a priority or use it as a
metric for success.

Collaboration

Stakeholders from all agencies indicated high levels of interaction with other agencies and a willingness to
collaborate on future projects. The following opportunities for collaboration arose out of stakeholder
interviews:
•
•
•
•

MTR Western: As a private bus contractor, MTR Western indicated interest in collaborating with
OCWCOG on providing transit service along Highway 99W.
Benton County: Benton County previously ran a fixed-route service from Adair village to Junction
City. Our stakeholder indicated that fixed-route service on Highway 99W would be a priority for
Benton County Transit.
ODOT: Because STIF funding focuses on low-income households, our stakeholders indicated that
providing rural transit services for low-income communities is high priority for funding.
LTD: LTD is the Qualified Entity for Lane County and acts as a passthrough for STIF and 5311
funds. LTD has used these funds for intercity rural routes such as the Diamond Express and Rhody
Express. Although LTD cannot operate outside of Lane County, our stakeholders indicated that
the agency may be willing to assist financially through STIF funds.

Figure 3-2
Stakeholder
Quotes

“It’s ridership, more so than fares, that we look at as metric of success.” -ODOT

Opportunities for Future Transit
Stakeholders discussed a variety of trends that impact opportunities for transit expansion and demand for
transit. These trends fell into three broad themes: demographic opportunities, economic indicators, and
geographic opportunities.

Demographic Opportunities
Stakeholders believed that demographics play a large role in determining demand for transit. Overall,
transit agencies stated that demand for transit is increasing within their service areas. Cherriots
stakeholders stated that growing Hispanic/Latinx populations increase transit demand. Stakeholders from
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Cherriots, LTD, and ODOT all cited aging communities as a factor that increases transit demand.
Stakeholders predicted that as the baby boomer generation ages, demand for transit will grow. Because
the state supports aging in place for older generations, stakeholders said that rural transit will become a
high priority for transit agencies.

Economic Indicators
Stakeholders from LTD and ODOT discussed the relation between economic indicators and transit
demand. Gas prices are linked to transit demand: as gas prices increase, so does transit ridership. Housing
prices are also linked to transit demand in rural communities. As housing prices in metropolitan areas
increases, residents move to rural areas for affordable housing, creating an increasing demand for transit.
Furthermore, the health of the economy overall is a factor in transit demand. When the economy is
strong, transit demand is lower than when the economy is weak. Transit providers framed this factor as
both an opportunity for transit expansion as well as a constraint to expansion, as revenue from the STIF
payroll tax decreases if the economy is weak.

Figure 3-3
Stakeholder
Quotes

“We see vehicle miles go down when the economy tanks. Transit ridership sees
a little bump as gas prices go up.” -ODOT
“When the economy goes up our ridership goes down. When the economy
goes down ridership goes up. But our funding source drops as well.” - LTD

Geographic Opportunities
Some stakeholders cited specific geographies as opportunities for transit expansion. Representatives
from ODOT and Cherriots discussed the high demand for transit at Western Oregon University (WOU) in
Monmouth. Stakeholders from Cherriots discussed the need to provide a link from WOU to Oregon State
University (OSU) in Corvallis. Stakeholders from ODOT thought that Highway 99W could provide a
stronger link between rural communities than an I-5 route that would necessitate east/west connectors
to rural towns. Lastly, stakeholders from LTD, Cherriots, and ODOT cited increasing congestion on
Highway 99W and I-5 as an opportunity to draw more choice riders to transit.
“You’re going to see more… choice riders when you get closer to universities.”
-ODOT

Figure 3-4
Stakeholder
Quotes

“We are seeing steady increases in congestion and there is a point where that
begins to impact movement and delivery of services and goods. And so having a
viable transit service is one of the ways we can help address those needs. And I
see that it’s something that we have an opportunity to build today. But if we
ignore it, it will be much more difficult to catch up with in the future.”
-Cherriots Transit

Barriers to Future Transit
•
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Stakeholders discussed barriers to transit generally, and also cited barriers specific to rural
transit. These barriers fell into categories of funding, infrastructure, operations, connections,
vulnerable populations, and demand.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Funding: All stakeholders cited funding as a constraint to providing transit. Although agency
representatives generally expressed strong interagency collaboration mechanisms, agencies still
must compete with each other for limited funds. Agencies often need to choose between
improving existing services or providing new routes. Furthermore, the STF provides money for
capital improvements but not operating costs.
Infrastructure: Most stakeholders discussed infrastructure constraints for providing rural transit.
Pedestrian infrastructure can be poor or non-existent along rural highways, making safe boarding
difficult. Oftentimes there are not many locations for buses to pull over along highways, making
flag stops challenging and potentially dangerous. Stakeholders also discussed the difficulty of
providing accessibility for mobility devices in rural areas. Finally, safety was cited as a barrier due
to lack of lighting and busy highways without sidewalks.
Operations: Stakeholders discussed operational logistics as a barrier to transit. Buying new buses
is not only costly, but also time-consuming. LTD and YCTA representatives said that buses need to
be special ordered and can take up to two years to be delivered. LTD, Cherriots, and ODOT
representatives also stated that hiring and retaining bus operators is an operational challenge for
transit agencies.
Route Connections: Most stakeholders discussed the importance of providing convenient route
connections for rural transit riders. Stakeholders said that regional connections are difficult to
time correctly so that riders do not have to wait for hours to make a connection. They cited
interagency collaboration as a critical component in providing good connections.
First Mile/Last Mile Connections: Stakeholders from LCOG emphasized that rural residents may
experience barriers in getting to a bus stop that is located far from their house. Rural
communities often have poor pedestrian infrastructure, residences tend to be spread out, and
elderly people or people with disabilities may not be able to walk or drive to a bus stop.
Vulnerable Populations: Stakeholders also discussed barriers to serving vulnerable populations,
especially low-income populations, Hispanic/Latinx populations, and people with disabilities. LTD,
Cherriots, and Benton County stakeholders reflected that transit agencies have difficulty engaging
with these populations to assess their needs. Agencies are trying to reach these communities
through a variety of strategies, including working with social services and advocates, collaborating
with municipal governments, enacting fare-less systems, strategically placing bus stops in lowincome communities, and filling transit gaps.
Demand: Many stakeholders discussed the difficulty of attracting choice riders to transit,
especially on rural routes. Stakeholders from LTD also said that providing service to people with
non-traditional work schedules is challenging. Finally, stakeholders from Benton County and LTD
emphasized that rural routes tend to have low ridership due to lower populations in small towns,
which constrains transit agencies from providing more frequent service.
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Chapter 4: Survey Analysis
A public survey was available online between April 7 and September 14, 2020. The purpose of the survey
was to connect with existing and potential riders along the Highway 99W corridor. The survey sought to
understand the characteristics of survey respondents, current travel patterns, level of support for public
transit and future transit use along the corridor. The full text of this survey is in Appendix E, and all
participant comments are in Appendix F.
IPRE administered the survey via the online Qualtrics Survey Software. The original scope of work advised
online, in person and onboard survey distribution. However, due to COVID-19, no in person or onboard
surveys were distributed. The online survey was distributed through existing transit providers, OCWCOG
and TAC members. These organizations used listservs and social media to distribute the survey. A
Facebook ad was promoted to target communities along the corridor and increase survey respondence
especially for potential riders. Additionally, survey respondents were incentivized with a $25 gift card.
There were 447 respondents to the survey.
The survey was translated into Spanish with the assistance of OCWCOG, and outreach included links to
the English and Spanish versions. No surveys were returned in Spanish.
Chapter 4 Is organized into sections based on the survey components: characteristics of survey
respondents, current travel patterns, community support for public transit, future transit use along the
corridor and demographic analysis. Questions centered mainly on people’s common destinations and
activities along the corridor, their preferred mode of travel, their working and educational status, and
their assessment of personal and community need for expanded transportation services. The survey
asked for recommendations for future transit stops, opinions on how COVID-19 would affect preferences,
and a hypothetical amount they’d be willing to pay for a one-way trip. It concluded with asking for
anonymous demographic information.

Geographic Analysis
The survey analysis was divided into geographic regions due to the large scale of the corridor and the
many communities that reside along Highway 99W. This geographic analysis provided regional context to
current and future transit needs. The respondents from other communities not on the Highway 99W
were grouped as outside of the corridor. If no significant difference was determined based on the
geographic analysis, the graphs display information based on the entire corridor.
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Within Corridor

Outside of Corridor
•
•
•
•
•

North
•
•
•

McMinnville
Amity
Rickreal

Center
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monmouth
Independence
Lewisburg
Adair Village
Corvallis

South
•
•
•

Greenberry
Monroe
Junction City

Albany
Alpine
Carlton
Cheshire
Clackamas
County
Dallas
Dayton
Dundee
Eola Hills
Eugene
Fall Creek
Franklin
Grand Ronde
Halsey
Harrisburg
Hoskins
Keizer
Lafayette

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lebanon
Molalla
Newberg
Newport
Philomath
Portland
Salem
Shedd
Sheridan
Sherwood
Silverton
Springfield
Tangent
Tigard
Toledo
Tualatin
Turner
Willamina
Woodburn

Key Implications
Characteristics of Survey Respondents
•
•
•
•

447 individuals responded to the survey. 57% live in communities along the corridor, 28% live
outside of the corridor and 15% live in an unknown location.
Most of the survey respondents have access to a car (75%) while 6% of people have no access.
The majority of survey respondents are employed full-time (48%) and most commute less than 15
minutes to work (41%).
6% of respondents are full-time or part-time students and most commute less than 30 minutes to
school.

Current Travel Patterns
•
•
•
•
•
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Personal vehicle is overwhelmingly the most preferred mode of travel with 79% (355) of responses
The majority of respondents travel along the corridor for personal errands/social activity (36%)
followed by recreational purposes (27%).
Most respondents show localized travel patterns within their surrounding communities and the
central region is the major split in travel between the north and south.
Corvallis, Eugene, Portland and McMinnville are the major travel destinations when traveling
along the Highway 99W corridor.
The majority of respondents have never used public transit service (50%) and survey response
decreases as frequency of transit use increases.
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Level of Support for Public Transit
•
•
•

There is overwhelming support for public transit in Oregon. 65% of survey respondents strongly
support public transit throughout Oregon
The majority of respondents strongly agree (57%) or agree (26%) to the need for public transit
within their community
The majority of respondents strongly agree (58%) or agree (27%) to the need for public transit
along the Highway 99W corridor.

Future Transit Use Along the Corridor
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

More survey respondents are interested in taking the potential service between the communities
along Highway 99W corridor than within their communities.
Respondents living within the corridor show an equal distribution of responses between “strongly
agree” to “disagree” to using the potential service
The majority of respondents agree (34%) or strongly agree (28%) to using the service between
the communities
The majority of respondents neither agree nor disagree (27%) to using public transit to connect
to other transit services, however more respondents agree than disagree
The survey respondents are more likely to use the potential service for errands/social trips or
recreation opportunities over commuting to a job or school and medical services.
Survey respondents are most likely interested in using a potential transit service during the
mornings and late afternoons during the weekdays.
An average of $9.21 is the maximum amount respondents would pay for a one-way trip with the
majority of respondents willing to pay a maximum of $5.

Characteristics of Survey Respondents
The survey responded were asked initial characteristic questions. These questions provide basic
understanding of survey respondents and their relation to the Highway 99W corridor. Additionally, these
questions were intended to understand characteristic of survey respondents in anticipation that some
would not respond to the demographic questionnaire.

Key Takeaways: Characteristics of Survey Respondents
•
•
•
•

447 individuals responded to the survey. 57% live in communities along the corridor, 28% live
outside of the corridor and 15% live in an unknown location.
Most of the survey respondents have access to a car (75%) while 6% of people have no access.
The majority of survey respondents are employed full-time (48%) and most commute less than 15
minutes to work (41%).
6% of respondents are full-time or part-time students and most commute less than 30 minutes to
school.

Do you agree to participate in this survey?
By clicking "Yes", participants consented to participate in the survey and confirmed they were 18 or older.
If respondents did not consent, or were not age 18 or older, they were instructed to click "No" and
navigate away from the survey.
447 respondents clicked “yes” to participate.
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In what city or community do you live?
Survey respondents were asked in what city or community they live. The purpose of this question is to
assess home location and to assure an adequate distribution of responses throughout the communities.
The responses are cross referenced throughout the survey analysis to understand regional patterns of
demand. Unknown values refer to respondents who did not answer Question 1 or provided ambiguous
home locations (such as “Oregon” or “Benton County”)
Figure 4- shows the number of responses from each community. The table is color coded into North,
Center, South, and Outside of Corridor or Unknown. Of the 447 survey respondents, 57% (257) live in
communities along the corridor and 42% (190) were from people living outside of the corridor or are
unknown. From the 257 residents along the corridor, 25% (63) live in the north, 58% (148) live in the
Center and 18% (46) live in the South.

Figure 4-1. Survey Respondents by Community, n=447

Survey Question 02, n = 447
Respondent (n) values will be revised in final version of the report.
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Do you have access to a car?
Survey respondents were asked if they have access to a car to better understand car dependency along
the corridor. Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference. indicates that a significant amount of survey
respondents have consistent and regular access to a car (75%). Error! Not a valid bookmark selfreference. shows 6% (30) of respondents having no access to a car which is consistent with the 8% of
people reported to have no access to a car in the Demographic and Commute Analysis.

Figure 4-2. Access to a Car

Survey Question 03. Do you have access to a car? n = 447, no response = 53
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Are you employed?
Survey respondents were asked about their employment status to provide work compute context. Figure
4-3 indicated most respondents are either employed full time (48%) or not employed (32%). Additionally,
15 % of respondents are employed part-time and 5% did not answer Question 4.

Figure 4-3. Employment Status

Survey Question 4. Are you employeed? n = 447, no response = 22
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What community do you work?
Survey respondents were asked to describe work destination. Table 4-1 depicts the destination locations
based on home corridor region. About half of respondents living in the northern region work in
McMinnville and about half of from the center region work in Corvallis. Main work locations in the
southern region are split between Corvallis, Eugene, Junction City, and Monroe.

Table 4-1. Destination to Work, by Corridor Region
Home Region: Home Region: Home Region:
North
Center
South
Work Destination
Amity
Adair Village
Albany
Beaverton
Corvallis
Dallas
Eola Hills
Eugene
Franklin
Grand Ronde
Greenberry
Harrisburg
Idependence
Junction city
Keizer
McMinnville
Monmouth
Monroe
Newberg
Philomath
Portland
Rickreall
Salem
Sherwood
Silverton
Springfield
Tangent
Yamhill county
Other
Total

3

2
2
1

2
2
45
2

6

3

7
1

1

2

23
1

4
1
1
1
15

2
2
3
1
1

1
1
44

1

2
4
1
8

1
4
98

1
1
6

7
1

1

32

Survey Question 5, n = 174
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How long is your commute to work?
Survey Respondents were asked to describe their length of commute to work. 91% of employed
respondents have a commute to work. Most respondents (41%) commute less than 15 minutes to work
and 9% of respondents work but do not have a commute.

Figure 4-4. Commute Time to Work

Survey Question 6. How long is your commute to work?, n = 447, no response = 170
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Are you a Student?
Survey respondents were asked if they are students. Most survey respondents are not students (89%)
while 6% of respondents are either full-time or part-time students and 5% of respondents did not answer
question 7.

Figure 4-5. Student Status

Survey Question 7. Are you a student?, n = 447, no response = 24

What school(s) do you attend? [Select all that apply|
Survey respondents were asked to describe the school they attend and Table 4-1 shows the Reponses
based on home corridor region. 63% of student respondents live outside of the corridor or have an
unknown home location. There were no students in the southern region that responded to the survey.
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Table 4-1. Destination to School, by Corridor Region
School
Chemeketa Community College
George Fox University
Lane Community College
Linfield College
Oregon State University
Portland Community College
UC Berkeley (online)
University of Oregon
Western Governors University
Western Oregon University
Other:
Total

Home Region: Home Region:
Home Region:
North
Center
Outside of Corridor

1

1
1

3

4

2
6

6
1
1
1
3
1
1

1
1
16

Survey Question 8, n = 24
“Other”response included “Baker”
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How long is your commute to school?
Survey Respondents were asked to describe their length of commute to school. Most respondents
commute between 15 to 30 minutes to school (42%) while 29% of students do not have a school
commute.

Figure 4-6. Commute Time to School

Survey Question 9. How long is your commute to school?, n = 447, non-students = 423
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Current Travel Patterns
Survey respondents were asked about their current travel patterns throughout the corridor. The
questions provide context on how, when and why respondents travel along the corridor. Understanding
current travel patterns help determine locations and time of future transit services.

Key Takeaways: Current Travel Patterns
•
•
•
•
•

Personal vehicle is overwhelmingly the most preferred mode of travel with 79% (355) of responses
The majority of respondents travel along the corridor for personal errands/social activity (36%)
followed by recreational purposes (27%).
Most respondents show localized travel patterns within their surrounding communities and the
central region is the major split in travel between the north and south.
Corvallis, Eugene, Portland and McMinnville are the major travel destinations when traveling
along the Highway 99W corridor.
The majority of respondents have never used public transit service (50%) and survey response
decreases as frequency of transit use increases.

When traveling along the Highway 99W corridor, how do you make the trip?
[Select all that apply]
Personal vehicle is overwhelmingly the most preferred mode of travel with 79% (355) of responses. 12%
of respondents chose other modes of travel and are described in Figure 4-8. After personal car, the next
most common response was Carpool/Vanpool followed by bus. Respondents who chose “other” to
Question 10 provided a fill in the blank response located in Appendix F.

Figure 4-7. Modes of Travel

Survey Question 10, n = 447, no response = 26
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Figure 4-8. Other Modes of Travel

Survey Question 10, n = 53
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When traveling along the Highway 99W corridor, what are your purposes for making
the trips? [Select all that apply]
Figure 4-9 shows the distribution of trip types based on corridor region. The majority of respondents
travel along the corridor for personal errands/social activity (36%). The second most frequently used
reason is for recreational purposes (27%). The responses are similar between work commute and medical
services however the southern region uses the corridor slightly more for medical services. Respondents
who chose “other” used the fill in the blank option and can be found in Appendix F.

Figure 4-9. Trip Purposes in the Corridor, by Corridor Region

Survey Question 11, n = 447
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When traveling along the Highway 99W corridor outside of your own community,
where do you most frequently travel? [List up to three cities or communities located
on Hwy 99W]
The responses to Question 12 help assess future stop locations and regional travel patterns. Figure 4-10
indicates localized travel patterns and the central region as a main split in travel between the north and
south. Respondents living in the north travel within the northern region or to the central region,
respondents living in the south stay locally in the southern region or travel to the center and respondents
living in the center region mostly travel within the center region or to the southern region. All regional
corridor destinations had responses from the other areas indicating travel across the entire corridor.

Figure 4-10. Regional Destinations, by Corridor Region

Survey Question 12, n = 447
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Figure 4-11 details Question 10 and provides more acute information on specific travel destinations.
When answering this question, respondents were able to answer up to three locations. The larger cities
including Corvallis, Eugene and Portland and McMinnville are the major travel destinations. Respondents
were provided the option of selecting “other” and filling in the blank. These responses are in within
Appendix F.

Figure 4-11. Top Destinations along Highway 99W

Survey Question 12, n = 447
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How frequently do you use the public transit services?
[Select the most appropriate choice]
The survey respondents were asked about their frequency of transit use. Figure 4-12 indicates the
majority of respondents have never used public transit service (50%) and that survey response decreases
as frequency increases. 23% respondents use a public transit service less than monthly and 11% use a
transit service once or twice a month.

Figure 4-12. Frequency of Transit Use

Survey Question 14, n = 447, no response = 27
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Which of the following services do you use?
[Select all that apply]
The survey respondents were asked what transit services they use. Table 4-2 shows the number of
responses for each transit service.

Table 4-2. Transit Services Used

Survey Question 15, n =447
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Community Support for Public Transit
Survey respondents were asked about their general support for public transit. The purpose of these
questions was to assess support for public transit in Oregon and within and between the respondent’s
communities.

Key Implications: Community Support for Public Transit
•
•
•

There is overwhelming support for public transit in Oregon. 65% of survey respondents strongly
support public transit throughout Oregon
The majority of respondents strongly agree (57%) or agree (26%) to the need for public transit
within their community
The majority of respondents strongly agree (58%) or agree (27%) to the need for public transit
along the Highway 99W corridor.

Rate your level of agreement or disagreement with the following statements: There is
need for public transit in Oregon
Respondents were asked to evaluate their perception on public transit in Oregon. Figure 4-13 indicates
there is a perceived need for public transit throughout the state. The majority of respondents (65%)
strongly agree for this need and is proportional between those living within and outside the corridor. 7%
of survey respondents did not answer Question 16.1

Figure 4-13. Opinions on Public Transit in Oregon

Survey Question 16.1, n = 447, no response = 31
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Rate your level of agreement or disagreement with the following statements: There is
need for public transit in your community
Respondents were asked to evaluate their perception of public transit within their communities. Figure 414 indicates there is a perceived need for public transit throughout their communities. The majority of
respondents strongly agree (57%) or agree (26%) to the need for public transit within their community.
Overall, 9% of respondents did not answer Question 17.2.

Figure 4-14. Opinions on Public Transit in Own Community

Survey Question 16.2, n = 447, no response = 42
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Rate your level of agreement or disagreement with the following statements: There is
need for public transit to connect communities along Highway 99W
Respondents were asked to evaluate their perception of public transit along the Highway 99W corridor.
Figure 4-15 indicates there is a perceived need for public transit along Highway 99W. The majority of
respondents strongly agree (58%) or agree (27%) to the need for public transit and is proportional
between those living within and outside of the corridor. Overall, 9% of respondents did not answer
Question 17.3.

Figure 4-15 Opinions on Public Transit in the Highway 99W Corridor

Survey Question 16.3, n = 447, no response = 38
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Future Transit Use Along Highway 99W Corridor
Survey respondents were asked about future public transit use along Highway 99W corridor. The purpose
was the evaluate respondent’s interests and potential use for future transit. The information gathered
will help determine logistics around the potential service.

Key Implications: Future Transit Use Along Highway 99W Corridor
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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More survey respondents are interested in taking the potential service between the communities
along Highway 99W corridor than within their communities.
Respondents living within the corridor show an equal distribution of responses between “strongly
agree” to “disagree” to using the potential service
The majority of respondents agree (34%) or strongly agree (28%) to using the service between
the communities
The majority of respondents neither agree nor disagree (27%) to using public transit to connect
to other transit services, however more respondents agree than disagree
The survey respondents are more likely to use the potential service for errands/social trips or
recreation opportunities over commuting to a job or school and medical services.
Survey respondents are most likely interested in using a potential transit service during the
mornings and late afternoons during the weekdays.
An average of $9.21 is the maximum amount respondents would pay for a one-way trip with the
majority of respondents willing to pay a maximum of $5.

Survey Analysis

October 2020

If public transit service was available along the Highway 99W corridor rate your level
of agreement or disagreement with the following statements: I would use the service
within my community
The survey respondents were asked about their potential transit use within their communities if the
service along Highway 99W were available. Respondents living within the corridor show an equal
distribution of responses between “strongly agree” to “disagree.” Those living outside of the corridor
have a higher percentage of agreement to use a transit service within their community. 8% (37) of survey
respondents did not answer question 17.1.

Figure 4-16. Use of New Transit Service Within Communitties

Survey Question 17.1, n = 447, no response = 37
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If public transit service was available along the Highway 99W corridor rate your level
of agreement or disagreement with the following statements: I would use the service
between communities along Highway 99W
The survey respondents were asked about their potential transit use between the communities if the
service was available along Highway 99W. The majority of respondents agree (34%) or strongly agree
(28%) to using the service between the communities. Generally, this is proportional between those living
within the corridor and those living outside. 6% (26) of survey respondents did not answer question 17.2.

Figure 4-17. Use of New Transit Service Between Communitties

Survey Question 17.2, n = 447, no response = 26
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If public transit service was available along the Highway 99W corridor rate your level
of agreement or disagreement with the following statements: I would use the service
to connect to another transit provider
The survey respondents were asked about potential transit use to connect to other transit providers if the
service was available along Highway 99W. The majority of respondents neither agree nor disagree (27%)
to using public transit for this reason however Figure 4-18 indicates more respondents agree than
disagree. 10% (45) of survey respondents did not answer question 17.3.

Figure 4-18. Use of New Transit Service to Connect with Other Transit Providors

Survey Question 17.3, n = 447, no response = 45
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If public transit service was available along the Highway 99W corridor, how likely or
unlikely would you use it for the following? [Job Commute]
Survey respondents were asked their likelihood of using transit service along Highway 99W for their job
commute based on Question 4 “Are you employed?” The majority of respondents (43%) are very unlikely
to use the potential transit service for their job commute. However, a combined 39% of respondents are
either “very likely” or “somewhat likely” to use the service. 14% of employed respondents did not answer
Question 18.1.

Figure 4-19. Likelihood to Use Service for Job Commute,

Survey Question 18.1, n = 282, filtered by workers from Q04, no response = 39
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If public transit service was available along the Highway 99W corridor, how likely or
unlikely would you use it for the following? [School Commute]
Survey respondents were asked their likelihood of using transit service along Highway 99W for their
school commute. The majority of respondents (53%) are very unlikely to use the potential transit service
for their school commute.
Survey engagement was limited due to COVID-19 and universities transitioning to remote instruction.
Further engagement with universities is recommended to better understand student travel patterns and
future transit interest along Highway 99W

Figure 4-20. Likelihood to Use Service for School Commute

Survey Question 18.2, n = 26 Filtered by students from Q7
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If public transit service was available along the Highway 99W corridor, how likely or
unlikely would you use it for the following? [Errands or Social Trips]
Survey respondents were asked their likelihood of using transit service along Highway 99W for their
personal errands or social trips. The majority of respondents are somewhat likely (34%) or very likely
(27%) to use the service for this purpose. The responses are proportional for those living within and
outside of the corridor. 17% of respondents did not answer Question 18.3.

Figure 4-21. Likelihood to Use Service for Errands or Social Trips

Survey Question 18.3, n = 447, no response = 76
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If public transit service was available along the Highway 99W corridor, how likely or
unlikely would you use it for the following? [Recreation]
Survey respondents were asked their likelihood of using transit service along Highway 99W for recreation.
Figure 4-22 analyzes the responses based on all survey respondents. The majority of respondents are
somewhat likely (34%) or very likely (27%) to use the transit service for recreation. The responses are
proportional for those living within and outside of the corridor. 19% (87) of survey respondents did not
answer Question 18.4.

Figure 4-22. Likelihood to Use Service for Recreation

Survey Question 18.4, n = 447, no response = 87
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If public transit service was available along the Highway 99W corridor, how likely or
unlikely would you use it for the following? [Medical Services]
Survey respondents were asked their likelihood of using transit service along Highway 99W for medical
services. Figure 4-23 analyzes the responses based on all survey respondents. The majority of
respondents are very unlikely (30%) to use the service for this purpose. The remaining 70% of
respondents are relatively evenly distributed between very likely and somewhat unlikely. Additionally, the
responses are proportional for those living within and outside of the corridor. 19% of survey respondents
did not answer Question 18.5.

Figure 4-23. Likelihood to Use the Service for Medical Services

Survey Question 18.5, n = 447 no response = 85
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If public transit service was available along the Highway 99W corridor, what weekday
times (Monday through Friday) would you most use the service? [Select all that apply]
Survey respondents were asked what time during the weekdays (Monday through Friday) they would use
the potential transit service along Highway 99W. Within the northern region, 22% of northern
respondents would use the service in late morning and 20% would use it in the evening. 22% of northern
respondents would not use the service during the weekdays. Within the center region, 25% of center
respondents would use the service in the evenings and 23% would use it in the early morning. In the
Southern region, 23% of southern respondents would use the service in the early morning while 22% of
would use it in the late morning. 23% of respondents from outside of the corridor would use the service
in the evening and 21% would use it during late morning.
Throughout the entire corridor, 23% of respondents would use the service during the evening, 21% would
use it during the late morning and 20% would use it during the early morning. Most respondents
throughout the corridor would use the service throughout the weekdays however 10% of respondents
would not use the service after 7pm.

Figure 4-24. Preferred Times for Service during Weekdays, by Corridor Region
North
(90)
WEEKDAYS (Monday to Friday)

Center
(278)

South
(88)

Outside of
Corridor Unknown
(211)
(89)

Total
(756)

Early Morning: 6am - 9am

14%

23%

23%

19%

12%

20%

Late Morning: 9am - Noon

22%

18%

22%

21%

25%

21%

Afternoon: Noon - 4pm

12%

14%

19%

18%

22%

17%

Evening: 4pm - 7pm

20%

25%

18%

23%

21%

23%

9%

12%

8%

10%

15%

11%

22%

9%

10%

8%

4%

10%

Late Evenining: After 7PM
Would Not Use

Survey Question 19, n=756
Note: Numbers in parentheses represent number of respondents from the region.
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If public transit service was available along the Highway 99W corridor, what weekend
times (Saturday and Sunday) would you most use the service? [Select all that apply]
Survey respondents were asked what time during the weekends (Saturday and Sunday) they would use
the potential transit service along Highway 99W. Within the northern region, 25% of northern
respondents would use the service in late morning and 19% would use it in the afternoon. 20% of
northern respondents would not use the service during the weekends, the highest percentage compared
to the other regions on the corridor. Within the center region, 26% of center respondents would use the
service in the late morning and 24% would use it in the evening. In the Southern region, 27% of southern
respondents would use the service in the late morning while 23% of would use it in the evening. 26% of
respondents from outside of the corridor would use the service in the late morning and 21% would use it
in the evening.
Throughout the entire corridor, 26% of respondents would use the service during the late morning, 22%
would use it during the evening and 18% would use it during the afternoon. Most respondents
throughout the corridor would use the service during the weekend however 9% of respondents would
not use the service at all.

Figure 4-25. Preferred Times for Service during Weekends, by Corridor Region
North
(102)
WEEKENDS (Saturday and Sunday)

Center
(296)

South
(92)

Not
Outside of
Corridor Answered
(89)
(217)

Total
(796)

Early Morning: 6am - 9am

9%

7%

10%

13%

16%

10%

Late Morning: 9am - Noon

25%

26%

27%

26%

26%

26%

Afternoon: Noon - 4pm

19%

18%

15%

19%

19%

18%

Evening: 4pm - 7pm

17%

24%

23%

21%

21%

22%

Late Evenining: After 7PM

11%

17%

15%

13%

13%

14%

Would Not Use

20%

8%

10%

8%

4%

9%

Survey Questions 20, n = 796
Note: Numbers in parentheses represent number of respondents from the region.
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What is the MAXIMUM you would be willing to pay for a one-way trip between your
origin and primary (#1) destination?
[move the slider to show the maximum willing to pay]
Survey respondents were asked what the maximum amount they would pay for a one-way trip between
the origin and primary destination. Most respondents (71%) would pay $10 or less for a one-way trip. The
responses most frequently provided were $5 or $10. Forty-one percent of respondents would pay a
maximum of $5 and 30% would pay between $5 and $10. Twentynine-percent of respondents indicated
they would pay more than $10 with 23 responding they would pay up to $15 and 25 responding they
would pay up to $20. The average maximum value respondents indicated they would pay is $9.21.

Figure 4-26. Maximum Ticket Price

Survey Question 13, n = 207, no response = 240
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How frequently do you anticipate using public transit services (bus, train, etc.) after
the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) pandemic? [Select most appropriate choice)
Survey respondents were asked to evaluate their anticipated use of public transit after the COVID-19
pandemic. The purpose of this question was to understand perceptions and effects on travel demand of
current and potential riders after the pandemic. Respondents who answered they had “never” used
public transit automatically skipped this question. In total 53% of respondents did not answer this
question however 29% responded that they would use the service as frequently or more frequently than
previous to the pandemic. 6% of respondents will use transit less frequently than before and 2% of
respondents will no longer use transit services after the pandemic.

Figure 4-27. Effect of Coronavirus on Likelihood of Transit Use, by Corridor Region

Survey Question 13, n = 211, no response = 236
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Chapter 5: Community Leader
Interviews
The IPRE team conducted interviews with 18 community leaders from different agencies throughout the
study area. Community leaders include staff members from local public and private community services
such as public libraries, nonprofits, and schools. The purpose of these interviews was to gain a deeper
understanding of community transportation needs and community demand for transit. Community
leaders were asked to speak to their impressions of community needs and patterns and were not
expected to represent all experiences or opinions. The IPRE team designed the interviews to inform
preliminary route design on Highway 99W. The IPRE team also collected information on existing
transportation conditions and barriers.
The following chapter synthesizes the key findings and themes that arose from these interviews. The first
section outlines key implications for transit demand. Next, the chapter examines interview methodology.
Finally, it provides an in-depth discussion of existing conditions related to transportation, barriers to
reaching destinations as well as transit, and community demand for transit.

Key Implications
●

●

●

●

●

Rural communities are car dependent and there are cultural associations between owning a
car and being successful. Rural development patterns and current public transportation options
require that community members own or have access to a car to reach destinations. Additionally,
some interviewees indicated that some community members see owning a car as a sign of
success in pursuit of the American dream.
The cost of owning and operating a car as well as lack of transit inhibits community members
from reaching destinations. Since owning or having access to a car is critical to accessing
destinations throughout the rural study area, not owning/having access to a car nor having access
to transit severely limits community members’ mobility.
Community members travel along Highway 99W for varying purposes and to numerous
destinations. Community leaders identified work and school commutes as well as medical trips
as primary purposes, followed by accessing essential goods such as groceries. Anecdotally,
community members fill these needs by traveling to various cities along the study area.
Barriers to accessing transit include current operations, infrastructure, and communication
methods. While some cities have no transit service, others have service with low frequency and
timing that does not accommodate working at night or on the weekend. Some community
members are uncomfortable waiting at unlit and unprotected bus stops and some have difficulty
reading and understanding information about the bus due to a language barrier and/or a
comprehension barrier. Spanish-speaking communities in particular have a distinct need for
Spanish informational materials and for promotion of public transit to happen through channels
that are familiar to them. These channels could be Latinx/Hispanic organizations, Spanishspeaking radio and churches.
Leaders believe that community members would use public transit along Highway 99W if
certain needs are met. Leaders specifically identified the need for patience to allow ridership to
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●

rise over time, low fares, increased frequency or reduced wait time, navigating traveling as a
family, door-to-door services for people with limited mobility, lower travel time, and inclusive
communication materials (both in communication method such as in-person engagement or
flyers, as well as material languages and reading level).
Concerns about health and safety are likely to continue for the near future after COVID-19
lockdowns lift. In addition to accommodating social distancing on public transit, the need for
public transit may rise if economic conditions do not rebound and community members
encounter financial hardships from unemployment or underemployment. Concerns for economic
hardship are particularly relevant as some Oregon regions experiences significant job losses in
industries such as agriculture, manufacturing, and goods-producing, as these industries are not
expected to rebound quickly. (Oregon Office of Economic Analysis, 2020)

Methods
The IPRE team interviewed community leaders using a standardized interview guide approved by
OCWCOG. Researchers conducted all interviews over the phone. Reference Appendix G for the
community leader interview guide. Researchers then compiled interview notes and synthesized key
themes and findings. The IPRE team searched for elements of agreement and disagreement among
stakeholders and identified the most commonly mentioned subjects.
The IPRE team requested interviews from 48 organizations throughout the study area (17 from the north,
33 from the center, 6 from the south). Community leaders represented 18 total organizations within the
study area:
●
●
●

Four from the northern portion (Amity/McMinnville/Rickreall area)
12 from the center (Adair Village/Corvallis/Independence/Lewisburg/Monmouth area)
Three from the south (Greenberry/Monroe/Junction City area)

When interpreting these findings, it is important to remember the larger representation from the center
of the corridor, particularly Corvallis’ role as a primary destination that has a fareless transit system.
Below are the community leader organizations as divided into categories describing the populations that
they serve:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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General Population (2)
General Social Services (3)
People with Disabilities (2)
English as a Second Language (1)
Native American Tribes (1)
Families and Individuals with Low-income (2)
Addiction Treatment (1)
People Experiencing being Unhoused (1)
Latinx/Spanish-speaking (3)
Car-free Households (1)
Rural Communities (1)

Community Leader Interviews

October 2020

Existing Conditions
Community leaders discussed current community travel modes, trip purpose, and primary destinations.
Community leaders emphasized that, due to limited public transit, access to a car is essential to reach
destinations. Leaders expressed support for increasing transit access for rural communities.

Current Travel Modes
Community leaders identified car-based travel, whether individually, hitch hiking, or carpooling with
friends, family, or coworkers, as the most prevalent community travel mode. Transit has the potential to
support trips that are currently shared rides in a private vehicle.
According to interviewees, public transit is second most common travel mode with limited use of
Paratransit or Dial-a-Bus. Leaders specifically mentioned the fixed-route services provided by Cherriots,
the Corvallis Transit System, the 99 Express, and The Connect bus (which connects with Grand Ronde).
Some communities, such as farmworkers, organize informal vanpooling to travel to work. People with
limited mobility and people who have developmental or intellectual barriers tend to rely on others for
transportation, even though they might be able to take public transit due to safety concerns. The IPRE
team heard limited reports of walking and biking due to safety concerns.
The IPRE team also heard about the cultural importance of car-ownership:
“Some families do use the public transit system, but there's a certain level of
belief that in order to progress in this country you have to own a vehicle. When
you're working towards the American dream having a vehicle is some sort of a
luxury, so if you're riding the transit it feels like you don't have enough funds to
afford that. But they are seeing it being more and more acceptable to ride on
public transportation” – Public Health Worker

Trip Purpose and Primary Destinations
Community leaders expressed that most trips along Highway 99W are for work, school, medical, or
shopping purposes and primarily identified destinations such as Corvallis, Monmouth, Salem, Portland
and Albany as being some of the most prominent primary destinations. Some cities lack essential services
such as medical facilities, banks, and (affordable) grocery stores, requiring traveling to a nearby city.
Understanding trip purpose and primary destinations may inform service planning.
Community leaders identified the following cities as primary destinations:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Adair Village
Albany
Corvallis
Dallas
Harrisburg
Hillsboro
Independence

●
●
●
●
●
●

Junction City
McMinnville
Monmouth
Portland
Salem
Woodburn

Community leaders identified the following businesses, universities, and organizations as primary
destinations:
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●
●
●
●
●

Linn-Benton Community College
Oregon State University
Western Oregon University
Peace Health Urgent Care
Target Distribution Center

●
●

Men’s Shelter in south Corvallis
Bowling alley on Highway 99W near
Albany

“Monroe is very limited when it comes to availability of a lot of things, so being
able to travel outside of Monroe is almost a necessity.” – Monroe Public
Employee

Barriers
Community leaders discussed a variety of barriers that impact residents’ access to destinations and
access to transit. Interviewees highlighted the tension between needing a car to travel within and
between these rural cities but also the challenges associated with buying and maintaining a personal car.
Leaders also identified bus stop location (such as not having a route in your city), low frequency of service
as significant and transit scheduling not aligning with transit needs as barriers to using transit.

Barriers to Destinations
Community leaders identified numerous barriers to destinations that fall under travel by private car or
travel by public transportation. Many interviewees also recognized safety concerns as the reason for low
volumes of walking and biking.
Regarding travel by private car, community leaders identified the following barriers:
●
●
●

Cost of buying a car
Cost of maintaining a car and buying gas
Eligibility for undocumented people and language barriers for license test

Community leaders also identified various barriers to accessing public transit that impede access to
destinations:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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Bus stop location
Low bus frequency
Travel time by bus
Schedule alignment (with school or
work)
Language barriers (bus drivers may not
know ASL or Spanish)
Safety concerns
Cost of fares

●
●
●
●
●

Learning curve
Knowledge and awareness of resources
(fixed-route bus, Paratransit, Dial-aRide)
No weekend service
Lack of bus stop infrastructure (not
covered nor lit)
No public transit in their city

Community Leader Interviews

October 2020

Barriers to Transit
When asked specifically about barriers to transit, community leaders reiterated comments that applied to
barriers to destinations and added new barriers specific to transit operations, infrastructure, and
communication. Interviewees specifically identified the following features as barriers to transit:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Bus stop location
Low bus frequency
Language barriers (bus drivers may not
know ASL or Spanish)
Reading comprehension (in English and
Spanish)
Safety concerns
Cost of fares
Lack of bus stop infrastructure (not
covered nor lit)

●
●
●
●
●
●

Few route options
Little engagement from transit agencies
Difficulty carrying groceries on and off
the bus
Not enough bike racks on the bus
Buses cannot accommodate bikes with
trailers
No public transit in their city

Some people have trauma associated with written materials and paperwork from
time in prison or medical experiences…these folks appreciate spoken
communication. - Paraphrased Interviewee

Demand for Transit
Community leaders expressed strong interest by community members to use public transit. Leaders
specifically identified challenges due to lack of transit, provided suggestions for how to make transit a
more desirable option for their community, and expressed varying viewpoints on the impact of COVID-19
on travel patterns.

Community Interest and Use
Community leaders indicated high interest in transit service and strong support that community members
would use public transit along Highway 99W if it was offered.
10 out of 18 interviewees indicated that community members have expressed interest in using public
transportation. Community leaders told researchers about reports of individuals who have cancelled
community center memberships or missed classes because accessible and reliable transportation options
(public or private) were lacking. Leaders also expressed that many community members are forced to get
a car because of limited public transit operating hours that do not accommodate night and/or weekend
work.
Leaders are under the impression that community members will use public transit along Highway 99W if
it was offered. However, many leaders qualified their responses with a “yes, if…” Interviewees specifically
identified familiar stop locations (such as at a common shopping area), fare affordability, alignment with
different work schedules, direct outreach to specific communities to help them understand their transit
options and patience for ridership to rise over time.
Highway 99W Transit Feasibility
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The downtown Corvallis transit center is located next to the courthouse which
may instill fear in people as their experiences with law enforcement has been
very negative. - Paraphrased Interviewee

Changes to Make Transit Desirable
To better understand the specific changes needed to make transit a desirable option for community
members, leaders identified changes to operations, infrastructure, and communication. Specifically,
interviewees expressed the need for the following features:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
•
•
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Lower fare (for all or some groups)
Offer a family pass
Better bus stop locations
Provide bus shelters that protect people from the elements
More frequency and/or reduce wait times
Lower travel time by reducing the number of stops and transfers
Improve schedule timing to align with school, church, and work schedules
Increase engagement by the transit agency with the community
Route materials in more/different languages at accessible literacy
Improve transit agency website design to help plan trips
Do direct outreach in vulnerable or underserved communities and conduct transit training
Have marketing and informational material in Spanish and advertise in Spanish-speaking
communities through the resource providers, radio and community churches

Community Leader Interviews

October 2020

Impact of COVID-19 Pandemic
The IPRE team conducted interviews during the statewide “Stay Home, Stay Healthy” order intended to
help prevent the spread of COVID-19 throughout the state. These lockdown orders had a significant
impact on travel patterns, including reduced and suspended transit service. Due to continuing health and
safety concerns, public transit will likely need to accommodate social distancing for the near future. In
addition, community leaders identified the following anticipated impacts:
●
●
●

Concern about the safety of older adults
Expect an initial spike in travel when restrictions are lifted
Increased dependence on public transit due to unemployment and financial restrictions

Conclusion
Community leader interviews suggest an identified need for transit and belief that residents would use
transit, particularly among vulnerable communities. While there are cultural associations around car
ownership, study area residents are also restricted from reaching destinations due to the cost associated
with a car as well as the current lack of transit. Rural transit is often limited to “lifeline” service that is
limited in frequency and area, but it is important to consider residents’ needs to make the service
desirable. Service reliability, increased frequency, enhanced stop amenities, affordability, and inclusive
communication materials are all important factors. Assessing feasibility of providing transit service, then,
depends on the accessibility and practicality of the proposed route.
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Chapter 6: Demand Assessment
This chapter includes key findings from the research that relates to demand. We then discuss factors that
affect demand, including service for vulnerable populations, service type alternatives, frequency and
scheduling alternatives, and operating cost estimates. Next, we analyze and compare route alternatives.
Finally, we discuss how a demand assessment can be expanded using further feasibility metrics.

Methodology
The IPRE team used findings from four research methods to inform a demand assessment: a demographic
and commute analysis, transit stakeholder interviews, a community survey, and interviews with
community leaders. Once research was complete, the IPRE team brainstormed possible transit routes to
create an alternatives analysis.

Key Demand Findings
Synthesize findings from the demographic/commute analysis, transit stakeholder interviews, survey, and
community leader interviews. Use only findings that relate to demand for transit with the goal of making
this chapter clear and understandable for someone who has not read the rest of the report.

Demand Factors
The following factors impact demand and feasibility of a transit route on Highway 99W: vulnerable
populations, service options, frequency, route schedules, and operating costs.

Vulnerable Populations
The IPRE team defined vulnerable populations as people who are elderly, have a disability, are lowincome, do not have access to a car, and/or are primarily Spanish-speaking. Additionally, households
without a vehicle available are considered.
The community survey and demographic and commute analysis found that vulnerable populations are
distributed across the corridor:
•
•
•
•

Monroe has the highest proportion of elderly populations.
Monmouth-Independence have the highest Spanish-speaking limited-English proficiency
populations.
Corvallis and Monmouth have the highest poverty rate.
Monroe and Amity have the highest disability rate.

The survey, while not a representative sample, confirms that vulnerable populations are distributed in all
regions of the Highway 99W corridor. 40% of north region, 46% of center region, and 30% of south region
respondents were members of vulnerable groups.
Our community survey and community leader interviews both found that demand for transit along
Highway 99W among vulnerable populations is high. In the survey, 62% of vulnerable populations
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responded agree or strongly agree to the question, “I would use public transit service between
communities on Highway 99W.” Additionally, XX% of vulnerable populations agreed or strongly agreed
with the statement “I would use public transit service along Highway 99W to connect with another transit
provider.”
Our community leader interviews also found high demand among vulnerable populations. Seven out of
eleven interviewees said that members of their community, including low-income people, people with
disabilities, senior citizens, English as a Second Language (ESL) learners, veterans, and Hispanic/Latinx
residents, have expressed interest in public transit along Highway 99W. Many community leaders noted
that for some vulnerable populations, transportation options are extremely limited for intercity travel.
Our survey and community leader interviews also asked about how the COVID-19 pandemic will affect
demand for public transportation. In the survey, 68% of vulnerable populations said they would use
transit as frequently or more frequently than before the pandemic, compared to 57% of non-vulnerable
populations. Several community leaders also discussed how unemployment and economic impacts of
COVID-19 will increase their communities’ need for transit.
As the need for social distancing persists, it is likely that riders who have other transportation options will
choose not to ride public transit in the near future. However, the IPRE team also heard from our transit
agency stakeholders that economic downturns increase the demand for transit as more people become
unable to afford private vehicles. Demand for transit in the region may therefore be shifting away from
“choice” riders and towards “dependent” riders. Although the pandemic has caused too much
uncertainty to accurately estimate the amount of this demand shift, it is more important than ever that a
new transit service keep the needs of dependent, more vulnerable communities in mind.

Service Options
Table 6-1 compares service types that would be appropriate for Highway 99W, including fixed-route bus
service, deviated fix-route bus service, and vanpool.
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Table 6-1. Transit Service Options

Source: Nelson Nygaard Desoto County Transit Feasibility Report

Frequency
shows the frequency of major rural transit routes in the Highway 99W region. Based on these route
schedules, the IPRE team defined low, medium, and high frequency for rural transit service. Low
frequency is defined as 2-3 roundtrips per weekday, medium frequency as 4-5 roundtrips per weekday,
and high frequency as 6 or more roundtrips per weekday. The IPRE team based these metrics on weekday
frequency because weekend service varies greatly among transit providers.
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Table 6-2. Rural Transit Frequency

Source: Lane Transit District, LCOG, Linn Shuttle, Benton County Transit

The community leader interviews, and community survey found that frequency is a critical component of
demand. The majority of community leaders indicated that their communities would use transit on
Highway 99W if the service were frequent. In the community survey, X number of respondents indicated
in the comments that frequency was a concern for them.
However, transit stakeholders discussed the difficulty of providing frequent service to low-population
areas. Most rural transit routes that these agencies offer in rural areas are commuter lines that feed into
larger metropolitan areas and cater to people who work traditional 9:00am-5:00pm, Monday through
Friday work schedules. Service on the weekends tends to be infrequent or non-existent.
We do not recommend that OCWCOG provide a low-frequency route because the market for lowfrequency routes are usually morning and evening commuters. Our community survey showed that only
38% of respondents would use this service for work commutes, indicating that there may not be demand
for a commuter-oriented service on Highway 99W. Also, because this route would connect rural areas to
multiple larger metropolitan areas, a low-frequency route would not be able to serve this wide geography
of commuter needs.

Route Schedule
In the community survey, the IPRE team asked survey respondents what days of the week and times of
day they would use a Highway 99W transit service.
For weekday service, responses varied by geography. Survey respondents of the northern region were
more likely to indicate that they would not use weekday service. For those that would use the service, the
majority indicated that they would use it in the late morning or evening. In the center region,
respondents were likely to use the service in the early mornings and evenings. In the south region,
responses were fairly evenly distributed among times, although fewer respondents would use the service
after 7pm.
For weekend times, responses across geography were more uniform. Most respondents indicated they
would use the service between the late morning and evening.
From the survey, several findings regarding route schedules can be extrapolated:
•
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Weekend route schedules should be different than weekday route schedules. On weekdays,
survey respondents would use the service earlier in the morning than on weekends.
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•
•

The northern region reflects different demand patterns than the center and south regions.
Demand may be lower for early morning trips in the north region.
There is low demand for service after 7pm on weekends and weekdays. Overall, this category
reflected the lowest number of responses from all geographies.

Operating Costs
The IPRE team calculated operating cost estimates using 2018 Federal Transit Administration Agency
Profiles from LTD, Cherriots, Corvallis Transit, Benton County Transit, and Yamhill County Transit. Table 63 shows the average operating expense per vehicle revenue hour for three different service types: bus,
commuter bus, and vanpool. The FTA defines commuter bus service as “local fixed-route bus
transportation primarily connecting outlying areas with a central city, characterized by a motor coach
(aka over-the-road bus), multiple trip tickets, multiple stops in outlying areas, limited stops in the central
city, and at least five miles of closed-door service.” 29 The FTA defines bus service more broadly as a
vehicle operating on fixed routes and schedules. For the purpose of this report, commuter bus service
more accurately captures the type of fixed-route service that could be provided on Highway 99W, and the
IRPE team used this estimate rather than the more generic bus estimate to calculate operating expenses.

Table 6-3. Average Operating Expense per Vehicle Revenue Hour by Service Type

Source: Federal Transit Administration Agency Profiles, 2018

The estimate for commuter bus service is on par with Lane Council of Government’s estimates from the
Florence-Eugene Feasibility Study, which calculated operating expenses per vehicle mile using low, high,
and average estimates. These estimates are $45.68, $120.89, and $78.74, respectively.

Alternatives
The IPRE team created the following four route alternatives and a no-build alternative after completing
their demand research. The following section describes the alternatives’ geographical location, mileage,
and route frequency. It also provides the strengths and weaknesses of each route. The IPRE team
determined route frequency using Remix software and assuming an average speed of 40 mph with a 10%
operator layover.

Option 1: Junction City to McMinnville
OCWCOG could run a transit route from Junction City to McMinnville. This route would begin at one of
LTD’s Route 95 stops in Junction City and would likely end at the McMinnville Transit Center. This route
would serve the entire corridor, with stops in Monroe, Corvallis, Adair Village, Monmouth, and Amity. The
route would be 145 miles roundtrip and would take approximately 218 minutes to complete one
roundtrip.
The benefit of one continuous route the entire length of the corridor is that one operator at a time could
provide service to a large geographic area, which would considerably reduce operating expenses.
29

Federal Transit Administration. National Transit Database (NTD) Glossary. https://www.transit.dot.gov/ntd/national-transitdatabase-ntd-glossary#O. Accessed 24 May 2020.
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However, for one operator to run the route at a time, the service would need to run at medium to low
frequency. Taking into account that 10% of the time it takes to drive the route would need to be added
for an operator break, the bus could only depart Junction City once every 4 hours. If the bus were to run
for 12 hours per day, OCWCOG would only be able to provide three trips per day. This service could
provide a lifeline for some dependent riders, but choice riders would be unlikely to use this service unless
it happened to align with their trip schedules.
OCWCOG could increase demand for the service by running two buses at once, which would result in six
trips per day, but would double operating expenses.

Figure 6-1. Option 1, Junction City to McMinnville

Source: Remix

Option 2: Junction City to Corvallis
Rather than running a bus the entire length of the corridor, OCWCOG could provide higher frequency
service to a smaller geographic area. They could provide service from one of the LTD stops in Junction
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City to the Corvallis Downton Transit Center with a stop in Monroe. The route would be 52 miles
roundtrip and would take approximately 78 minutes to complete one roundtrip.
A Junction City to Corvallis route could run more frequently than a route that runs the entire length of the
corridor. Taking into account that 10% of the trip time should be added for an operator break, this route
could run once every 86 minutes. If the bus were to run for 12 hours per day, OCWCOG could provide 8
trips per day with one operator.
Furthermore, findings from the community leader interviews and the community survey indicate that the
southern region of the corridor may have a higher demand for transit than the northern region. The
southern region is not currently served by transit between Junction City and Corvallis. In the community
survey, XX% of respondents from the south region said “agree or strongly agree” that they would use the
service between communities. In contrast, XX% of respondents from the north indicated that they would
use the service between communities. In the survey comments, X number of people indicated interest in
a route that connects Eugene to Corvallis. Although this route would require a transfer on LTD’s route 95,
this type of higher-frequency route may draw additional riders seeking to connect to Eugene.
A higher frequency route would accommodate a wider variety of trips, including work and school
commutes, medical trips, errands or social activities, and recreational trips.
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Figure 6-2. Option 2, Junction City to Corvallis

Source: Remix

Option 3: Junction City to Corvallis and McMinnville to Corvallis
OCWCOG could supplement Option 2 by adding a second route the runs from McMinnville to Corvallis.
This route would provide service from the McMinnville Transit Center to the Corvallis Downtown Transit
Center with stops in Amity, Monmouth, and Adair Village. The route would be 93 miles roundtrip and
would take approximately 139 minutes to complete one roundtrip.
Because this route would cover a greater distance than a route from Junction City to Corvallis, this route
would not be able to run as frequently without an additional operator. Taking into account that 10% of
the trip time should be added for an operator break, this route could run once every 153 minutes. If the
bus were to run for 12 hours per day, OCWCOG could provide 4 trips per day with one operator. Although
this is half the number of trips as the Junction City to Corvallis route, survey responses indicate that
demand in the northern region may be lower than in the southern region, and fewer trips may be more
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appropriate along this route segment. However, if OCWCOG wished to match the frequency of Option 2,
they could hire two operators and run a total of 8 trips per day.

Figure 6-3. Option 3, McMinnville to Corvallis & Corvallis to Junction City

Source: Remix

Option 4: Eugene to Albany
OCWCOG could provide enhanced connections to larger metropolitan regions by running a transit route
from Eugene to Albany. They could provide service from the LTD Santa-Clara Transit Station in north
Eugene to the Albany Train Station with stops in Junction City, Monroe, and Corvallis. The route would be
98 miles roundtrip and would take approximately 146 minutes to complete one roundtrip.
A route from Eugene to Albany could run more frequently than a route that runs the entire length of the
corridor but would run less frequently than a route that only ran from Junction City to Corvallis. Taking
into account that 10% of the trip time should be added for an operator break, this route could run once
every 146 minutes. If the bus were to run for 12 hours per day, OCWCOG could provide 4 trips per day
with one operator. OCWCOG may also consider hiring two operators and running 8 trips per day.
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Although the section of Highway 99W between Junction City and Corvallis is unserved by transit, the
Coast-to-Valley Express and Linn-Benton Loop do provide service from Corvallis to Albany. The Coast to
Valley Express runs four times per day and a one-way trip from Corvallis to Albany takes approximately 25
minutes. In order to not duplicate this service, OCWCOG would need to ensure that this route runs at
different times than the Coast-to-Valley Express service from Corvallis to Albany. OCWCOG could also run
a portion of its trips all the way to Albany and connect with the Coast-to-Valley Express on other trips. If
one or more of the trips ended in Corvallis, rather than Albany, OCWCOG could run an additional trip per
operator along the corridor.
The Linn-Benton Loop also provides service from Corvallis to Linn-Benton Community college, which is
three miles south of Albany. Although this service runs relatively frequently, its ridership market is LinnBenton Community College and requires that riders transfer to the Linn Shuttle for service to downtown
Albany. This trip takes approximately one hour, while driving from Corvallis to Albany takes only 18
minutes. Because this route is not intended to provide direct service from Corvallis to Albany, a Highway
99W route would not duplicate this service.
There are several advantages to running a route from Eugene to Albany. It could provide service to
populations that would otherwise not use the service, notably commuters traveling between Albany,
Corvallis, or Eugene. In our community survey, X respondents said that they would like to ride transit
between Corvallis and Eugene.

Figure 6-4. Option 4, Eugene to Albany

Source: Remix
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Option 5: No-Build or Delay
OCWCOG also has the option to not provide transit service along Highway 99W at this time. Although the
IPRE team found that there is sufficient demand to operate a service, OCWCOG may decide that the
COVID-19 pandemic creates too much uncertainty around transit demand at this time. OCWCOG could
choose to delay providing a service until transit trends surrounding the pandemic become clearer.
However, if OCWCOG delays running a service on Highway 99W, portions of this research may become
outdated. OCWCOG may need to re-invest in another study to assess demand again at a later time if they
delay.
Furthermore, the vulnerable populations that are under-served by transit currently will likely need more
access to affordable transportation options as the COVID-19 pandemic affects income. By delaying,
OCWCOG would choose not to provide service to populations that may need transit during an economic
recession. Because communities along the corridor are far apart, active transportation will not be a viable
means of travel for intercity routes, making personal vehicles one of the few alternatives to transit in rural
communities.

Alternatives Cost Comparison
Table 6-4 compares the four route alternatives by frequency and operating expense. Operating expense is
calculated using the operating expense per vehicle revenue hour metric for commuter bus service and
does not include expenses while the vehicle is not in service, such as time spent deadheading or idle for
operator breaks.

Table 6-4. Alternative Cost Comparison
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Appendix A: Current Transit
Routes
Figure A-28. Cherriots Regional Express Transit Route Map

Source: Cherriots, Salem Area Mass Transit District

Table A-3. Cherriots 40X Route Schedule

Cherriots, 40X Schedule. https://www.cherriots.org/route/40X/
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Figure A-29. Yamhill County Transit Route 1, 2, 3 & 4 Map

Yamhill County Transit, YCBus.org
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Figure A-30 Yamhill County Transit Route 11 Map

Yamhill County Transit, YCBus.org
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Figure A-31. Benton County Transit 99 Express Schedule

Source: Benton County Transit. https://www.co.benton.or.us/publicworks/page/99-express-service-schedule
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Figure A-32. Corvallis Transit System Route 1-9,20 & 50 Map

Corvallis Transit Service, https://www.corvallisoregon.gov/cts
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Figure A-33. Lane Transit District Route 95 Map

Lane Transit District, Route 95. https://www.ltd.org/system-map/route_9
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Appendix B: Additional
Demographic Details
Figure B-34. Population and Growth Projections

PSU Current Forecast Summaries 2019 Values, Oregon Final Forecast 2019
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Figure B-35. Population and Growth Projections, McMinnville and Corvallis

PSU Current Forecast Summaries 2019 Values, Oregon Final Forecast 2019

Table B-4. Racial Categories

U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates (2014-2018), Table B02001. Data.census.gov.
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Table B-5. Age Breakdown by County, 2017,2019

PSU Population Research Center: Polk and Benton County Final Forecast Tables, 2017; Lane County Final Forecast Tables 2019

Table B-6. Age Breakdown by County, 2040

Source: PSU Population Research Center Certified Population Estimates (July 1, 2019)
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Figure B-36. Median Household Income

U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates (2014-2018), Table B19013. Data.census.gov.
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Rent and House Value
Figure B-37 depicts the Median Gross Rent throughout the study area. This helps inform potential cost
burden household that may rely more on low cost transit options. As shown in Figure B-37, the median
gross rent in individual cities ranges from $828 in Monroe to $1,363 in Adair Village with a median gross
rent of $955 across the study area. Comparatively high rents in Amity and Adair Village may reflect the
scarcity and type of rental housing or choice communities where households with higher income opt to
live.

Figure B-37. Median Gross Rent, Study Area, 2018

U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates (2014-2018), Table A10036. Social Explorer.
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Figure B-38 shows Median Home Value throughout the study area. As shown in Figure 2-5, the median
home value in Amity ($171,600), Independence (S174,000), and Monroe ($157,800) are on the low end
of the study area. All others, except Corvallis, are in the middle: McMinnville ($237,300), Monmouth,
($215,600), Adair Village ($218,500), and Junction City ($206,100). Corvallis ($305,100) is on the high end
and sways the average for the corridor due to both the population size and median home value.

Figure B-38. Median Home Value, Study Area, 2018

U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates (2014-2018), Table A10036. Social Explorer.
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Appendix C: Stakeholder
Interview Guide
Recruitment Email
Dear _______,
I am writing on behalf of the Institute for Policy, Research, and Engagement (IPRE) at the University of
Oregon. We are conducting a study to assess feasibility of expanding transit service on the Highway 99W
corridor. Part of our research is conducting interviews with adjacent transit agencies, and we are
interested in your perspective.
We will be conducting thirty-minute interviews that touch on current and future transit demand,
ridership, and inter-agency collaboration.
Are you available between January 29 and February 6 to participate in an interview? If so, please reply
with details of your availability.
Thank you.
Kind Regards,
____
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Interview Guide
Introduction
Hi my name is _____. Thank you for your time today. I’m a first year Community and Regional Planning
student at the University of Oregon, and I’m in a team of students working on a feasibility study for
expanding transit along the Highway 99W corridor.
This interview should take between 30-60 minutes. Does that timeframe still work for your schedule?
I will be asking questions about your transit agency’s projects, structure, operations, opportunities, and
constraints.
The information from this interview will be anonymous and not explicitly tied to your transit agency, but
some answers may still make your agency identifiable. Does this format work for you?
Do you have any initial questions for me? Is it okay if I record the interview? The recording will be used to
take notes, transcribe, and possibly use direct quotes.
Start Recording
I’ll ask again for the recording, are you okay if I record the interview?

Interview Script
1. As the ______, what are your major job duties in the agency?
For these next questions, we are interested in getting the “big picture” about your transit service.
2. How does your agency view providing rural transit service? Is it supported? Is service along
Highway 99W a priority for your agency?
3. Please describe the funding sources for the transit agency?
a. Ex: 5311 grants, Special Transportation Fund (STF) grants, partner agency contributions,
5310 funds, fare revenue
4. How do you decide when to operate a new service?
5. How would you describe the demand for public transit within your agency’s service area?
a. How do you anticipate demand changing over the next 20 years?
6. What are the constraints facing your agency?
a. Effective service and volunteer populations
7. What barriers do you face in increasing service?
8. Can you describe your level of support from riders?
a. What are the major complaints that you receive from riders?
9. What barriers do you face in serving vulnerable populations?
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a. i.e. the elderly, people with disabilities, people with very low incomes, and people with
low proficiency in English.
10. Please describe the relationship with adjacent transit agencies.
a. Collaboration and funding collaborative routes
11. Is there anything else you would like to add?
Additional Questions (Time Permitting)
12. We will be conducting focus groups of potential transit riders. Do you have any recommendations
for existing groups to invite to focus groups?
13. Do you have any recommendations for other people within your agency to interview? Is there
anybody from a different agency that we should interview?
14. What underserved groups within your work area do you recommend we talk to?
15. We will be conducting a survey of potential riders on the HIGHWAY 99W corridor, do you have
any recommendations for survey questions?
a. Could we conduct onboard surveys within your transit area? If so, what routes would you
recommend? Days/times?

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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Appendix D: Survey
Demographics
Question 22. Which best describes your age?
The survey respondents were asked to describe their age group.

Figure 4-39. Age Groups, by Corridor Region

Survey Question 22, n = 447

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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Question 23. Which best describes your race or ethnic background?
Figure 4-40. Racial and Ethnic Groups, by Home Area

Survey Question 25, n = 420

Respondents who selected Other include:
1. European American
2. Human Race
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

This is not Relevent
European/ Italian
White/Asian Mix
I Magyar
European
Multi Racial
Mixed Native American
Jewish

Question 24. Do you identify as a person with a disability?
Figure 4-41. Disability by Corridor Region

Survey Question 26, n = 447

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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Question 25. Including yourself how many individuals are in your household?
Figure 4-42. Combine Household Income and Number of Members

Survey Question 26 and 38, n = 352
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Question 26. Which best describes the combined annual income of all members of
your household?
Figure 4-43. Combined Household Income, by Home Area

Survey Question 26, n = 216

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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Question 27. What is your gender?
Figure 4-44. Gender by Corridor Region

Survey Question 29, n = 447
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Appendix E: Survey
Hello! We are asking for your input on the feasibility of transit service along the Oregon Highway 99
West (Hwy 99W) corridor.
Hwy 99W connects Eugene and Portland through various communities in the western Willamette Valley.
Currently, there is limited public transportation available between Junction City and McMinnville along
this highway corridor. The potential new public transit service would tie together the three largest
metropolitan areas in Oregon. In addition, it would provide transit service to the unserved or underserved communities along the corridor.
This survey should take between 10 and 15 minutes to complete. At the end of the survey, you can
choose to enter a raffle to win one of four $25 gift cards to a regional or national business. If you proceed
but decide not to take the survey, you will still have an option to enter the raffle. Your help is greatly

appreciated, thank you!

This survey was developed by the University of Oregon’s Institute for Policy Research and Engagement
(IPRE) and Oregon Cascades West Council of Governments (OCWCOG). Your answers are and will be
completely confidential. Any personally identifying information will not be tied to any product this
research produces. We will not share or sell your personally identifying information. By completing and
submitting this survey you provide consent in allowing IPRE to use these findings for research. You may
choose not to participate in this survey without penalty.
If you have any questions regarding the survey, please email Michael Howard at the University of
Oregon’s Institute for Policy Research and Engagement: mrhoward@uoregon.edu.
Q1. Do you agree to participate in this survey?
By clicking "Yes", you are consenting to participate in this survey and you are also informing us that you
are age 18 or older. If you do not consent, or are not age 18 or older, please click "No" to navigate away
from the survey.

o Yes (1)
o No (2)
Thank you for agreeing to take the survey!

Instructions:
Carefully read each question and select or write in your responses. Use the next button or back button
to navigate between questions. Please complete the survey no later than April 17. All of your answers will
be kept completely confidential.
Definitions: Hwy 99W Corridor: the highway system connecting Eugene and Portland in the western
Willamette Valley, specifically between Junction City and McMinnville.

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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Survey Structure: The questions assess current travel patterns, support for public transit and potential
transit use along the Highway 99W corridor. Please answer questions honestly and to the best of your
ability.
End of Block: Introduction
Start of Block: Home and Commute Questions
Q 2. In what city or community do you live?
________________________________________________________________
Q3. Do you have access to a car?

o Yes (1)
o Sometimes (2)
o No (3)

Q4. Are you employed?

o Yes, full-time (1)
o Yes, part-time (2)
o No (3)
Q5. What city or community do you work in?
________________________________________________________________
Q.6 How long is your commute to work?

o Less than 15 minutes (1)
o Between 15 and 30 minutes (2)
o Between 30 and 60 minutes (3)
o More than 60 minutes (4)
o I do not have a work commute (5)
Q 7 Are you a student?

o Yes, full-time (1)
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o Yes, part-time (2)
oNo (3)
Q8. What school(s) do you attend?
[Select all that apply]

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Oregon State University (1)
Western Oregon University (2)
Linn-Benton Community College (3)
Chemeketa Community College (4)
Linfield College (5)
Willamette University (6)
George Fox University (7)
Lane Community College (8)
University of Oregon (9)
Other: (10) ________________________________________________

Q9. How long is your commute to school?

o Less than 15 minutes (1)
o Between 15 and 30 minutes (2)
o Between 30 and 60 minutes (3)
o More than 60 minutes (4)
o I do not have a school commute (5)
End of Block: Home and Commute Questions
Start of Block: Travel Preference Questions

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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Q10. When traveling along the Highway 99W corridor, how do you make the trip?
[Select all that apply]

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢⊗

Personal car (1)
Carpool (2)
Taxi/Uber/Lyft (3)
Vanpool (4)
Bus (5)
Bicycle (6)
Walk (7)
Demand-response transit services (8)
Other: (9) ________________________________________________
I do not travel along the corridor (10)

Q 11. When traveling along the Highway 99W corridor, what are your purposes for making the trips?
[Select all that apply]

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Work commute (1)
School commute (2)
Personal errands or social activity (3)
Recreation (4)
Medical services (5)
Other (6) ________________________________________________

Q 12. When traveling along the Highway 99W corridor outside of your own community, where do you
most frequently travel? [List up to three cities or communities located on Hwy 99W]

▢
▢

#1 City/Community (1) ________________________________________________
#2 City/Community (2) ________________________________________________
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▢

#3 City/Community (3) ________________________________________________

Q 13. What is the MAXIMUM you would be willing to pay for a one-way trip between your origin and
primary (#1) destination? [Move the slider to show the maximum amount you would pay]
0

Ticket price ()

5

10

15

20

The image part with relationship ID rId156 was not found in the file.

End of Block: Travel Preference Questions
Start of Block: Public Transit Questions
Q 14. How frequently do you use the public transit services? [Select the most appropriate choice.]

o Daily (1)
o Several times a week (2)
o Weekly (3)
o Once or twice a month (4)
o Less than monthly (5)
o Never (6)

Q 15. Which of the following transit services have you used? [Select all that apply.]

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Cherriots Local Bus (1)
Cherriots Regional Bus (2)
Linn-Benton Loop Bus (3)
Corvallis Transit System Bus (4)
Yamhill County Transit Bus (5)
Lane Transit District Bus (6)
Tillamook County Transportation District Bus (7)

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Demand-response transit services (8)
Oregon POINT (9)
Greyhound, Bolt, or FlixBus (10)
Amtrak Train or Bus (11)
Pacific Crest Bus Lines (12)
Other: (13) ________________________________________________
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Q 16. Rate your level of agreement or disagreement with the following statements.

There is need
for public transit
in Oregon (1)
There is need
for public transit
in your
community (2)
There is need
for public transit
to connect
communities
along Highway
99W (3)

Strongly agree
(1)

Agree (2)

Neither agree
nor disagree (3)

Disagree (4)

Strongly
disagree (5)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Q 17. If public transit service was available along the Highway 99W corridor rate your level of agreement
or disagreement with the following statements.
Strongly agree
(1)

Agree (2)

Neither agree
nor disagree (3)

Disagree (4)

Strongly
disagree (5)

o

o

o

o

o

I would use the
service between
communities
along Highway
99W (9)

o

o

o

o

o

I would use the
service to
connect to
another transit
provider (10)

o

o

o

o

o

I would use the
service within
my community
(8)

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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Q 18. If public transit service was available along the Highway 99W corridor, how likely or unlikely would
you use it for the following?
Very likely (1)

Somewhat likely
(2)

Neither likely
nor unlikely (3)

Somewhat
unlikely (4)

Very unlikely (5)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Job commute
(1)
School
commute (2)
Personal
errands or social
activities (3)
Recreation (4)
Medical services
(5)

o

Other (6)

o

o

o

o

o

Q 19. If public transit service was available along the Highway 99W corridor, what weekday
times (Monday through Friday) would you most use the service? [Select all that apply]

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Early morning: 6:00 AM – 8:59AM (1)
Late Morning: 9:00 AM – 11:59AM (2)
Afternoon: 12:00 PM – 3:59 PM (3)
Evening: 4:00 PM – 6:59 PM (4)
After 7:00 PM (5)
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o

o

Q 20. If public transit service was available along the Highway 99W corridor, what weekend
times (Saturday and Sunday) would you most use the service? [Select all that apply]

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Early morning: 6:00 AM – 8:59AM (1)
Late Morning: 9:00 AM – 11:59AM (2)
Afternoon: 12:00 PM – 3:59 PM (3)
Evening: 4:00 PM – 6:59 PM (4)
After 7:00 PM (5)

Q 21 Do you have any recommendations for potential NEW transit stop locations along the Highway 99W
corridor?

▢
▢
▢
▢⊗

Recommendation #1 (1) ________________________________________________
Recommendation #2 (2) ________________________________________________
Recommendation #3 (3) ________________________________________________
No recommendations (4)

End of Block: Public Transit Questions

Start of Block: Demographics Questions

Q 22. Which best describes your age?

o 18-24 (1)
o 25-34 (2)
o 35-44 (3)
o 45-54 (4)
o 55-64 (5)
o 65-74 (6)
o 75 or above (7)
o I prefer not to answer (8)
Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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The image part with relationship ID rId156 was not found in the f

Q 23. Which best describes your race or ethnic background? [Select all that apply]

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢⊗

American Indian/Alaska Native (1)
Asian/Pacific Islander (2)
Black/African-American (3)
Hispanic/Latinx (4)
White/Caucasian (5)
Other: (6) ________________________________________________
I prefer not to answer (7)

Q 24. Do you identify as a person with a disability?

o Yes (1)
o No (2)
o I prefer not to answer (3)
Q 25. Including yourself how many individuals are in your household?

o 1 (1)
o 2 (2)
o 3 (3)
o 4 (4)
o 5 (5)
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o 6 (6)
o 7 or more (7)
o I prefer not to answer (8)
Q 26. Which best describes the combined annual income of all members of your household?

o Less than $15,000 (1)
o $15,000-$24,999 (2)
o $25,000 - $34,999 (3)
o $35,000 - $49,999 (4)
o $50,000 - $74,999 (5)
o $75,000 - $99,999 (6)
o $100,000 - $149,999 (7)
o $150,000 - $199,999 (8)
o $200,000 or more (9)
o I prefer not to answer (10)
Q 27. What is your gender?

o Male (1)
o Female (2)
o Gender variant/Non-conforming (3)
o Not listed (4)
o I prefer not to answer (5)
Q 28. Please share any other comments or ideas you have regarding public transit along the Highway
99W corridor in the textbox below:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

All done! Please click the next button to submit your answers and be directed to an optional raffle entry
form.
Thank you for completing this survey!!

Page Break
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RAFFLE/CONTACT Survey

The information below may change. Please check with Nick/Mike to ensure language is correct before
translating.

HWY 99W Raffle/Contact
If you would like to be included in a raffle to win one of four $25 gift cards to a regional or national
business please enter your contact information in the space below.
Note: Your contact information will not be connected to the answers you provided on the survey.

o Name (First, Last) (1) ________________________________________________
o Email (2) ________________________________________________
o City of residence (3) ________________________________________________

Would like to be included in future emails to interested parties to receive updates on the progress of this
project?

o Yes (1)
o No (2)

Would you like to be contacted to participate in a focus group to help identify stop locations, service
times, and market potential for transit along Highway 99W?
Selected participants may be provided food and beverage and/or a gift card as compensation for their
participation.
If you select "Yes" you will be directed to fill out additional information.

o Yes (1)
o No (2)
Thank you for your interest in participating in a focus group. The following questions are intended to
assist us with determining your eligibility for a focus group.
Only people 18 years and older who live, work, or travel along Highway 99W are eligible. Selected
participants may receive food and beverage and/or a gift card as compensation for their participation.
If you proceed you will be asked to repeat some questions that were asked in the previous survey in order

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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to allow us to determine your fit for focus group participation.
Are you at least age 18 and wish to continue and provide additional information?

o Yes (4)
o No (5)

Do you currently use public transit services?

o Yes (1)
o No (2)
Do you have access to a car?

o Yes (1)
o Sometimes (2)
o No (3)

Are you employed?

o Yes, full-time (1)
o Yes, part-time (2)
o No (3)

Are you a student?

o Yes, full-time (1)
o Yes, part-time (2)
oNo (3)

Which best describes your age?

o 18-24 (1)
o 25-34 (2)
o 35-44 (3)
o 45-54 (4)
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o 55-64 (5)
o 65-74 (6)
o75 or above (7)
Which best describes your race or ethnic background?
[Select all that apply]

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

American Indian/Alaska Native (1)
Asian/Pacific Islander (2)
Black/African-American (3)
Hispanic/Latinx (4)
White/Caucasian (5)
Other: (6) ________________________________________________

Do you identify as a person with a disability?

o Yes (1)
oNo (2)
What is your gender?

o Male (1)
o Female (2)
o Gender variant/Non-conforming (3)
oNot listed (4)

We will be conducting focus groups in communities along Hwy 99W. These focus groups will take
between 60 and 90 minutes. We have not determined exact dates or times for the focus groups but
expect them to occur between April 10 and May 15, 2020.
Participants who are selected and attend will receive food and beverage and/or a gift card for
participating.

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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In which community are you available to participate in a focus group. Select all communities and times that
are available.

Monroe (1)

Monmouth (2)

McMinnville (3)

Weekdays (46pm) (1)

Weekdays (79pm) (2)

Saturdays
(10am-Noon)
(3)

Saturdays
(Noon-2pm) (4)

Saturdays (24pm) (5)

▢
▢
▢

▢
▢
▢

▢
▢
▢

▢
▢
▢

▢
▢
▢

We will be in touch if you are a good fit to participate in a focus group. At that time we will provide exact
dates and times for each focus group and confirm your ability to attend on the chosen date and time.

Thank you!! Please close this tab or click the next button to be directed away from this website.
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Appendix F: Open Responses
Table F-7 shows the percent of survey responses from each community compared to the percent of
population of the communities within the corridor. Comparing the percentages provides an
understanding of communities that are relative or under sampled throughout the corridor. 0% difference
means the percent of responses equates to the percent of population compared to the corridor. Positive
differences show communities responding at a higher rate compared to community populations and
negative differences show a larger percent of population compared to survey responses. Table F-7
indicates Lewisburg, Adair Village, Greenberry and Junction City as having a difference of zero to one
percent. This means the amount of responses were proportional to the community populations.
However, these communities equate to 6% of the overall corridor population and received a total of 15
responses between the four communities.
McMinnville, Independence, Corvallis and Junction City show a negative difference indicating a smaller
response percentage compared to population. Corvallis had the largest negative difference (-12%) but
has the highest number of responses (89, 35%) and the largest population (63,857, 49%).
Amity, Monmouth and Monroe have a positive difference indicating a larger percentage of responses
compared to the population. The City of Monroe in particular had a very enthusiastic response and have a
higher number of responses to the survey than other communities.
As indicated in Table F-7, 123 responses were from outside of the corridor and 67 responses did not
indicate where they live. Due to the ambiguity of these responses the analysis performed in Table F-7 was
not informative to the study.

Table F-7. Percent of Survey Responses Compared to Population

Survey Question 01, n = 257, and PSU Current Forecast Summaries 2019 Values, Oregon Final Forecasts 2019

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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Question 12. When traveling along the Highway 99W corridor outside of your own
community, where do you most frequently travel? [Other]
Table F-8. “Other” Travel Locations, by Home City
Travel Locations
Home Community

Destination Community

Kiezer

Salem

N/A

Dallas

McMinnville

Newberg

McMinnville

Salem

N/A

Salem

N/A

Lewisburg

Philomath

Tigard

McMinnville

Newberg

McMinnville

McCoy

Cheshire

Dallas

McMinnville

Salem

McMinnville

Salem

McMinnville

Salem

McMinnville

Sherwood

McMinnville

Newberg

Amity

Tillamook

Amity

Salem

Corvallis

Finley National Wildlife
Refuge

Monmouth

Albany

N/A

Dallas

Portland

Albany

Portland

Dallas

McMinnville

Mapleton
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McMinnville

Florence

Grand Ronde

Coast

N/A

Salem

N/A

Dallas

N/A

Newberg

Survey Question 12, n = 447

Question 10. When traveling along the Highway 99W corridor, how do you make the
trip? [Other]
Table F-9.”Other” Modes of Travel, by Home Location
Types of Travel
Home Location

Mode of Travel

Salem

Friends

Monroe

I just graduated; I travel with my mom

Monmouth

Traveled to work for 32 years on it. VERY recently retired.

N/A

Pickup

Corvallis

Train

Corvallis

Ride Line

N/A

Delivery Van

Monmouth

Motorcycle

McMinnville

Riding with others, mostly with family

N/A

Skateboard

Survey Question 10, n = 477

Question 11. When traveling along the Highway 99W corridor, what are your purposes
for making the trips? [Other]
Table F-10.”Other” Purposes for Trips, by Home Location
Purpose of Travel

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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Home Location

Trip Purpose

Corvallis

Getting to PDX when I-5 is congested

Corvallis

Community Service activities

N/A

Farm Activities

Corvallis

Workshops

McMinnville

Delivering items to people.in need

Corvallis

Travel to Salem, go to airport, go to Lyons to help work at Up camp as volunteer.

Corvallis

Commute to Airport

Monmouth

Parenting Drop off point

Survey Question 11, n = 477
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Question 21: “Do you have any recommendations for potential NEW transit stop
locations along the Highway 99W corridor? Add up to three.”
Table F-11. Stop Location Recommendations, by Northern Region
Northern Region
Option 1
Lafayette

Option 2

Option 3

Newberg

Mcminnville
McMinnville lacks services
to.mental health and drug
treatment centers

Methadone clinic

Services for homeless with
mental health issues

Monmouth

Adair Village

Eugenne

Omsi

Zoo

Lincoln City

WOU campus
The train line thru McMinnville
has reasonable stops
Rickreall

south corvallis

Direct connection from
McMinnville to TriMet
PDX

McMinnville

Lafayette

Carlton/Yamhill

Forest Grove

hwy 18 junction

hebo junction

hwy 22-101 jct

Amity

Eugene

Corvallis

Amity

Corvallis

Monmouth

Survey Question 21, n = 447

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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Table F-12. Stop Location Recommendations, by Central Region
Central Region
Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Corvallis

Monmouth

McMinnville

Monroe

Adair Village

Dallas

Independence

Monmouth

Eugene

Corvallis Airport Industrial Park

Monroe

Adair Village

South Corvallis

Adair Village

Lewisberg

Corvallis

McMinnville

Tualatin

Corvallis

Eugene

Independence

Eugene

Corvallis

McMinnville

Salem

Independence

Mahlon Sweet Airport - Eugene

Territorial hiway
adair village/corvallis
Monmouth

Adir Village
Downtown McMinnville

BiMart parking lot-Monmouth

Downtown Corvallis

Greenberry Store

Monroe

Eugene Airport

Monmouth

Rickreal

Corvallis

Monmouth

Adaiar Villagae

Good Samaritan Hospital,
Corvallis

Corvallis near Market of Choice

Corvallis downtown

McMinnville downtown

Corvallis South Town

Monroe

Junction City

Corvallis, OR

Eugene, OR

Monmouth, OR

Monmouth

Good Samaritan Hospital

Corvallis

Suver junction

Rickreall-Dallas-Salem route

Lewisburg

Eugene

Corvallis

Monmouth

Eugene airport
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Monmouth

McMinnville

Forest grove

Eugene Airport

UofO

OSU/LBCC

Adair Village

Monmouth

Rickreall Salem Connector

Monroe

Greenberry

99W and Greenberry Road
BiMart in Monmouth

BiMart in Corvallis

Safeway/Lowe's in McMinnville

Monmouth/Independence

McMinnville

North Corvallis at Circle

Downtown Corvallis

Corvallis to Eugene!!!!

Corvallis to McMinnville

Corvallis to Monmouth

Eugene Down town hospital

U of O

Train station in Beverton

Small loop to Intersection of
Lewisburg Ave. and Mountain
View Rd.

Hwy 99 and Mountain View Rd.

Lewisburg

Polk County Fairgrounds

Amity

OSU McDonald Forest Peavy
Arboretum (to hike or bike)

Davidson Rd (to bike to Rogue
Farm!)

Rickreall Rd (to connect with
Hwy 22 bike path)

Eugene airport

Monroe Public Library

Corvallis/OSU

Lewisburg Store

Monmouth

Eugene

Near the access gate for Peavy
Arboretum

Adair Village

Monroe City Center

Corvallis

Eugene

McMinnville

Long Timber Brewing in Monroe

Greenberry Tavern

Sarah Helmick Park

Corvallis

Intersection with SW McKenzie
ave. where the brew pub and
distillery are, and Willamette
Greystone

Western Oregon University

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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Build a new transit center in
Corvallis where bus lines and
train lines connect.

Build a light rail around and
through OSU and UO. Then,
build a light rail line that
connects them.

Build a light rail line between
Corvallis and Eugene, Corvallis
and Newport, and Corvallis and
Albany.

Eugene Airport

Corvallis

Corvallis

Monmouth

Eugene

Monmouth

Corvallis

Eugene

NW Corvallis

Tigard Transit Center

Star bucks on 4th and madison
in corvallis

Benny's donuts on 3rd in
Corvallis

Dutch bros in monmouth

Monmouth Bimart parking lot

McMinnville 3rd Street

Downtown Corvallis

The a light rail system from
Hillsboro!

Light rail from Hillsboro to
Eugene.

Light rail

BiMart, Corvallis

BiMart, Monmouth

Napa, Monmouth

Adair Village

Suver Junction

Monmouth

Downtown Corvallis Transit
station

Downtown Eugene transit
station

Downtown McMinnville

Monmouth

Adair Village

Several in Corvallis

UO

OSU

WOU

OHSU

McMinnville

Monmouth

Eugene Airport
King City
Arboretum/Ryals and 99
Eugene Airport

Downtown Eugene

Eugene

Corvallis

Downtown Corvallis

Downtown Eugene

Eugene airport

South Corvallis by Marys River

Monroe

Downtown Eugene

Corvallis to Eugene Airport
park & ride Willamette Grange
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Downtown Corvallis

Evergreen Aviation Museum

Monroe

Circle Blvd in Corvallis

3rd St in McMinnville

Macdonald in McMinville

Monmouth Ave WOU

Corvallis downtown

Corvallis 9th Street

Monmouth

Corvallis

Newberg

Corvallis

Monmouth/Independence

Survey Question 21, n = 447

Table F-13. Stop Location Recommendations, by Southern Region
Southern Region
Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Add more frequent trips to
outlining locations

Make times more easier and
convenient instead of having
one time during the week and
only 3 times or set times may
come floating

Monroe

Rip market

Grocery Outlet Parking lot in
Junction City

Commercial Street, Monroe

DariMart, Monroe

RFP Bruce Rd & Hwy 99

Air port shuffle

To the beach

To the hospital

Safeway in Junction City

Monroe High school or Library

Courthouse in Corvallis

Corvallis

McMinnville

Amity

Monroe Community Library

Umpqua Bank in Monroe

Monroe Downtown

Junction City near Safeway

Junction City

Monroe

Use busses to make floating
trips outlining Junction City
anywhere in the lane county
area

RFP or Greenberry towards
Corvallis

Monroe
Monroe library

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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NWFCS

Harrisburg

Hwy 36 and Hwy 99

across from city hall in Monroe

Some where by the hospital in
corvallis

Junction city

Survey Question 21, n = 447

Table F-14. Stop Location Recommendations, by Unknown Home Region
Unknown Region
Option 1
Trolly

Option 2

Option 3

Train

Run the bus a little later and a
little earlier
at a transit connection to
seaside
Lewisburg Rd
OSU stadium
na
Monmouth

Independence

South Co-op Corvallis

Bi Mart 9th St. Corvallis

OSU Campus

Survey Question 21, n = 447
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Question 28. Please share any other comments or ideas you have regarding public
transit along the Highway 99W corridor in the textbox below:
Table F-15. “Other” Comments on Hwy 99W Transit, Northern Region
Northern Region
Comments

City

My husband commuted to Tigard and Portland for 30 years. This commuter line is
badly needed.

McMinnville

I think there should be some kind of multi-county, unified bus system connecting the
Willamette Valley along all the major highway routes (99W, 99E, I-5, 22, 20, 18, 34, 47
etc.) Connecting the cities of the area together. While I drive myself and may not use
it, it's possible I would if the regularity, unity, and breadth of service was good enough.
A lot of people would probably use it to save on the expenses of owning a car, and it
would have a positive economic impact because more people would have access to
more jobs outside of where they live without having to drive there themselves.

McMinnville

Transit along the corridor would be great, especially for students, but it also needs to
connect with transit to the coast and to Salem and the airport.

McMinnville

The access ride service for handicapped would not cross county line nor provide
service for the evening class hours.

McMinnville

Currently, there are options for public transportation from Amity to McMinnville and
points north. I'm Not sure about points south but since there is insufficient housing in
this community now, I'm Not sure that encouraging people to move here by providing
transportation is a good thing. It would be better to build the transportation
infrastructure between Eugene, Salem, and Portland and leave Hwy 99W alone.

Amity

I think this is an important idea that is way overdue! Public transit connecting urban
areas (and servicing rural towns along the way) is essential, and has been lacking in
Oregon for way too long!

McMinnville

I would definitely use public transit to travel from McMinnville to Eugeme or Covallis.

McMinnville

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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I occasionally use Yamhill transit McMinnville to West Salem, then Cherriots from West
Salem to downtown Cherriots Transit center. The options are very limited. It would be
a better service if Yamhill Transit connected directly to downtown Salem (the transfer
at West Salem adds 15 minutes to the journey).
There is a great deal of college traffic between McMinnville/Newberg and Corvallis and
Eugene. If a direct transit connection from north to south were available, I believe it
would be used regularly. Currently, there is no transit/bus service to Corvallis. From
Salem to Eugene, there is Amtrack busing - and Flixbus - but not a good connect to
99W.

McMinnville

The current train line would offer options for tram stops throughout McMinnville.
There is one at the top of 3rd Street, another near Linfield in a high density area with
apartments, etc. using existing infrastructure would be awesome. Also. While I work
from home now, I commuted to Portland for a time and there was no reasonable
public transport connections. It would have made my commute 2 hrs when in a SOV
without traffic it can be as short as 45min.
I would definitely use public tram lines to go to Portland for recreational activities,
especially in the evenings and weekends to save parking fees and to allow drinking.
Theyâ€™d just have to be regular, efficient and somewhat affordable.

McMinnville

I feel like there must be a way to make a difference in cost depending on whether
youâ€™re commuting for work versus recreation.
Thanks for all youâ€™re doing to explore options that will connect us all efficiently
without impacting the planet as much!!!
Good idea. Make the route an "express" and only stop in town/city and not on every
corner. Make it a commuter route.

McMinnville

Train service between Mcminnville and Portland and Eugene would be the only transit
I would be interested in

McMinnville

I personally do not use public transportation because I live and work on a college
campus and have no commute; however, I absolutely see the need for increased public
transportation along the 99W corridor, particularly for low-income families.

McMinnville

None

McMinnville

The transit currently available operates at about 2% capacity. It's foolish to waste more
tax payer dollars on pet projects such as this!

McMinnville
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I admit I will likely never use the services myself but there is a definite need in the
community among multiple different groups I don't fall in and I support expanding
public transit options.

McMinnville

That's a long winding stretch of road to operate another large vehicle on. I'm not a fan
of the idea. I also am unaware of any under served communities on that route, that
you contend are there. I believe our tax dollars can be used more effectively actively
on bridge and existing road repair/replacement.

Amity

It make no sense to have a fleet of buses traveling up and down 99w when 90% of the
route is farm land. The ridership would be too low to recoup the cost of operating the
buses. Transit between larger communities that are in close proximity to each other,
such between Corvallis and Albany with stops in between, which already exists. If the
demand and ridership were great enough, Greyhound would have continued running a
99w route between Portland and Eugene, they stopped decades ago, and if they
thought it would be different now they would've started the route back up.

McMinnville

Extension of the WES commuter trains would be great although cost prohibitive I
suspect.

McMinnville

We need more walk bike trails between communities.

Amity

Expanding the highway will lead to sprawl. Public transit to major destination like PDX
would make sense with stops at some major hubs...e.g. near OSU, Western Oregon,
downtown Salem....

McMinnville

Two stops in both McMinnville and Corvallis (north and south) and continue up to
Forest Grove!

McMinnville

I am fortunate to be able to use my own vehicle to drive to PNW coastal area and I-5
corridor connecting to bypass routes NW-E or SE-W. I see many Hitch Hikers when I
travel and often think there is not other option for people to ride these bypass routes.
Perhaps if a service were available less people would be stranded hitching on
dangerous dark corridors? It is not safe anymore to hitch a ride or be the driver to
assist a hitcher! Oregon-Hitch-hickers is why I took the survey. I use to be one so, I
know the need is there, but I do not think a large fee would ensure riders. Cost has to
be effective to cover service, Possibly may not be highly profitable?

Amity

I agree the corridor needs public transportation. I also strongly believe that there
needs to be more planning for cutouts that the public vehicles use. Having to stop
behind these vehicles causes major frustration and a fair amount of upset in private
drivers. The roads we use were not made for public transportation and I understand
there are few places for these cutouts. However, it would be safer for all of the
planning included the public vehicles actually being able to get completely off the
roadway. Especially when boarding a disabled individual.

Amity

It would be nice to have an option of public transportation. One of the biggest things
Highway 99 needs to solve is the pushy road rage drivers that are passing on corners,
hills and driving on the bumpers.

Amity

Survey Question 28, n = 447

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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Table F-16. “Other” Comments on Hwy 99W Transit, by Center Region
Center Region
Comments

City

The need to connect cities is important and would greatly impact the lives of the
individuals living in rural towns such as Monmouth, Amity, Adair Village, Monroe to
name a few. Living in small towns requires you to travel outside to larger towns to do
basic things such as grocery shopping and medical appointments. Having access to
public transit would make these trips easier and allow for more frequent trips!

Monmouth

It would be great if there were connectors between 99W and Salem.

Corvallis

My son lives in Independence. My grand daughter in Eugene. You can take the train to
Eugene, but getting to independence hard. Maybe there is a bus to Eugene, but I
would mainly use it to shop at mall. I may move to Independence from Corvallis, but
big reason not to move is the fact that there is no buss to Corvallis from
Independence, or visa versa.

Corvallis

It has been tried within Benton County - Polk County (?), needed stable funding and
more riders. Connecting to the transit to the Coast and to Albany would be a help.

Corvallis

right now it is very difficult to go from corvallis to eugene at convenient times (early
morning and evening).

Corvallis

While it is unlikely I would use this service much, I believe it is one that should be
provided as a public good. Maybe the focus could be on providing commuting
services initially.

Corvallis

Coordinating schedules with other transportation systems would be appreciated

Corvallis

There are many opportunities for recreation available along this route that are not
accessible to some one without a vehicle. Also some medical treatments are not
available in my community requiring me to use Ride Line. Now that I am on Medicare,
such transportation is not covered by my insurance.

Corvallis

"If you build it they will come" applies here, too. While a person (assuming they have
the time), could get around Corvallis without a car at this point (esp. w/the new
weekend service), there is no way that a person could give up their car if they wanted
to travel outside of Corvallis.
Having lived half of my life in Europe, I am spoiled by the seamless availability of public
transport. I doubt that the low population density here will ever support that.
Combined with people's preference for going wherever and whenever they want (vs.
following the schedule and waiting for connections) I would suggest starting
with/improving what's available; e.g., better connections to train stations. I also find it
difficult to find out what is actually available, and when, and how things interconnect
(such as the bus that goes from Corvallis to the Albany train station).

Corvallis

More transit, fewer cars on the road, less greenhouse gas emissions.

Corvallis
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From where I live in Corvallis (southwest near the fairgrounds) the number of
connections needed to get anywhere and the limited run times are the reasons for my
not using mass transit

Corvallis

I am a volunteer who runs a 501c3 for people experiencing poverty. Improved public
transportation availability along this corridor would be a valuable resource!

Corvallis

I feel it would be an asset. Also, please resume the coast to valley buses, as many
people use them to come to the hospital for appointments.

Corvallis

I've been trying to promote Amtrak service along the 99W corridor since 2005, in a
proposal I've nicknamed "Siskiyou Breeze." While I agree that greater priority is
needed for service along I5/99E, that doesn't mean that no priority should be given to
99W. The track improvements currently sought are indeed very badly needed, but I
strongly believe that ODOT's best step after that would be to purchase three new
Talgo train sets: two to fill out the Cascades service (replacing "connector bus" runs)
and one for service from Corvallis to Portland with stops in Independence,
McMinnville, and Tualatin (as close as possible to the WEC commuter train line). Some
track work will be needed to make it feasible, but it can be done. Once that service is
started, rail can be re-built between Corvallis and Eugene so the connection can be
complete. Eventually I'd hope that service can extend to Roseburg, Grants Pass, and
Medford (hence the proposed name of Siskiyou Breeze), with two runs a day north of
Eugene and one going all the way south.

Corvallis

Anything would be an improvement over current available public transit along HWY99.
It would be nice to be able to get to the Monmouth/Independence area by public
transit, or Monroe/Junction City/Eugene area.

Corvallis

This seems to address the area of 99W that is one lane in each direction. Going
through Corvallis where it is two lanes is a bottle neck and unsafe for pedestrians and
bikes.

Corvallis

The express bus on 99w has been vital for me to get into town from my last rental
place in Lewisburg. My daughter used to live in Monmouth and I wished that another
stop would be there as it would connect the two colleges and more students could go
to the two colleges events as could seniors. Buses have been vital for me to get
around town as a senior and affordable. Free buses in Corvallis have helped me
tremendously as I have little income. Also the transit system in Salem and the valley
Retreiver helped me to escape a situation of domestic violence and then I was able to
get counseling and find work by doing transit. Transit has been vital for me to survive
and get services. Please return to having services! Also the canyon connector going all
the way to Gates would be great. Also I've ridden the Valley Retreiver and the c coast
to Valley bus. All are very awesome and ever needed for seniors and all persons.
Thank You! Please bring them back! Many people use them.

Corvallis

Thanks Peggy
Public transportation would help keep vehicle traffic from getting out of control.

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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The only downside to this route, is the amount of traffic already on 99. With the
addition of buses, traffic would be slowed down and make any commute, in either
direction, a horrible situation. For work, I used to commute from Monmouth to
Eugene and back, every day. Any slow-down, in a trip that already takes about one and
a half hours, in good weather, would be detrimental to commutes and commerce. If
there is a way to keep the buses moving quickly, it might cut down on the traffic.

Monmouth

Size the mode of transportation to the actual usage. i.e. if you only have a dozen
passengers on average, you don't need a 43 passenger bus. Thanks for looking at this.

Corvallis

It is needed. I may not personally use it, but it would be nice to have the option
especially for recreational activities or shopping.

Monmouth

Light rail

Monmouth

We need transit to the coast, too. To Newport and to Lincoln City

Corvallis

Please

Monmouth

as a retired person, I'd use the transit if its stops were near shopping that I usually
patronize. No more than 1/4 mile walk from stop to shopping.
perhaps there could be 'by request' stops as well, with the understanding that return
pickup might not be possible.

Monmouth

If service were more than 2 hours apart, it would not be feasible to use.
We occasionally fly out of Eugene airport rather than drive to pdx and very likely
would take a bus rather than drive and pay parking

Monmouth

More transit please! I would go farther more often if transit were available. Those of
us who choose not to or cannot drive are mostly currently trapped in our
communities. We need more transportation options! Personal cars should be one of
many options that are equally time and cost effective.

Corvallis

We already have service between Corvallis and Eugene by Greyhound. But it is very
infrequent and, frankly, hard to access. And not used very much. A service that would
connect any point on the corridor with all others, such that you could get on simply by
flagging it down or using the internet to tell the operator to look for you at some spot,
and you could get off by asking the operator to drop you off anywhere on the corridor,
would serve the greatest number of people. No "regular stops." Only what people
actually need. Perhaps the fares could be by the mile. A simple computer program
could determine the fare given the starting and ending points. Oh, and have a bicycle
rack on front like Corvallis busses. It would not need to be a big bus originally. More
like a 12 passenger van.

Corvallis
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I would love to see a fast rail from Eugene to Portland including PDX.
I would also love to see a bolt or express bus from Corvallis to the Eugene Airport. The
Eugene Airport would get more of my business if there were public transport there
that included Corvallis.

Corvallis

Public transportation would be new to me along the corridor. I am retired. I would
certainly try to use it. It is very necessary due to the high traffic volume on Hwy 99.

Monmouth

Need it to start at 0500 for shift workers at the hospitals and consider times they get
off. Besides my pool opens at 0530.

Monmouth

The traffic on 99W is horrendous. In the last 30 years it easily quadrupled. The
afternoons in Monmouth are gridlock on 99W and OR51. Drivers are NOT traveling in
safe ways either due to speed or carelessness which the statistics will prove out.
Besides public transit, we need a regular law enforcement presence to monitor
driverâ€™s inability to restrain themselves from careless and dangerous driving.

Monmouth

Hwy 99W has become slow, dangerous and an impediment to emergency vehicles
because of the heavy traffic flow in most all areas. Something needs to be done to
alleviate this
traffic congestion.

Monmouth

My thought is that although I would not use public transit, if others did so, the traffic
could be reduced and tail-gaters might be less prevalent.

Monmouth

I live in Corvallis and work in McMinnville twice/week, so I would LOVE to be able to
take public transit. I also think more bike paths along Hwy 99 that are separated from
the highway (like the one from Monmouth to Rickreal) would be excellent and
encourage people to bike more. I know I would, if I wasn't having to bike right along
trucks going 60mph!
Thanks!

Corvallis

The challenge will be having enough stops to get people to or close to their ultimate
destination. Always the challenge with public transportation.

Monmouth

I would strongly consider using public transit on 99w if there was a connector service
between Hwy 99W and Hwy 22W (such as Rickreall to Salem) that would reasonably
accommodate a 8:30 am - 5 pm work schedule or 7 am - 4 pm work schedule.
Additionally, I think having a public transit option for students that go to OSU and
Western Oregon University would relieve morning and evening congestion on 99W
between Monmouth and Corvallis. It would also perhaps improve safety. I typically
avoid 99W as a commuting corridor because of the heavy truck traffic and the mix of
individuals on the road (younger, less experienced, and often recreational drug
impaired adults).

Corvallis

Even in the city of Monroe it would led be nice to have more than 1 drop off/pickup
station. It has to be very affordable. It would be nice if there were bilingual services on
the buses at all times or if drivers were bilingual. College students/seniors or those
with disabilities ride free.

Greenberry

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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High frequency non-stop or 1-stop service between Corvallis and Eugene is something
that would be greatly beneficial.

Corvallis

Safer options for cyclists would be great. Thanks!

Corvallis

I don't understand the lack of transit options between Corvallis and Eugene. It's
ridiculous! What is available isn't really convenient unless you are traveling one way
per day. With their farmers market, college campus, campus and local events - there
are many reasons a person would want to make a day trip to Eugene from Corvallis (or
vice-versa) and also have an option to travel late afternoon and catch a return bus
around 10 or 11pm.

Corvallis

I would appreciate a simple way to travel between Corvallis and Eugene via public
transport. Right now there is no easy public transit option and I often find myself
needing to go to Eugene and not wanting or needing to take a personal vehicle, but
finding there are few other options.

Corvallis

Please keep connections with bike facilities in mind while planning, like amenities such
as
-- stops near mountain bike trails and multiuse paths
-- stops at roads to cycling attractions, like natural areas and breweries (e.g. Rogue
Farms)
-- racks...but not just the standard three upfront; this could be a service for mountain
and road bikers wanting to explore an area further from home without having to bike
or drive there

Corvallis

Generally:
-- stops at attractions (minimize the last-mile problem)
-- stops near large employers
Thank you for providing this survey and looking into connecting all the transit services
and many of the communities of the western valley!
I know it's difficult, but the more we have, the more people will use it. When I'm in
Europe, I use public transportation exclusively because it runs so often an is so easy to
use.

Corvallis

Thanks for being forward thinking about developing more public transportation. Much
needed. Now you just have to get people to ride it.

Lewisburg

Thank you and I hope this survey generates useful information for you!

Corvallis

There already is some public transit along the section that is accessible by polk
fairgrounds.

Monmouth

Would be good to connect to the many wineries along 99W so we can do lots of wine
tasting without worrying about driving. Maybe a winery could sponsor a bus stop or
something like that.

Corvallis
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The biggest draw back to public transit is connecting to where you need to get to once
you arrive in town. Unless there are options to get around from where you arrive in
town, public transit is difficult.

Monmouth

There is no way public transport in our corridor would ever generate enough revenue
to make it self-sustaining. This would require massive public funding to serve a tiny
ridership at time when the Portland area and I-5 are significant traffic bottlenecks
that will require additional lanes and/or highways to remedy. Our public money
should be invested there.

Independenc
e

Light rail!!! Build light rail between Corvallis and Eugene, then Corvallis and Albany,
then Corvallis and Newport, then expand to the entire 99W corridor. Also include
light rail to OSU, with trolleys that go around and through OSU.

Corvallis

Connection to air and rail and other bus lines is crucial

Corvallis

Hi there! I am super excited about the idea of public transit along 99W. I've been
commuting between Corvallis & Monmouth for 15 years for work. I've done various
permutations of driving alone & carpooling with coworkers.
I also tried to make the Valley Vanpool work for me for about a year (by joining the
van route between Corvallis & Salem), but its timing was too inflexible & it was too
expensive, and they really wanted full-time riders to commit who would use it from
Corvallis to Salem, and not make them add a stop in between.
My job requires me to have more flexible hours than that, and some times I need to
leave work early or later, and so I would miss the vanpool van if I could not be at the
pickup spot on time (they only run 1x a day).
I would love to use public transport & would be happy to ride a bus on my daily
commute if there were more than one bus per day! I would be happy with a 1 x per
hour bus route option (or 2 x per hour would be even better). Thank you for looking
into this!

Corvallis

I commute frequently between Corvallis and Portland. Restoring Rail Service to
Corvallis would dramatically reduce car traffic, would be a service I used frequently,
and would provide far more affordable housing opportunities for students.

Corvallis

This would be a total waste of money. The dollars per rider rates in urban areas are
astronomical and there is no way public transit along this corridor would make
economic sense. This state is already in financially poor shape and this would only add
to the unfunded burden and future unnecessary bond issues.

Corvallis

Just the fact that this is even being looked at is a waste of money. Spend the money
on maintaining our current infrastructure.
A rail system would be preferred

Corvallis

While I strongly believe public transit is critical for our communities sustainability and
wellbeing, I also fear that public sentiment is against it, for various and unfortunate
reasons.
Good luck in your survey and study.

Corvallis

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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I would love to have public transit along the 99 corridor. When I go to Portland I park
my car and take the max. Oregon would be greatly served to have a MAX extension
from Hillsboro or through Newberg to Eugene. Think about it. WOW! We are
decades ahead of most cities Iâ€™ve traveled to where I have family. Please please
consider this.

Monmouth

I currently use a vanpool that works quite well for me, but could use the flexibility of
an alternative OR if the vanpool ceases to exist Post-COVID-19 (State workers may all
be teleworking; I will not have that option on a full-time basis), I would definitely avail
myself of an affordable alternative to my single-occupancy vehicle.

Corvallis

For years I have advocated a train from SOU to PSU using the 99 corridor. It would
connect students with programs and allow employees to live where they can afford to
live. It would improve air quality and limit fossil fuel use. I commuted by rail in
Chicago and read so much more simply because I had the time while riding the train.
Mass transit of any kind is nice, but 99 is a dangerous place to drive and there are
vehicles that gum up the works. A train would bypass all that. And it would need to
run several times during rush hours and at some point between so people don't fear
being stranded far from home. Expensive? Sure. Those of us who can pay should be
charged what it is worth to us (a lot!) so others can ride for cheap or free. Thank you
for doing this study!

Monmouth

We live in Corvallis and would prefer to fly out of Eugene Airport when we travel.
Currently, there are no shuttle services that connect Corvallis to Eugene. The only
option is to use Omni Shuttle, which is a private, scheduled van that picks you up at
your house. It's extraordinarily expensive.

Corvallis

Every time we fly out of Eugene or are considering flying out of Eugene, we are always
disappointed in the lack of a shuttle service. We'd love to see public transport that
went to the airport.
More public transportation after the fear of virus passes.

Corvallis

I have just moved to the 99 corridor - in my current location I used the bus or biked to
work. I am concerned about the feasibility of biking to work from the 99/Arboretum
area to Corvallis - so a safer bike route and and regular bus transport would be useful.

Corvallis

I would occasionally use transit to get to the Eugene airport and back. The only other
time I'm using 99 I'm heading to trailheads well away from the highway and need a
personal vehicle. There are a lot of people commuting into my city that I wish had the
option of using transit. It should be heavily subsidized (free or $2/ride max).

Corvallis

I would love a bus that could take me to the Eugene Airport!

Corvallis

I would also like to get to Portland metro by public transport from Corvallis. I normally
make this trip 1-2 times per month on weekends.

Corvallis

I rather to use train than a bus. I hope to be able to bring my bicycle with me,or
luggage.

Corvallis
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If I could get to and from the Eugene airport via a shuttle or any non-Uber/Lyft option
(those are unreliable), I don't think I would ever fly out of Portland again.

Corvallis

sustaining a robust, convienient, and useful public transit in the 99W corridor helps
those without private vehicles, and helps those with private vehicles use them less,
keeping traffic counts down. Practical times of routes, costs, and stop locations
encourage use.

Corvallis

I support all public transport that uses renewable energy and avoids fossil fuels. Any
effort to expand public transport along highways must use electric vehicles if it is to be
efficient, sustainable, and economical. In short, if a thereâ€™s a combustion engine in
it, I wonâ€™t support it.

Monmouth

Survey Question 28, n = 447
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Table F-17. “Other” Comments on Hwy 99W Transit, by Southern Region
Southern Region
Comments

City

Build a floating schedule does right now as you have a sitting alone of the busses run
early in the morning and if nobody's up early then it's a waste of time make a floating
schedule during the week and on the weekends quotas here a little bit for Saturday
and try and make it a set schedule for Sunday.

Junction City

It would be great to have frequent stops and more park and ride collaborations in the
southern Willamette Valley from Eugene to Corvallis for all of the workers and
students.

Monroe

I fear that many low-income people (who could really use this service) will not see this
survey or have access to complete it, which could make the survey totally skewed.

Monroe

More public transit is drastically needed in Oregon! Would love more connections
between the valley and the coast, also between the valley and central Oregon.

Junction City

Don't walk well so pick up at my house.

Monroe

IF as when we tried this last, it only runs a route up in the morning and one back
late afrernoon, seems that is not workable, who wants to be STUCK at either end
the entire day?

Monroe

It would be so useful for people with limited transportation into connecting to be able
to get to and from school and work. In the past, we had a family member living with us
who was attending LCC. Somebody had to get up very early to drive them from
Monroe into Junction City to catch a bus to Eugene. If there were transportation to
Junction City, it would have made life easier.

Monroe

As a teenager with lots to do, but no license due to not wanting my mom to pay more
for her car, public transit would be great for ability to find a job. There could even be a
new rail system that has a stop in Monroe because it is a growing community in great
need of public transportation for those 12-25.

Monroe

I'd also like to see a separated bike path from Monroe to Corvallis perhaps using the
former Bailey Branch.

Monroe

I think it's a good idea.

Junction City

For Monroe residents, a public transit link between Monroe and the cities of Eugene,
Junction City, and Corvallis is critical for senior citizens and individuals with disabilities
who do not own their own personal vehicle or access to other transportation options.
Their primary needs are to pick up groceries/retail shopping, a trip to the pharmacy
(i.e. medication), medical appointments, and other services. Currently Monroe
residents have no transportation options.

Monroe

There is not enough people to support public transit along HWY 99-W
HELL, public transit within the larger cities lose money, EVERY SINGLE YEAR!

Monroe
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Karlyne Agoff I remember when I was in high School and the only job I could find was
in Corvallis. I had no car at that time. Luckily the Greyhound bus was going back and
forth between Eugene and Corvallis and it would pick me up at the end of our street
which was right on Hwy99 at the edge of Monroe. If that Bus had not been available I
would not have been able to work and save money for college. Monroe at the time
had a population of 460 people so there were no jobs locally for me to get. A public
transit system that makes Monroe a designated stop will definitely open the door for
those in need of safe transportation to larger cities.

Junction City

I may not use this service on a regular basis as I have access to my personal car,
however, I know several people who do not have access to a vehicle on a regular basis
who would use this transportation.

Monroe

Funding would be a big thing. We had transport years ago for low income and it got
mixed to to no funds to support it. There are a lot of folks here in the monroe alpine
bellfountain irish bend area that would benefit.

Monroe

I donâ€™t believe we have enough users to fiscally support a transit system

Monroe

We have have taxes on things for reasons that I believe we dont need so how would
this be payed buy ..more TAXES ????

Monroe

Should start planning for high-speed commuter rail service between
Eugene/Corvallis/Salem along the Highway 99W corridor. It will be needed eventually.

Monroe

I would like the public transit in particular for my teenager as he begins his job
searches and to go to school for dual credit.

Monroe

My kids are 18. One took classes at lbcc 3 days per week and also the following year
had a job shadow 2-3 says per week at osu. My other child will be going to college in
Portland. Both could benefit by having available transportation to and from work or
college. I have had driving anxiety regarding traveling I-5 to Portland. Having this
service available would have been used many times already. Alpine is 4 miles from
Monroe, so with a stop here, it would provide teens and adults without reliable
transportation, a way to find and maintain jobs out of town. Even if there were only 2
or 3 times per day that the bus ran out here, it would be something

Monroe

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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I see it very usefull for grocery shopping.
If stops could be made to the nearest grocery store it would be helpful.
Having a set time everyday would be best. Like two stops per day limit maybe a
morning and evening time.
If there are multiple stops per day at one location ppl won't be encouraged to plan
ahead and will tend to miss the bus. It would look like ppl are not interested or using it.

Monroe

If there is one ( or two) stop at the same time per location each day ppl would
scheduel bc it would be their only chance.
There are ppl who live far from hwy 99, they would have to walk a while to get to the
bus stop, so having a same time everyday would help keep in mind a time frame.

Good public transportation between JC and McMinnville allow us to not need a car
with my daughter at college.
Consider express buses between key locations like Corvallis to McMinnville or JC to
McMinnville. Maybe this would be used for students, wine tasting/festivals, and
collegiate sporting events.

Junction City

OUTSIDE OF CORRIDOR
I would love a direct route to corvallis. Currently I have to take Amtrak to Albany, then
the link Benton loop to corvallis

Keizer

Set a transit center near 99w and 22 so the regional bus from Salem could meet there
and transfer to Corvallis/McMinnville. Hourly service (or more). Would be nice to
include Waves and Water Park in McMinnville.

Keizer

It would be very helpful for seniors and all ages for spring and summer and possibly in
fall and winter too, Thank you !

Salem

Cherriots Regional on 99W

Salem

Thank you very much to the transit operators and all staff at cherriots really appreciate
your dedication at this time you guys are amazing

Salem

Peoplelikeusthat dont have a car its dificulta to go from place to place.

Salem
Woodburn

I use the bus for everything as a wheelchair user because I cannot drive. The easier it is
to navigate my state the better!

Salem

I have yet to use public transit between the area I live in and other communities, evem
though it is available. I would not use it to go to Eugene or McMinnville and I go to
both communities. Usually Eugene.

Turner
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This state highway is not suited to be used by the number of vehicles it sees on a daily
basis. It needs to be widen. Take I-5, it is 4 lanes Salem south and it is bumper to
bumper. When I drive on Hwy 99w it is also over crowded as there are spot where
there is no passing for miles. It needs to be a 4 lane hwy. Not sure how you can make
hwy 34 a four lane hwy and not hwy 99?

Halsey

would love to see not only public transit, but with that comes improvement of the
roads and highway. Both would be wonderful

Newberg

No, please. Oregon does not need to become California.

Falls City

Transit along the corridor needs to connect to service between Albany and Corvallis,
99W and downtowns Independence and Monmouth, and from Independence to
Salem.

Salem

I think mass public transport is a very good idea, especially for those with no private
transportation or those wishing to reduce their carbon footprint.

Eugene

I have not used public transport since moving from the SF Bay area in 2011.

Salem

((W is often highly congested on weekends, and many of my friend who live
prroximate to the ((W corridor do not own cars

Salem

Please include bike racks on busses.

Newberg

I know connecting communities is most important, at least as far as Junction City.
Plus, I know you will never build the very necessary foot bridge from Trainsong Park to
99, until you start the service. Trainsong is completely isolated from transit use until
you build this.

Eugene

I used to live in near Junction City and would love to see more opportunity to travel in
the area.

Clackamas
County

This is important work. Please connect communities in our state. I probably won't use
the service much, because my travel along Hwy 99 W is mostly for recreation primarily going to wineries or going to Alsea Falls area, but I think this is an important
connection in our state.

Eugene

This service would help so many people. Public transportation is essential and I really
hope that the 99W corridor will soon have good transit service. I also believe it's good
to have public bus service 7 days per week no matter what city or area.

Salem

CONNECT WITH TRIMET AND CHERRIOTS

Salem

We need more bus service-especially out river road to Monmouth Independence.

Salem
Keizer

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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We used to have the Portland Electric Railroad which serviced these areas. I wish there
was a revival of this service. Trains donâ€™t get stuck in traffic which encourages
people to ride them. Also many of the historic train stations still exist in these areas.
Maybe they could be used again. It would be great to link Amtrak with this new
transportation system. 60000 people travel to Salem each day for work from
neighboring communities. About 1/3 of people in McMinnville work in Salem. Having a
train as opposed to a bus would greatly reduce traffic in the Salem metro area. Thank
you for your efforts.

Salem

N/a

Keizer

The Highway 99W corridor has been long neglected by nearly all "leaders" leading to a
total lackof usable transit. ODOT and the Portland Metro area refuse to consider
anything that lacks the word "rail" so the most attention has been a few studies of
commuter rail north of McMinnville, each coming to the same conclusions of high cost,
low ridership. Instead of building up bus service, the corridor is ignored.

Tigard

The service should run at least every 2.5 hours, but maybe more frequently at
commute times. Connections with other transit buses like Cherriots and Corvallis
would be best. The fare shouldn't be more than $3 each way from Monmouth to
Corvallis.

Salem

Connecting Oregon is a very valuable endeavor. If we want less cars on the roads, we
need to make it easy for people to connect. Public Transit is the answer.

Springfield

It would be a waste of money to use taxpayer's dollars on a few outliers that would
rarely use the service. Keep as much money as possible in the hands of the taxpayer so
they can buy a car, carpool, or spend it how they wish on their travel.

Eugene

We need service along the I-5 corridor too that is much cheaper and easier to use than
Amtrak, Greyhound, FlixBus, and Bolt bus.

Salem

I believe itâ€™s necessary particularly for continuous service and job access. Now if
you ride LTD, your last stop is McDonalds in Junction City and you have to walk or take
a taxi to Harrisburg or further.

Eugene
Keizer

I think this is a great idea and although I own a reliable car, I see public transportation
would help rural communities connect for jobs, school etc. much better.

Eugene

Thanks for all the work you are doing!
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There is not enough population to support regular public transit. It has been tried in
many low population areas before, it fails.
People in the smaller communities strung along OR99 that don't have their own
transportation already arrange alternatives.

Alpine

Commuters with long travel times won't use it as long as private vehicles are a viable
option.
Regular transit service along OR99 would be a waste of resources and tax revenue.

I think there should be dedicated transportation for the elderly for grocery shopping.
We do not want populations coming from corvallis or Eugene to set up camps and
create havoc in our communities. We will be left with clean up bills, crime rates will go
up. This is not what our communities want.

Alpine

Public transit along the highway 99W corridor is not necessary at this time. Transit
exists for individuals with disabilities and the elderly. We have the Bolt bus as well.

Portland

I love the idea of connecting communities. I visit Eugene often would love to be able to
easily get there. As a commuter along the hwy, Iâ€™d also love easier more sustainable Lafayette
ways to get to work.
Would be nice to see improvements in sidewalks and lighting in this corredor especially
in the urban areas. Woodburnâ€™s 99 section is in horrible conditions. Would also be
nice to see some affordable housing incentive to develop through the corridor as it
Woodburn
expands. Increase tree canopy as well would help with air quality. A high speed train
from Salem to Portland needs to be done, and connect stations in corridor cities with
rapid transit solutions.
It will help a lot of people

Eugene

Transportation to Providence Hospital in Beaverton would be useful.

Philomath

time are not conducive to work schedule not early enough or late enough

Lafayette

There would need to be some kind of security in place to protect riders.

Dayton

Public transit through the Highway 99W corridor would be a total and complete
WASTE of money, just like the moronic light rail in the Portland area!

Cheshire
Philomath

Preferably not all public funded transportation. A privately owned, non-government
funded transport system should be privately funded. Sorry, I'm a capitalist and the less
government dependency, the better.

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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This needs to have regular service for it to be useful for anyone. Ideally 15-30 minute
intervals between busses.

Albany

I almost never use public transit. Mainly due to increasing safety issues and I've always
used my personal vehicle for travel.

Dallas

Increase it i think ist a great idea

Grand Ronde

Survey Question 28, n = 447
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Table F-18. “Other” Comments on Hwy 99W Transit, by Unknown Region
Unknown Region
Comments

Location

I think railroad tracks should have never been torn up or trollys removed.

((N/A))

I have family, including children, here in Corvallis and in Seaside. Transit between the
two would be great. Also between Corvallis and Portland, where we have more family.
It would be very helpful if the children could travel those routes alone when they are
old enough.

((N/A))

Must be safe with transit police riding the line.

((N/A))

na

((N/A))

My handicapped son lives in Monmouth/Independence area and could use this service
for transportation between home and Amity/McMinnville area.
He struggles with this regularly now.

((N/A))

Please have train go south of Albany!

((N/A))

Hard to make work in rural setting. Inefficient. When you have to drive further to
pickup location than ride it doesn't make economic value. Lots of wasted time and
money. A transit system should pay it's own way.

((N/A))

What would it cost.
Schedule for the public transit.
How many stops in each city.

((N/A))

As a business owner in Monmouth, I would like to see signs letting people traveling
99W know what goods and services there are available, so they can stop in our town
and shop.

((N/A))

I live one mile south of the Corvallis city line, just off 99W.
I am car-dependent to reach any public transportation.
I very much need a means of public transportation into and out of Corvallis so that I
could then use the city bus system, the Amtrak connector van, or the van to PDX.

Benton
County

Hey 99 needs to have shoulders along the road and wider to prevent roll over
accidents, vehicle breakdowns, overall safety for travelers between cities.

Benton
County

All transit services should be free or at a lower cost

Benton
County

Survey Question 28, n = 447
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Appendix G: Community Leader
Interview Guide
Recruitment Email
SUBJECT: Interview Request - UO Institute for Policy, Research, and Engagement
Dear _______,
I am writing on behalf of the Institute for Policy, Research, and Engagement (IPRE) at the University of
Oregon. The Oregon Cascades West Council of Governments (OCWCOG) is conducting a Transit Feasibility
Study to evaluate demand for transit service along the Highway 99W corridor from McMinnville to
Junction City. With connecting service to Lane Transit District (LTD), Cherriots (Salem-Keizer Transit
District), and Yamhill County Transit, the potential service would tie together the three largest
metropolitan areas in the State of Oregon. In addition, it would also provide transit service to the
currently unserved or under-served communities of Monroe, Adair Village and
Monmouth/Independence, along the corridor. You can learn more about the project by following this
link.
A crucial piece of our research is to conduct interviews with community stakeholders, and we are eager
to connect with someone within your organization. We will be conducting thirty-minute interviews that
touch on transportation needs and barriers in your community.
Can you please send along names and contact information for one or more people in your organization?
We are planning to conduct interviews between April 21 and May 6.
Please do not hesitate to reach out to me for additional information.
Thank you.
Kind Regards,
____

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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Interview Guide
Introduction
Hi my name is _____. Thank you for your time today. I’m a first year Community and Regional Planning
graduate student at the University of Oregon working with the Institute for Policy, Research, and
Engagement (IPRE) at the University of Oregon.
As a reminder, the Oregon Cascades West Council of Governments (OCWCOG) is conducting a Transit
Feasibility Study to evaluate demand for transit service along the Highway 99W corridor from
McMinnville to Junction City.
This interview should take about 30 minutes. Does that timeframe still work for your schedule?
I will be asking questions about people in your community’s travel needs and travel patterns. For this
interview, we ask that you draw upon your impressions of your community and do not expect you to
represent all of your community members.
The information from this interview will be anonymous and not explicitly tied to you, but some answers
may still make you identifiable. Does this format work for you?
Do you have any initial questions for me? Is it okay if I record the interview? The recording will be used to
take notes, transcribe, and possibly use direct quotes.
Start Recording
I’ll ask again for the recording, are you okay if I record the interview?

Interview Script
Introduction and Background
1. How would you describe your organization?
2. What is your role in your community? (tailor to individual if appropriate)
3. What is the demographic background of your community?
a. Probe with: race, income, disability, english as a second language
Existing Conditions
4. How do people in your community usually travel?
a. How frequently do people in your community use public transit?
b. What kind of public transit is most used?
c. Probe: fixed-route bus, Dial-a-Ride, Paratransit
5. What personal transportation (ex. car, walking, biking, carpooling) is most used?
a. What are primary destinations along 99W for your community?
b. What is the purpose of trips on 99W for your community?
Barriers to Transit
6. If anything, what prevents your community from traveling to destinations they want to reach?
7. What are some of the most significant barriers to accessing public transportation?
Demand for Transit
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8. Have any community members expressed interest in using public transportation who have been
unable to access it?
9. Would your community members use public transit along 99W if it was offered?
10. Do you expect travel patterns to change due to COVID-19?
a. Short-term, long term (have people define what that means)
11. What changes would make transit a desirable option for your community?
Wrap-Up
12. Can we send you the survey link for you to pass to your organization/community?
13. Is there anyone else we can/should talk to?
14. Is there anything else you want to add?

Highway 99W Transit Feasibility Study
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Yamhill County Transit
99W Transit Corridor Pilot

Yamhill County
Commissioners

County Manager
Ken Huffer

Transit Manager

Cynthia Thompson

Ken Huffer
County Administrator, Ken Huffer, is the Chief Administrative Officer of the county. He is responsible for the
administration and management of the county and its service districts (if delegated) and works under the direction of the
Board of County Commissioners. Justin Hogue is the Business Services Director, and works under the direction of the
County Administrator and assists in all areas of administration as assigned. Mr. Hogue serves as Acting County
Administrator in Mr. Huffer’s absence.
Cynthia Thompson
Cythia Thompson is the Transit Manager for Yamhill County Transit, which operates four intercity routes on set
schedules and alignments connecting Yamhill County cities along OR 99W, OR 18, and OR 47 and providing
connections to Tigard, Salem, Grand Ronde, and Hillsboro. Connections to other locations in the Portland region are
available in Tigard and Hillsboro with a transfer to TriMet bus and rail services. Yamhill County Transit's routes run on
weekdays only, with the exception of two routes serving the OR 18 and OR 99W corridors connecting Grand Ronde,
McMinnville, Newberg, and Tigard, which also run on Saturdays. Its intercity routes make limited stops within cities.
Local fixed-route service provides circulation within McMinnville and Newberg, along with demand-response service
that provides shared rides with advance reservations during the same days and hours as local fixed-route service. There is
limited local service in the smaller cities in Yamhill County.

Transit Routes Connecting to 99W Corridor
Gaps Analysis

Attachment 2
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STIF 99W Transit Feasiblity Study: Tasks & Schedule
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PURPOSE: This project seeks to fill in the gaps in transit service along the 99W corridor from Junction City to Mcminnville. Phase 1 explores existing
transit options the demand for the service, while Phases 2 & 3 work towards implementation and operation.
TWELVE TO 18 MONTHS (YEARS 1 & 2)

$

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Branding & Marketing Outreach

Determine Fare Structure

Vehicle Analysis & Purchase

Deliverable: Pamphet, Logo, Name

Deliverable: Fare Schedule

Deliverable: Vehicle type, cost, and
purchase

Create a pamphlet with route map,
schedule, and contract information.
Develop a name and brand for
the service to be used in operation.

Review existing fare schedules along the
corridor and determine the appropriate
costs for each fare zone as necessary.

Based on a rough esitamte of demand,
identify the best vehicle for 99W
service, ranging from a tranditional
vanpool vehicle to full sized bus.

12 MONTHS TO TWO YEARS (YEAR 2)

Task 4
Operation

Operate
service
for
between 12 and 24 months.
Deliverable: Annual Service
Operation Report

NEXT STEPS
Service Evaluation

Continue to monitor service along the 99W corridor and evaluate need and
implementation after the initial two years of service. Of particular interest
will be: ridership, service schedule, fare assessment, and on-going costs.

Attachment 4

2019

Plan Review: 99W
Transit Corridor
2020 STIF APPLICATION
YAMHILL COUNTY TRANSIT

Attachment 4

Local Plan Name:

Oregon Public Transportation Plan

Governing Body
that Adopted Plan:

Oregon Department of Transportation

Plan Adoption
Date:

September, 2018

Local Plan Web
Address:

https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Planning/Documents/OPTP_FI
NALDRAFT.pdf

Relevant Page
Numbers:
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Website URL where
plan is located:

https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Planning/Pages/optp.aspx
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Goal 2: Accessibility and Connectivity
Getting from Here to There
Riders experience user-friendly and convenient public transportation
connections to and between services and travel modes in urban, suburban,
rural, regional, and interstate areas.

Mobility

Policies and Strategies
Accessibility

Connec�vity

What are mobility,
accessibility and
connectivity?
• MOBILITY The ability
or ease with which
people can use the
transportation system
to travel between
destinations.
• ACCESSIBILITY The
ability or ease with
which people can reach
or access destinations
including employment,
education, activities, and
services and return to
their origin.
• CONNECTIVITY Presence
of useful, integrated
links people can use
to move between
places, transportation
system modes, or
segments of the same
mode. For example, do
transit routes intersect
usefully in both place
and time, are fares
interchangeable, and is
information about the
trip readily available?

Policy 2.1: Enhance existing and identify new public transportation
connections and services.
Strategy 2.1A: Assess feasibility of providing frequent and/or high
capacity public transportation connecting key destinations where
population and land use characteristics support such services.
Strategy 2.1B: Provide new or more frequent regional and intercity
connections. Work with ODOT to identify possible strategies to provide
the new connections.
Policy 2.2: Improve access to and ease of use for public transportation by
connecting routes and services, including linking stops and stations to bicycle
and pedestrian facilities.
Strategy 2.2A: Seek to eliminate first and last mile barriers by improving
public transportation links to other facilities and services. These may
include accessible facilities, sidewalks, trails, bicycle parking, bikeways,
carshare, TNCs and taxis, rideshare, and bikeshare services.
Strategy 2.2B: Provide public transportation services for persons with
disabilities that enable convenient access to work, school, shopping,
recreational, and medical destinations in the community.
Strategy 2.2C: Coordinate between public transportation providers,
developers, private property owners, and road or rail authorities to
prioritize pedestrian facility investments at existing or planned transit
stops and stations. These may include crosswalks, sidewalks, curb
ramps, and other pedestrian improvements.
Strategy 2.2D: Coordinate among public transportation providers,
developers, private property owners, and road and rail authorities to
develop bicycling facilities, including bike lanes or paths and secure bike
parking.
Strategy 2.2E: Ensure that public transportation vehicles can carry
multiple bicycles.
Strategy 2.2F: Provide park and ride and bike and ride facilities where
appropriate, or seek partnerships to allow riders’ use of existing lots
where space is available. Seek to link park and rides to related services
such as carshare or bikeshare facilities.

OREGON PUBLIC T RAN S PO RTAT I O N PL AN
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Policy 2.3: Provide coordinated, seamless regional and intercity bus
and rail public transportation services to enable trips for commuting
and recreation, and assist rural residents to access services in larger
communities.
Strategy 2.3A: Coordinate efficient and easy to use regional, long
distance and urban connections between neighboring public
transportation systems and services with reasonable wait times and
comfortable waiting locations.
Strategy 2.3B: Continue to support regional and intercity public
transportation by connecting and coordinating intercity services
among providers, and helping regional and intercity services
efficiently connect with one another and to urban systems.
Strategy 2.3C: Link public transportation routes at mobility hubs
where there are easy transfers between routes, modes, and
neighboring systems. Such facilities include transit stations or centers
where multiple routes meet, bus and rail modes meet, or there are
park and ride facilities. Expand existing mobility hubs, as needed, to
accommodate better connections.

Gilliam County Transportation
operates a general demand
response service for older adults,
people with disabilities, and the
general public. The service is
provided by volunteer drivers who
often drive hundreds of miles in
a given day to serve the diverse
needs of the rural community
in Gilliam County. (Photograph
credit: City of Condon)

Strategy 2.3D: Coordinate among state agencies, jurisdictions, railroads, and other partners to enhance
passenger rail’s role in providing regional, intercity, and interstate service.
Policy 2.4: Encourage employers, educational institutions, and others to provide opportunities for
employees’ and clients’ use of public transportation, carpool, vanpool, shuttles, and other shared rides.
Strategy 2.4A: Encourage employers to provide a comprehensive package of incentives to use public
transportation or other transportation options. These include pre-tax benefits, discounted passes, group
passes, priority parking for shared vehicles, etc. Provide assistance and incentives for employers to
implement such programs.
Strategy 2.4B: Encourage major employers, medical and educational institutions, and other regional
destinations to provide shuttle service between their campuses and nearby public transportation
facilities when necessary to enable access by transit.
Strategy 2.4C: Encourage employers and major institutions to avoid policies that discourage public
transportation use, such as providing free parking.

Public Transportation Incentives and Disincentives
Employers and major institutions often provide perks that are deliberate or unintended incentives for
employees, students, or visitors to use particular travel means. Incentives that support public transportation
include allowing for flexible work schedules, providing free or discounted transit passes, developing “guaranteed
ride home” policies that provide for a taxi ride home in case of an emergency, as well as many others.
Other perks can act as a disincentive to use public transportation, even though that may not be the intended
purpose. A common example of such a policy is to provide free parking.
Through a thoughtful combination of policies, employers and major institutions can increase the use of public
transportation significantly, while helping to manage parking and traffic, support commute trip reduction and
sustainability goals, and attract and retain employees.
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-

Albany, west of Interstate 5, south of the Willamette River and east of 99E (roughly
corresponding to downtown Albany)
Corvallis, west of 99W, north of Highway 20, south of Circle Boulevard (roughly corresponding to
downtown Corvallis and the Oregon State University campus).

Travel Demand
Salem-Keizer generates the majority of automobile trips in the study area (well over 600,000 daily auto
trips), and the cities are major destinations for other nearby jurisdictions. 4,000 to 8,000 daily
automobile trips originating in Salem/Keizer are made to each of the cities of Dallas,
Independence/Monmouth, Stayton/Sublimity, Silverton, and Woodburn. Based on the SWIM model,
few trips are made to McMinnville and Wilsonville; however the model is less reliable for cities at this
distance apart. A moderate number of trips originating in Salem/Keizer are made to Albany. Overall,
travel demand between Salem and its immediate neighbor cities is relatively high.
The smaller cities of Dallas, Independence-Monmouth, Stayton-Sublimity, and Silverton also generate
significant demand for travel between each respective city and Salem. Travel demand between
Woodburn and Salem is relatively high, but demand between Wilsonville (just to the north) and Salem is
very low, according to ODOT trip generation data. A moderate number of daily vehicle trips are modeled
between Wilsonville and Woodburn, with similar trip volumes generated between Woodburn and
Silverton, and Silverton and Stayton-Sublimity. Trip data indicates very low travel demand between
Salem and McMinnville and between McMinnville and every other city analyzed. Again, as ODOT’s
SWIM model is less reliable for cities that are distant from each other, travel demand between
McMinnville and other cities may be underestimated.

Transit Inclination, Demographic and OriginDestination Maps

The following section contains maps displaying the composite transit inclination score, all demographic
variables and employment information. All data is displayed by Transportation Analysis Zone (TAZ).
Another set of maps displaying demographic data by Urban Growth Boundaries (UGB) within the study
area are included. These maps display the same data that is shown in the TAZ maps, but those portions
of the TAZ outside a UGB have been removed, resulting in maps that only show demographic variables
for urbanized areas.
Origin-Destination maps display trip generation information for ten cities or regions within the project
study area. TAZs comprising each city or region were aggregated to yield the total number of trips
originating in that city or region and correlating destinations. “Other trips” labeled on all maps indicates
the number of trips originating in that city or region with destinations other than the other 9 cities
shown (to disbursed locations throughout the project study area).
These maps were used to generate the figures in the first section of this memo.
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FUTURE SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES

Given the low travel demand and moderate level of transit inclination and jobs, this Plan does not recommend
transit service within this corridor. In the future, route deviation or dial-a-ride service could be explored if enough
customers ask for service.

2.3 West Side Corridors (Polk, Yamhill, and Benton Counties)

The major communities in Polk County include Dallas, Monmouth, Independence, and West Salem. These
communities are currently within the Salem-Keizer Transit service area and are served by three CARTS routes.
Yamhill County Transit Area (YCTA) currently operates Route 11 between McMinnville and Salem that provides
five inbound and five outbound trips per day on weekdays.
Input from the project Advisory Committee and from members of the public indicated two additional destinations
of key importance for transit service: Corvallis and McMinnville, located outside the Salem-Keizer Transit service
area in Benton and Yamhill Counties, respectively. There is no current transit service between Corvallis and Salem.

2.3.1 Summary of Recommendations
Table 2.3-1 summarizes each corridor and its priority, the results of the travel market assessment, the primary and
secondary purpose of the routes, and recommended service enhancements for each corridor. Figure 2.3 that
follows depicts the recommended service enhancements graphically.
Table 2.3-1: Proposed Service Enhancements in Polk, Yamhill, and Benton Counties
Corridor and
Priority
Salem- Dallas

Summary of Travel
Market Assessment*


Travel demand:
high



Transit inclination:
medium

PRIORITY 1

Salem –
Monmouth/
Independence



Employment:
medium



Existing ridership:
high



Travel demand:
high



Transit inclination:
medium

PRIORITY 1



Dallas –
Monmouth/



Employment:
medium

Primary/secondary
purposes of the routes
Primary: Commuters
traveling from Dallas to
Salem

Recommended service enhancements


Secondary: Transitdependent travelers
needing to access services
in Salem

Primary: Students and
faculty traveling from WOU
to Salem



Secondary: Transitdependent travelers
needing to access services
in Salem

Existing ridership:
high

Travel demand:
medium

Primary: transit-dependent
persons living in all three

Continue operating fixed-route express service
between Dallas and Salem, with the following
enhancements:
o

Increase frequencies during the peak
hours of 6-9 AM and 3-6 PM to 30
minute headways on weekdays

o

Increase frequencies between 9 AM
and 3 PM and 6 PM to 10 PM to 60
minute headways on weekdays

o

Remove some existing stops in Dallas
to improve trip time

o

Add a regularly-scheduled stop in
Rickreall

o

Limit stops on the Dallas-Salem
express service, but evaluate potential
to add a stop(s) in Dallas

o

Provide five trip cycles on weekends,
spread throughout the day

Develop fixed-route express service connecting
Monmouth and Salem, with the following
characteristics:
o

30 minute frequencies between 12
PM and 10 PM on weekdays

o

60 minute frequencies between 6 AM
and 12 PM on weekdays

o

Route should travel north along OR99W with a scheduled stop in Rickreall



Provide five trip cycles on weekends, spread
throughout the day Consider adding a regularlyscheduled stop in Independence



Develop a fixed-route circulator system to
connect Dallas, Monmouth, and Independence
11
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FUTURE SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES

Corridor and
Priority
Independence

Summary of Travel
Market Assessment*


Transit inclination:
medium



Employment:
medium

PRIORITY 2

Salem –
McMinnville



Travel demand: low



Transit inclination:
medium

PRIORITY 3


Employment: high

Salem- Grand
Ronde



Travel demand:
(data not available)

PRIORITY 2



Transit inclination:
medium



Employment:
medium

Corvallis –
Monmouth/
Independence



Travel demand: low



Transit inclination:
medium

PRIORITY 4



Employment:
medium

Corvallis – Salem



Travel demand: low

PRIORITY 4



Transit inclination:
high



Employment: high

Primary/secondary
purposes of the routes

Recommended service enhancements

communities needing to
access services in each

Primary: commuters from
McMinnville to Salem



Secondary: transitdependent persons
needing to access services
in either community

o

Provide 60 minute frequencies
throughout the day from 6 AM – 10
PM on weekdays

o

Provide three trip cycles on weekends,
spread throughout the day

Increase frequency on YCTA Route 11, and
consider cost-sharing arrangement with
Cherriots
o

Increase frequencies during the peak
hours of 6-9 AM and 3-6 PM to 30
minute headways on weekdays

o

Increase frequencies between 9 AM
and 3 PM and 6 PM to 10 PM to 60
minute headways on weekdays

o

Provide five trip cycles on weekends,
spread throughout the day



Extend Route 11 into the downtown Salem
transit mall

Primary: commuters from
the Salem area who work
at Spirit Mountain Casino



Continue operating Cherriots 2X with
approximately the same frequencies as existing
service

Secondary: commuters
from the Grand Ronde
community to Salem



Continually evaluate trip times to coordinate
with the Spirit Mountain Casino shifts



Coordinate a timed transfer with future service
from Lincoln City to Grand Ronde

Primary: students and
faculty at Western Oregon
University and Oregon
State University



Develop vanpools to serve students/faculty or
commuters between OSU and WOU

Primary: Transitdependent persons in
Corvallis wishing to access
services in Salem and/or
connect to transit that
reaches the Portland area



Provide service through a connection in Albany.
Develop timed transfer that connects in Albany
with the Linn-Benton Loop Bus.

Secondary: Commuters
between Corvallis and
Salem
*Information summarized from Memo 2: Travel Market Assessment. Details on methodology and data sources are available in Memo 2.
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PAGE 20

A. COORDINATED PLAN CHARACTERISTICS
___________________________________________________________________
Common Organization/Scope
The four Coordinated Plans have been prepared in a common format, which is expected to facilitate
future updates and foster coordination among the implementing entities. Other organizational
characteristics include:
•

In addition to typical plan elements, all the plans contain sections specific to coordination with
emergency management, human and health services community engagement, funding
challenges and general strategies to address them, and progress made in addressing strategies
identified in the last round (2009) of plan development.

•

The scope of groups considered as special needs populations is expanded to include veterans,
limited-English proficiency populations, and minority populations.

•

To better match unmet needs to strategies and actions, these elements are combined into a
single chapter, rather than being identified in separate chapters as is a common practice. Also,
rather than identifying a long list of needs, the plans focus on a limited set of priority needs,
each accompanied by a range of potential actions.

•

While the scope of public transportation services is broader than transit, other than
inventorying these other services, there is little consideration of how they fit into the overall
public transportation program.

Common Needs
Service delivery issues and needs have not dramatically changed since the last round of plan updates in
2009. Identified in all current Coordinated Plans are:
•

Sustainable funding, including for vehicle replacement and technology improvements.

•

Increasing demand for services associated with steady population growth, an increasing older
adult population, a growing low-income population, and increases in all other special needs
populations.

•

Overtaxed demand response programs.

•

Smaller communities/rural areas either underserved or unserved.

•

Lack of efficient connections between systems and to medical and other services in Portland, Salem
and Eugene.

•

Expanded service – frequency, hours of operation, weekend service, access to employment for
those working outside normal working hours.

•

Lack of awareness of/limited available information on available services.

•

Improved coordination with the human and health service communities.
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PAGE 34 GROUP 3: How should the region take advantage of new funding to improve connectivity
and service to underserved/unserved areas?
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explore a regional clearinghouse.
 Conduct a regionwide assessment of outreach/information needs.
 Information clearinghouse to help people get the transit services they need.
 Safety net regional service. Keep track of calls that are not able to serve.
 Data, coordination is where the greatest need is.
 Better data collection.
Market existing programs to the community.
Regional travel training.
Collaborate with ADRC, CAP agencies.
Provide service from Harrisburg that connects to LanE County Transit in Junction City.
Connections are needed from Scio, Brownsville, Halsey, and other communities to regional
transportation and other services.
Accessible van program to underserved and unserved areas that provides access to human
services programs.
Increase frequency of commuter bus; of all routes.
Intermingle transportation planning and affordable housing. Joint planning by city-county-statetransit providers-health and human services-housing authorities-planning bodies.
Support connectivity, including passenger rail (Amtrak).
Connector services to transit.
Access and availability – assess cost, capacity, etc.
Include veterans in planning service expansions/improvements.

ACTIONS AND NEXT STEPS
The convening ended with a brief discussion on next steps. There was general consensus among
participants to continue meeting to better define and implement “next step” actions. Jean Palmateer
indicated that ODOT is intending to contract with AOC and the COG to conduct a strategic assessment of
regional transportation planning opportunities, with an emphasis on improving underserved/unserved
rural areas and on connectivity. She suggested convening a small group to review the proposed
approach to the assessment, with a larger group convening to review the assessment results. It was also
suggested that the assessment could help identify regional grant opportunities, e.g. travel training and
trip planning/resource coordination. It was further suggested that, in the short term, a pilot regional
transit information system funded through a Section 5310 discretionary grant should be explored. Jim
Owens indicated that a summary report from convening session and the PowerPoint presentation will
be distributed to all invitees. A draft regional chapter for the Coordinated Plan will be distributed
sometime in December.
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PAGE 37 In discussing regional transportation planning, the concept of a transit district was raised by
several interviewees, noting that Benton County is considering a countywide transit district. However,
no support was expressed for a regional transit district. Several interviewees noted: “Mid-Willamette
Valley communities are distinctly different; a regional transit district is not needed and would not work.”
Rather than general regional planning, a number of interviewees support focused planning to ensure
that services are matched to both current and future needs.
•
•
•
•
•
•

The need is to better understand what people want and will use in terms of transit services.
The focus should be not on whether there is a need but rather how to address it.
Targeted planning is needed to determine the best chances of success in undertaking projects,
e.g. in terms of extending 99W service north or south first, where’s the greatest demand?
Planning should focus on how to best succeed in addressing specific needs in specific areas.
Planning for future services should be a priority.
Longer-term planning should focus on how best to serve growth areas.

A. Providing Expanded Transit Service, Including to Underserved/Unserved Areas
A common theme is that the priority focus should be on productivity (beefing up existing services),
before considering expanding existing services. Increased frequency of service is the common highest
priority for service improvements.
•
•

Strong caution is expressed about reinventing the wheel. The focus should be to invest in
existing programs versus creating new ones that may not have a guarantee of long-term
funding.
Address the increased use of transit by persons with disabilities, especially by those who use
wheelchairs.

Before expanding service to rural areas, several interviewees feel that the question of demand needs to
be addressed.
•

Engage rural communities as to their demand/interest before trying to provide service that may
not be used. Many rural area residents are intentionally not reliant upon public transportation.

In considering expansion of services, continuing to build on the existing trunk system is suggested.
“Expand to underserved areas through spoke and hub extensions off the trunk system.”
Where services/connectivity are lacking, all types of service should be explored, e.g. fixed routes,
deviated routes, general public access to dial-a-ride services, volunteer drivers -- whatever works best
for the particular community.
•
•
•
•

Services should be prioritized to areas of concentrations of special needs populations. For
example, ADA improvements, e.g. curb cuts, in communities without transit are high priorities
for ODOT funding.
West Salem feeder service is a model of using smaller buses to bring riders to a centralized point
from which to access multiple services.
Provide collector service on rural highways.
Service those communities with no or limited service, e.g. Jefferson, through deviated service
that connects outlying communities to the hub system.
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TRANSIT
Transit provides mobility to Benton County
residents without access to a car or who do not
drive. For other residents, transit provides an
option to avoid some of nuisances of driving
such as congestion and parking. It can play a
role in reducing the volume of traffic on the road
and improving environmental quality. Fixedroute transit service is provided to residents
of Adair Village, Corvallis, Philomath and
North Albany. The rural communities of Wren
and Alpine are somewhat connected via the
Coast to Valley Express route but this service
is not priced for daily commuting from those
communities and is of limited frequency (4 trips
daily in each direction). Residents of the City of
Monroe and the unincorporated communities of
Bellfountain, Greenberry, Kings Valley, Hoskins
and Alsea have no fixed-route transit options or

BENTON COUNTY TODAY & TOMORROW

Other specific transit needs to be addressed include:
• Service along OR 99W south and north of
Corvallis: The area of southeast Benton County
surrounding the City of Monroe does not have
any fixed-route transit available since a pilot
program of a southern 99 Express connecting
Monroe with Corvallis was discontinued due to
lack of demand. A new route extending to Lane
County with stops in Junction City and Eugene
may result in increased demand for riders
from the metropolitan areas interested in the
through trip. Coordination with Lane County
Transit would be required to develop this route.
Additionally, there is also no service along OR
99W north of Adair Village to Monmouth and
other communities in Polk County. Further study
is needed for this potential route.
• Expansion of Regional Linn-Benton Loop

demand responsive options that are open to all

Service: The Linn-Benton Loop is the existing

demographic groups.

regional transit system, connecting the two

Existing transit services provide mobility and
economic opportunity for some of the County’s
most vulnerable residents but they do not
provide a comprehensive and open network for
all residents or visitors. To improve mobility for
all, transit in Benton County needs to expand
service to accommodate the county’s growth. The
Benton County Coordinated Human Services –
Public Transportation Plan describes strategies for
efficiently prioritizing resources and identifies unmet
needs and service gaps. Other transit plans, such as

regional colleges (OSU and LBCC) and the two
inter-connected metropolitan areas of Corvallis
and Albany. The existing Loop route and
schedule have remained unchanged for the past
two decades, even while significant growth has
changed the face of both counties. Planning for
potential expansion of the Loop network with
future transit funding under HB 2017 includes
studying the routes and schedules, to better
serve commuters as well as the evolving needs of
the two colleges.

the Corvallis Transit System Transit Development
Plan and the Albany Area MPO/City of Albany Transit
Development Plan, guide the improvement of transit
service in the urbanized areas of Benton County.

BENTON COUNTY TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PLAN
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99W Corridor Connecting Cities
Underserved Populations
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99W

Monmouth
Population: 9,983
Low Income: 46%
Disability: 10%

99W

Adair Village
Population: 1,040
Low Income: 32%
Disability: 10%

State of Oregon

Corvallis

Population: 4,025,1127
Low Income: 33%
Disability: 15%

Population: 56,224
Low Income: 40%
Disability: 9%

99W
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Monroe
Population: 559
Low Income: 32%
Disability: 39%

Junction City
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Map Created: 30 January 2019

Population: 5,819
Low Income: 41%
Disability: 16%

Miles
20
All data from 2017 ACS Estimates, US Census

99W Corridor Regional Connections
Metropolitan Areas
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Portland
Metropolitan
Region
99W

99W

Salem Metropolitan Area
(via Cherriots Regional Service)
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Albany Metropolitan Area
(via Linn-Benton Loop)
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